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Manmade Nuclear Holocaust
.

Foreword: The Whole papal Nuke Industry is based on AlGoReal hoax called CO2. This is tied
into the banal sea-level rising -lie. Now here is one intentionally miniaturized pic that might get u
thinking more about it… later in this blog this issue is more detailed, see ALGOREAL SEA LEVELS:

This shamefully tiny CO2-fact, hidden deep: Scandinavian shoreline moved 60 miles OUT in
500yrs! Compare the 1500A.D. and 2000A.D. 'beaches', thks Finn Geological Society GTK.fi - for
this spliced pic (here seen parsed)

This  MSM -mirror method is used in the Polarbear extinction lie:

bears ‘disappear’ by multiplying 20x – every 100 yrs!

Suomenkielinen Lukija: tämä kooste on hätäisesti kokoonparsittu käännösläjä erillisistä
tekemistäni Suomenkielisistä opuksista. Lue helpommin www.scribd.com/Syottovasikka [sensuroitu]
tällä hetkellä löytyy vielä slideshare.net/syottovasikka -sivulta.

Scribd.com suddendly started to charge readers from my free documents. This without any notice to
me, all revenue to scribd. Isnt this funny kind of censorship...



GET THIS document FREE AT: slideshare.net/syottovasikka

Every Nuclear Power Station Produced kilowatt hour = 1 kW – - – uses up to 10 kW diesel oil
(mining, enrichment, infrastructure, storage)

… from every nuke 4kW created, 3kW is pumped into the sea as waste … then some.
Wind-farms in Holland – energy negative!

.
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.



Butwaitaminute. All things today have their roots in thousands years of human history.

.

I added some color on this Historical moment. Down ther youll find out why...



But lets first define my hideous frontpage drawing - compiled from Finnish State Geology
Institute page fragments ... fragments to keep the papal pancake afloat.

Pope's global tax program for masses: "Sea Levels Are Rising!" ... and when facts go missing,
cranking more CNN-Times-volume - voila' - the abyss plastered via fairytales.

LAND   RISE   TAX:
added 5/2106

Did you get it. Scandinadian governments in the papal EU are taxing landowners. This tax is based
on the land that is continously rising, eg. Sea Level Sinking. As everything belongs to EU - even
accidental small bird kill fine is 20€uros - the seabed belongs to the pancake pope fatherland. When
seabed becomes exposed, the poor peasant living at seaside, has to pay heavy fine because his
ranch has grown bigger...

This Landrise is called 'maannousema' in Finnish.

Note that we live on a flexible ball - continuously changing shape and weather. When a part of
this ball bulges, seawater on top flows - somewhere else.

Read More: 'Öljy Luonnontuote'

LANDRISE LINKYS':
www en wikipedia org/wiki/Kvarken
www absoluteastronomy com/topics/Kvarken
coordtrans fgi fi/n60n2000.jsp
georepository com/datum_1030/N2000.html
State Land Measurement Agency /Maanmittaushallitus 3/2016:
maanmittauslaitos
fi/sites/default/files/N2000_Valtakunnallinen_korkeusjarjestelma.pdf



The top secret map: Finnish SW coast, Satakunta rose, seaside escaped 100km further west
since 1500s'. This is a problem of digital age: all building codes include base height which has
risen 50cm (2feet) during last 50 years. Thus a new standard was required to give exact positions.
The N2000 system was created - defining how much the sea level escapes - exact height=position
of hills etc. The illustration is also top secret: two maps, one 1500's, one in the N2000 age.

LANDRISE changes topographical heigts, GPS needs new exact data: Finnish GTK insititute



ANGLO SAXON ISLAND by University of Sheffield

Location: [TOP SECRET]

Pancake Art: Why this art is drawn by hand? Because this data is not to be released to common
folks paying mindboggling amouts of taxes - to EU - based on this AlGoReal 'Sealevel Rise -hoax.
TOP SECRET - the global brainwash would melt like AlGoReal styrofoam antarctic if this became
common knowledge in your  papal mediapancake daily dosage...

Whata accident from the pancake institute, University of Sheffield: their research of a long
hidden island reveals the hoax. This island has been rising since 'beginning of time'.

March 2, 2016 University of Sheffield. Summary: The remains of an Anglo-Saxon island have
been uncovered in one of the most important archaeological finds in decades. "The imagery showed
that the island they had discovered was much more obvious than the land today, rising out of its
lower surroundings. To complete the picture the researchers raised the water level digitally [hello:
BECAUSE OF LANDRISE] to bring it back up to its early medieval height based on the
topography and geophysical survey." sciencedaily com/releases/2016/03/160302083603.htm



J-Parc Quake?

I made an animated video in youtube about the latest facts. About half of its contents are related to a
certain scientific project study… The txt below helps to see the nuances in the video:

Report by N e u t r i n i c a Ltd, Finland
The facts in the video - like the text below is based on  by N e u t r i n i c a Ltd report

n – 2008 – 1, Finland

The report preface describe the report as science study for Astronomy, muon particle
measurements in the deepest cave in europe, the 1400 deep Finnish Pyhäjärvi mine. See my latest
video, youtube – P a k k a s p y r y www.youtube.com/watch?v=4rc37dRCI4w

First the report narrative tells how hard it is to detect Myons from space, because our
“NATURE” is swamped by neutron radiation … from – surprise – Nuclear Power. How is that?
The report recites IAEA:

“In Central Europe and Russia it is impossible to measure neutrinos…

…as NP has saturated every location with NEUTRINO RADIATION.“

NP Stations irradiate everything around them 1000 miles around! (There is NO structure, wall
or material that can keep this nuclei flow contained, none.) Finland is a nice far away location – not
yet – fully polluted by NP stations.” But of course, even there you must dive 1400m underground to
shield yourself err gauges from this rad. Luckily (?) this Radiation -hole issue will soon be
‘corrected’ by building new irradiating Reactors in Northern Europe – Finland (NP-building plan
was just accepted as of 10/2011)

.

Other, multiple, sources show that the radiation ionizes also all air in and around the NP
Stations: one evidence is the Betaflare phenomena. Another are the visible 140meter high, 3m
diameter smoke stacks. Eh!? Smoke-stacks? But why? The NPStation doesn't burn anything, does
it? Isnt it just a steam-age generator – with the idiotic uranium boiler? … psst: there's a claim that
Chernobyl personnel all died in 2 minutes when air conditioning stopped – and the air became
quickly fully ionized via radiation.

This phenomena is clearly described in all NPStation building plans: out pumped air volume has to
be extremely high just to keep personnel alive. Modern NP Station air-conditioning (=SMOKE-
STACKS) pipes are still 140 meter high to blow the ionized air into upper atmosphere – later to be



sold in by the papal Global Warming CO2-mafia. Some NP’s are now even filtering some of these
particles.

From 50 radiation -types only FOUR are being Measured

However, nothing can stop some of the particles escaping from the core and extremely higly
radioactive used fuel pools – 1000 miles+ in every direction. (As A.L. states, the Uranium fuel has
almost 50 types of radiation – only four are being measured. N R C is scared also from his
revelation that 2 tons of fuel mysteriously just ‘disappears’ yearly – from every NP… (psst: via
direct radiation )

According A rto L auri, 0lkilu0to NP is venting some these radiating ‘byproducts’ via Power Grid –
see below.

The Finn guinea-pigs have the papal honor of now paying the biggest and most unknown
beachbomb ever, 0lkiluoto III being built by shaky AREVA. One of the dirty nuances: they are
building only for 40m SMOKE-STACK although regulations dictate the minimum of 130m height.
Why? They have found a more modern way of pumping ionized air out from the station, method
already used for a long time: transmission line faraday cage blowers – another way for nuclear
contamination air.

The power lines form a faraday cage-corridor when two pylon system with 24 double wires are
used. This unnecessary size and massively expensive system is paid by you. The structure forms a
beam blower – tunnel guiding the irradiating particles between the magnetic coils e.g. wires. From
Olkiluoto this rad system blows almost 200miles – onto the irradiated folks of Helsinki – while it is
boasting being the cleanest air of all NP Stations. A big plus is that the sick sosialistic
unhealthsystem now has a continuous huge influx of irradiated patients with myriad mystery
ailments to be “healed” by Auschwitch – e.g. Merck etc pill$… ( I am referring into the over
30.000 secret medical studies of Chernobyl fallout; see linky below into latest Cherno-leak.)

The whistleblower on this NP-irradiating dirt, A rto L auri, a fmr 0lkiluoto tech, was fired
after exposing the dirty secrets and being daily harassed by the finn Nuclear pliis… Latest
local revelation is that the 0lkiluoto sits on a huge tectonic plate fault, revealed already in 2003 in a
study where methane gas was found rising from deep below… But of course there a is a true need
for this: radiation escapes also into the earth below, not reflect and fry the NPP.

Another secret is that 30% of all personnel in 0lkiluoto has malformed kids, stuck away from
sight into institutions. All the OL 700+ professional folks have been told not to have kids – as their
genome already is polluted for next million years.

.

DEATH Beam expose:

Back into the N e u t r i n i c a Ltd -2008 -report:

After (!?) this Astronomyous revelation (?), and now accepting it as a common fact, this
hideous dirty report suddenly reveals its true mission: a Swiss based death beam, underground
2.246,770km (1600 miles) all through Europe into the Finn-Pyhäjärvi mine. All of a sudden we



stare at N A T 0 war machinery… New Quake n e u t r i n o-Gun beam from planned Swiss M
EYRIN Neutrino Factory. Which is planned to be 100x more powerful than any other ‘gun’ before:
6Tev = 6.000.000.000.000eV

Another source educates us unawares: “FERMILAB shoots oscillating neutrino beams to a
Minnesota cave, 721km through the ground, using 50GeV myon beam gun “when the beam
arrives, 20% of it has degraded into “other isotopes” like carbon, sulfur …” In fact this means that
while the beam deteriorates, it also cracks the ground – forming a 700km radioactive dirt-tunnel.
What kind of beta-flare forms in the spot where the beam surfaces? Is this “report” also telling
about it? In the report, the company LOGO gives us a hint… The oscillating/cracking is very
intense – in the a pre-selected spot – where multiple beams are directed according plans…

Note: Most lakes in Minnesota have fish consumption advisories and have had for many, many,
many years. Pls Compare. The address works after parsing: add dots, remove blanks.
www dnr state.mn.us/lakefind/index.html ...Pick a lake, any lake…

Excerpts from the 2008

Neu trini ca Report - as distributed in the web:



Daydreamin to be king destroyer; illutrates the rival, envious Sudbury. And states: "ours must be
bigger"!



6.3 Pyhäsalmen kaivos, Page 61
In the Pyhäjärvi city - Pyhäjärven kaupungissa - is located Pyhäsalmen sinkki- ja kuparikaivos - zink, pyrite(Fe3S)
and coppermine of Pyhäsalmi. It is owned by Mine Oy, owned by Inmet Finland Oy, owned by Inmet Sweden
Ab, owned by Inmet Mining  Corporation,  Toronto,  Kanada,  ... (shh owned by guess who) ... it is noted in Toronto
Exchange - yearly 1.4  mil tons of ore.
Pyhäsalmen kaivos on Suomen ensisijainen ehdokaspaikka uudelle maanalaiselle laboratoriolle.
Se sopii erinomaisesti seuraavista syistä:
Se on Euroopan syvin metallikaivos, suurimmalta syvyydeltään 1444 m. Tämä on selvästi

enemmän kuin Gran Sasson, Canfrancin tai Boulbyn laboratorioissa.
Kaivoksen ja sen ympäristön geologia ja kallion ominaisuudet tunnetaan hyvin, eikä siellä

ole tiedossa vakavia ongelmia tai esteitä kalliorakentamiselle.
Paikalliset toimijat tukevat hanketta. jnejne

Uusi maanalainen laboratorio Eurooppaan                61

Pyhäsalmi is the most excellent site: a nonpolluted lake (shh. to dump RN-waste), local silenced
masonry, EC-RN shootingrange targets also whole Finnilandi groundwater systems...



Finnilandi to be destroyed: fishy funny how the sitemap includes an weird shining 'two
boat' fishin village ... Kalajoki [see inset]. It is the site (later revealed) to be CCCP built
Plutonium Factory aka NPP. All the while this trinity-report hyperventilates on the clean
Pyhäjärvi -environment that NPP's have not yet stained with their incessant direct leaking radiation
(RN): "the background radiation is 1/10 of the radiation in Europe or USSR"
(Pyhäjärvi: 2. Kaukana ydinvoimaloista. P.65, Suomen tulee varjella merkittävää etuaan,  matalaa ydinvoimaloiden
aiheuttamaa taustasäteilyä.  Ydinreaktoreiden  rakentaminen  Pohjois-  tai  Väli-Suomeen  on estettävä p.8,
ydinvoimaloista tuleva taustasäteily on Pohjois-Suomessa vain murto-osa siitä mitä Keski-Euroopassa...)



European Splintering project timeline - for proud Finnidiots.  Nokia-Tampere -sistercities may
have had its cesium-share in experi mental madness - started already 2008. Ventilation built for
advanced mad experiments in 2015 as seen later below.



EMMA-, MUG- and MUD underground tests…

MUD-project, 2000 feet down. Hey kids. Just measure. Don't start asking or you'll walk. (alive =
best case scenario)

CEO Docent J uha P eltoniemi, N eutrinica Oy, is happy to trash north European groundwaters
forever with his dirty beam: neutrino beam crushes the baserock, decaying into carbon and sulfur
isotopes waste - half of the beam energy transforms as toxic waste... 6.000.000.000.000 eVolt beam.



How nice TRI Angels one can see f-lying in wait - to experimentally waste EUropean
groundwaters, splintered spallation chaos as ordered.



The Myon Accelerator Report slips: here is a top secret map of finn geology. The existing reactor,
and the world biggest shaky one - are built on limestone - stone materiel not worthy of road
construction. This is the cause for multiple recent turbine hall main bearing catastrophes... and site
of spent fuel storage, 0nkal0. This is typical for all radiation leaking Plutonium factories - the
radiation has to sink as not to reflect and fry the operation on the spot. Also it is imperative to build
the plutonium factory system high above ground (40m) to ventilate radiation freely in every
direction. One would think it would be wise to sink these dirty steam-age inventions into a deep pit
- but no, not possible: baserock would deflect all radiation and melt the plutonium mfg operation
with all the genius inside...

Note that Finland is 'first class' country in geology. Thus they have amassed incredible amount
of info - lots of it used to be freely available. For example, geologigally very detailed map.
Available for anyone ... except this map mysteriously 'vanished' after I dug into this report.

But of course, here again hidden message, Quote: “some specific test will be done in onkal0″ – the
0lkiluot0 Yucca mountain of EU.



G-UIDED Beams
The N e u t r i n i c a Ltd -report author also clearly states that the beams can be guided into
any desired direction: the J-PARC system specs tell us that there are 27 beam output-ports…
“Caution has to be exerted to keep the detectors 1-2 degrees offbeam…“ Why? My guess is that the
detectors in the myriad ‘mile deep’ caves would fry from a direct hit. As typical NWO Nuke-
business, nobody cares what happens to population … here at the location where beam surfaces into
atmosphere. Reader has first to understand forces behind our Scientifically guided papal
“Auschwitch” nuke camp to grasp the whole madness of this Menegele-class machinery: this
radiation genetically deforms every form of life in its hits.

How audacious is even this company name … papal EU trinity!? ( = n-eu-trini-ca). Their logo
speaks loudly of this underground oscillating (like earthquakes) myon beam – propagating through
earth until it explodes into the atmosphere. And clearly states that at least four ‘beam factories’ are
operating around the globe. The report tries to keep all this stuff cloaked with repetitive Saul-
Alinsky method: ‘astronomy’ education for the unawares, myon beam measurement in caves.
[ Hideous Results : irradiated thousand mile 'tunnels' through aquifers ]

Note that this report was publicly available before I started to dig into it and publish my findings in
Finnish…

The test sites employ esoteric enlightement, X-mass 666-contents,
all contain religious fever tovards the snaky jesuits from Vatican. This
detail in Japanese Kamiokande. This particcular Dehonian curie X,
can be found hiding all around, even in their masonic heralds
describing their cult.
(see p.228)

Logo by the Knights of six six six



Lets do a virtual Goog tour to one mass-murder radiation factory; Grand Sasso, Italy

google.it/maps/@42.4527557,13.5734349,3a,75y,22.88h,94.11t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1ssqDhmwE
CW-h3EcY1xnF0mg!2e0!7i13312!8i6656?hl=en

Funny nazionalissimus comparable to beloved jesuit Adolph;
 INFN LABORATORI NAZIONALI DEL GRAN SASSO

Remember always when working with this 'scientific' cult: Safety First!



Dehonian X Curia enlightement for the elite masons.

IHS is the holy inside connector. CERN Poilly - old satanic cult site thousands years ago.
Employs masonic satanist heraldics on their courtyard guiding visitors in.

Read more xenon1t.org ;
The dark Poilly-satanists X-curia exposee:



Here some of the polluting point detectors in 2008: ESS was 2008 still top secret

The N eutrinica project map also depicts the J-PARC Kamioka-beam which became famous
11.03.2011 14:46



CERN holy trinity = project map 2008

Manager-knight J uha P eltoniemi, N eutrinica Ltd, is happy when he can pollute
Pyhäjärvi ... using taxpayer money to annihilate useless taxpayers.

To produce a beam, one needs the 'factory'. Here are the new Factory plans.

To detect a beam, one needs the detector system. Like Pyhäjärvi, Kamiokande etc.

Note: PYHÄSALMI = PYHÄSALMEN (genetic form). Location near Pyhäjärvi=Pyhäjärven
(genetic form). Pyhä = holy, järvi=lake, salmi=strait, sound



Project Plans are ramped up to pump all possible taxmoney into these useless zero-
producing giga-projects: Will MUGged EMMA and LENA smash the globe?

Zero-product: Fits snugly into the much advertized papal global depopulation program.
Sorry but I can see here no other function.

The Photo with project names is from the project plan - I added the embedded figure.



Nuclear Reactors - Neutrino Radiation:

IAEA original illustration says, quote: “Nuclear reactors create massive neutrino radiation. This
distorts neutrino measurements”.
I Added some yellow color and the red beam, CERNin  5000000000000 eV neutrino beam.

Plans to find particles or create all polluting tunnels; shooting through EUrope, 1500 miles.

See this in Youtube video: youtube.com/user/pakkaspyry



Pyhäjärvi on top. Below recent photograph at Tampere was widely seen in southern Finland.



HOLY Lake = PYHÄ järvi

I just noticed an added bonus on this particular Holy Site: Plenty of dirty PONDS all over!

As an X-pumping bonus, A, B, C, D -PONDS can easily be overflooded into the Lake - if it is
ever necessary b/c of continous underground leaking? Distance to Lakse is 200-400 meters.



Neutrinica paper suggests possible detector locations in Finland. "Dotted beam-line from Cern
to Pyhäjärvi mine. (Wassup, under OL plutonium factory). Red oval lines are projections to off 10-
40mrad from direct beam line. Optimal offset depends beam energy and detector optimization. The
detector should be inside two inner ellipses using representative parameters."

Funny how a new plutonium factory is being pushed by russki jesuits 'beside' this heavenly proton
err scientific scam site (yel marking at left inset map).



Multiple Accelerators - Guided Beams.

These news already happen, only a fraction gets through the stalinist censorship:

Odd explosion, Joensuu Finland: "Police report how a basement cement floor blew
up in an unexplained explosion a house built in the 70's. The blast broke house floor
above etc. Officer Alvila tells that its "sudden earth rise" - yeah, really... IS
23.10.2012 13:36

Project folder: this is scientific star gazing testin !? ... with 6TeV-myons guns. Meyrin/CERN-
plans. Quote: "Multiple accelerators accelerate myons into last energy level/state, producing two
neutrino beams that can be guided into any desired direction."

w w w elsa physik.uni-bonn.de/accelerator_list.html

www sciner com/Neutron/neutron_facilities_worldwide.htm jne …

.

.



Tampere - triple Trinity meanings: they say the high jesuit
Bill Clinton is such a fraudster, that in every sentence one must redefine the inner meaning of his
every verb. Likewise, all their details exposed here have a hidden meaning at least in three (holy
trinity) ways. Teke care, I try to figure out some, you must find the rest. Here we see on such
example: plutonium factory size pipes in transit inside the Hadron collider optimal rings - to
tampere walk through tunnel. Would you believe? Well most folks brainwashed by MSM do
believe what theyre fed: here their eyes will also see the ads for Tampere walk tunnels" - so nothin
to see ere, keep walkin.

Below pics from same transport - before photo-op: no brainwash ads for yall folks.

Refer to previous  Neutrinica Oy:n Cern Large Hadron Collider doc ... Tampere is 'IN THE
CENTER'.



The canary birds of 'Nääshwille' = Tampere

Old miners used to detect poisonous non detectable gases with birds: they die before humans if
noxious gases like carbon monoxide seep in.

Delfinario - sad mysterious deaths ... 2009
Särkänniemi delfinario is open again, after the Veera-delfin gave birth and it died one week after
due to 'mysteriois sudden ilness'.tamperelainen.fi/artikkeli/2057-delfinaarion-suruaika-on-paattynyt
29.9.2010

Delfinario now closed!? ... new activity park for species thriving in
radiation - kids.

SuperPark- new 3500 m² activity park will replace the delfinario ... It is expected to get over150
000 visitors next year. It is designed for kids. ... see: funtampere.fi/uutiset/delfinarion-tilalle-
sisaaktiviteettipuisto 28.10.2015 Marja Tuomisaari

Obummeri greeniewheeni -CHANGE (muutos)



Shining VTT state lab - and the shh. Neutrino toxic Water.

Peviously nearby sistercity town of NOKIA had a truly huge calamity, thousands fell sick, few
died b/c of poisonous pipe/drinking water. Yes, Nokia is a City... (In finnish Noki=Carbon). Hmm.
Fits to this Carbon waste tunnel with sulfur, does it.

Well. All is now forgotten and well. Except our beloved delfinario. Except Tampere city piping
that is designed to last 50 years are corroded, bursting in just 3 years. Copper piping, mind you...

AAMULEHTI: "Tampereen kaupunkia voi uhata miljoonien eurojen
korvausvastuu. PIRKANMAA | 15.12.2015 | 18:03 | PÄIVITETTY 23:5759 "
KUPARIPUTKET SYÖPYNEET ennenaikaisesti - vesivuotoja kerrostaloissa,
oikeutta käyty vuosikausia Tre Vesilaitosta vastaan - nääs willessä on murhaavan
syövyttävä vesi... VTT toteaa veden syövyttävän putkistot pilalle ennenaikaisesti.
Mystisiin seli selityksiin (mainittuja syitä ei muualla esiinny) en tässä mene, tutki itse
ja arvioi 'Lieko Prahassa sahkowalowa ollenkansa'.

Hmm. Like Gran Sasso, Italia: "citizen mutiny after city groundwaters polluted by CERN LNGS
test site..."

Gran Sasso city water disaster, See: Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear
Chemistry, December 2009, Volume 282, Issue 3, pp 809-813, First online: 08 July 2009
Environmental radioactivity in the ground water at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (Italy): a
possible contribution to the variation of the neutron flux background. Wolfango Plastino , Stefano
Nisi, Gaetano De Luca, Marco Balata, Matthias Laubenstein, Francesco Bella ... täällä saastutus
alkoi 'samaan aikaan'.



Tampere (aka Nääswille). Hellou!? ... Holy-Pyhäjärvi here again.
- 08:15 26.0.2016 site of flash, arrow points to balackened city area.
- 'Corrosion' related to the water piping story above - 'Hyhkyn vedenottamo'.
- 'Dead-finario' was the fmr site of the now closed delfinario. Now SuperPark kids Playground.
- Nokia - site of city wide water epidemic that sickened hundreds, killed ppl some yars ago

One of many Witness stories - this one traveling the Rajasalmi bridge on route 12 North, 08:15
26.0.2016 [case 1374 Nokia/Pirkkala]

"I was taking my neighbor to railway station, crossing Rajasalmi Brige towards Nokia.
Suddendly sky was flashes green - like thunder lightning except green. Another after
30 seconds. Then we both noticed Mustavuori citylights were off - blackened. My
neignor called his hsuband working at the airport asking "what was that?" The man at
the airport said he had seen the same 'lightning' and called it a light arch."

"Olin viemässä naapuriani juna-asemalle, kun ylittäessämme rajasalmensiltaa klo
8.15 (ajosuunta Pirkkalasta Nokialle päin) Kun taivas värjääntyi vihreäksi laaja-
alaisesti pitkänniemen kohdilla salamaniskun kaltaisesti ja myös kestoltaan muistutti
salaman välähdystä, ollen vaikuttavan värinen. N. 30 sekunnin kuluttua sama toistui.
Ilmiön jälkeen huomasimme että mustavuori ja osa katuvaloista oli pimeänä. En osaa
sanoa oliko jo ennen tätä, ja kiinnitimme huomion vasta tuolloin. Naapuri soitti
Pirkkalan lentokentällä työskentelevälle miehelleen kysyäkseen mikä se oli, jolloin
mies kertoi nähneensä saman ja selitti meille valokaarena. Onko selitys oikea, vai
onko kyseessä esim salama? 08:15 26.1.2016 kesto: 2x 2 sekuntia Nokia/Pirkkala"

see: suomenufotutkijat.fi/ufodb/ufoselaa.php?sid=



Well, all is now well and folks will G-et enlightement via citywide enlightement -jubilee.

Molok from Egypt - love
affair with Poilly



CERN - “Saint-Genus-Poilly"
Saint.
Genius.
Poilly - Abaddon - from the Latin “Appolliacum”
Revelation 9 - ABADDON. Hole of the bottomless pit. Hades - hell. Lucifer as its leader.

Codeword: CE-RN... CE approved RadiatioN  =

Check out whata satanist used to be the director of CERN.

dw.com/en/rolf-dieter-heuer-director-general-of-cern/av-16697511
rt.com/op-edge/313922-cern-collider-hadron-higgs/

.

——————————————–

.

J-PARC accelerator
.

.

Here is a picture story … of Japanese J-Parc particle accelerator. Mysteriously located as next
door neighbor to the Fukushima Meltdown Reactors…

One of the reasons being near the power source – six reactors like DUGA3

in Chernobyl… ( see  www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqX6bXYnNFA )

NOTE: All texts below are based on J-PARC website-info.



I added only Some Lines to highlight some of the issues… What Really Happened? According the
site illustrations, shooting myon beams THROUGH the earth, 295km to Kamioka is ‘business as
usual.



Shady graphiccups - dug from Papal Poilly science dungeons.
"There are twenty three neutron beam extraction ports for the pulsed spallation neutron source and
four myon exctraction channels for the myon target, repectively, at MLF"

Spallation:
breaking, splintering, fissure, split

Webster's:  "a nuclear reaction in which light particles are ejected as the result of
bombardment (as by high-energy protons)"



Note: this view seems to be 90° CCW rotated... why they do that. The red line is edited/added.



Elec-Tric and how the trics are done in plane sight:

J-Park View like Poilly Witch rings. Immense gun disguised as 'factory' just to create destruction
and chaos. Disguise comparable to Plutonium factories as 'electric' plants.



The red line is added - based on given information of 'steerable ports'.





J-Parc D-Day Data
J-PARC --- D-Day: Full Beam Ahead - until pwr failure... Power from Fukushima NPP, Cooling
with seawater.

“This years Nobel prize in Physics was shared by three Japanese physicists Makoto
Kobayashi,Toshihide Maskawa and Yoichiro Nambu. None of this would have been possible
without the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex or the J-PARC. a high intensity proton
accelerator facility which aims for the frontier in materials and life sciences, and nuclear and
particle physics. Impress Watch offers us a glimpse inside this mega structure where splitting atoms
and protons is just another day at the office.”  www. j-parc.jp/en/AccSci.html,

---> MLF User Program Announcement; Beam off due to accelerator conditioning* …
09:00-17:00 11-May-2011

.

————————————–

Accelerator Technical Parameters:

.

50GeV MR Main Parameters:
Circumference  1567.5 m, Average Radius  249.475 m,
Injection Energy  3 GeV
Extraction Energy  50 GeV ,
Particle Per Pulse  3.3 x 1014,
Revolution Period at Injection  5.384 µs, at Extraction  5.230 µs,
Repetition Rate 0.3 Hz (- Earthquake Frequency !)
Ramping Pattern  Parabola+Linear+Parabola,
Injection  0.17 s, Acceleration  1.96 s
parabola  0.13 s, linear  1.7 s, parabola  0.13 s

.

————————————–

Note these J-PARC issues:

- the hell-beam accelerator was ON up one week before the quake
- “special project”, = others kicked out
- they brag about daily shootin myons through ground 295km 150 miles; future plans
into Korea…
- 27 ‘steerable shooting ports’, only few defined. Why the secrecy?
- 0.3 hz pulsating pwr – from a Nuke plant. Like DUGA-3 – This 0,3Hz -frequency
is the very same with HAARP, meant to shake earth mantle, remember ICELAND.



See Wikipedia for “T2K_experiment” -and- “K2K_experiment” … K2K, which stands for
particle beam “KEK to Kamioka”, is a so-called “Long baseline neutrino oscillation” experiment. A
neutrino beam generated at the KEK neutrino beam line all the way to Kamioka, 150miles through
the earth, to observe the “neutrino oscillation” phenomenon.”  Both the KEK-Tsukuba and KEK-
Tokai (J-PARC) sites: www kek jp/intra-e/index.html www  kek jp/acc/img/beam-e.gif

Above one of the science-gods 295km radiating carbage tunnels illustrated : The experimenters
never care about the taxpayer protest ants - presumably most of them don't even know the hellish
radwaste consequences they are prog-rammed to do. Hell-o groundwater?

Illustration: Top part from Kamiokande -site. (HOT SPOT text added).

The Neutrino decay information is always kept on separate page - not to connect the evil dots.



One of the holy detecters at Kamiokande.



The X-mass murder present to humankind

G_D bless the jesuisidal New age experiment? Luckily the holy water seem to be pure...



Japan Quake epicenters fluctuate… 11-March-2011:
Earthquake simulations seem to correlate with everything. Should not be surprise… Here Beams
rising from CERN of FERMILAB ?

Quake simulation: 09:30 JST = 19:30 UTC - J-PARC still online. All beams continue bombardment
from Fermilab', CERN, etcetc... See the animation, ( type in the web-address )

.

.

.



Correlation between The J-PARC beam, Magnetometer
readings:
.

HAARP Magnetometer Bx diagram; ..............↑.........Quake 23:46UTC (mid). J-PARC Proton
Beam Power - RED diagram - is ON, until the Quake. I placed the two diagrams directly above
each other - timeline aligned, see arrow. Bottom Right: GFZ Simulation.

To compose a full understanding, all globally controlled papal beam factories should be here
aligned… alas, for ‘some reason’ this depop -science is TOP secret.

.



HAARP induction magnetometer; University of Tokyo:
The image above is a time-frequency spectrogram, which shows the frequency content of signals
recorded by the HAARP Induction Magnetometer. This instrument, provided by the University of
Tokyo, measures temporal variations in the geomagnetic field in the ULF (ultra-low frequency)
range of 0-5 Hz. (typical earth-quake resonance is 0,3Hz – the frequency of J-PARC…) You may
download this data as selected,

http://  137.229.36.30/cgi-bin/scmag/disp-scmag.cgi?date=20110311&Bz=on

Heat energy spots above Japan atmosphere

Supposing the heat-energy shown comes from deep below, the heat in the illustration has to pass
(mostly unhindered) through deep ocean and warm up the air mass. This means radiation. Neutrino
rad passes through without problems … www technologyreview com/blog/arxiv/26773/



Watch out what u see: When 'CNNscientists' show yall ppl something, the issue is is behind you.

Lies called facts are always easy and obvious - delivered like this to MSM brainwashed kids here...
This representation boasts with the honorary sign of ... the jesuits.

The British Geo-whatever carries the SMOM sign - like their SMOM Queen: here I took their
crown from Tsarputput exhibit to broaden the sight behind u.

Inset: Putputin the jesuit wants to be crowned. Thus an 2012 exhibition for the elect ... Tsar's
Malta-Cross Crown in a papal kingdom: "Artistic treasures of the Order of Malta on exhibition at
the Kremlin Museum 06/07/2012" Check out order0fmalta dot org. See the other linkys for more.



Other CERN etc. projects

Quote: "Most underground laboratories are located in highway tunnels. Here we can see the end
of Frejus tunnel. In the middle there is located Modane laboratory. In June 2005 there was a
massive fire near the laboratory. Laboratory was unharmed, but the tunnel was seriously
damaged."

Here we can see how imperative is safety first: one direct hit from CE-RN and the tunnels wiring,
computers gets fried, smoked like zap. Cement walls seldom melt - though one well publicized
exception pulverizing physics laws - NYC tower steelbars melted with kerosene ...

Note that Modane is known for its expertise in detecting radio activity.



Maanalainen fysiikka                p.18

Frejus lab studied a case where 'hundred years old' wine flooded the market. Frejus detectors
found high Cesium content - related to our clean energy NPP's - that were nonexistent before
1940's. Thus it was decided that the wine was a hoax - and culprit was dragged into jail...

Oh when will these CE-scammers sit beside our winery chap?

This scientific text slaps again in the face of "natural background radiation" - a hoax bigger
than wine. Frejus lab tinkrets can differentiate dates and locations - as every year Plutonium
factories (450pcs) fallout contents differ, wines have different Cesium etc. RN -content depending
winery location... Gulp you must as popes splintered Globe's every infant & report reader.

Another mirrored fact from this txt is that CE-RN gun beams also produce Cesium
+ whatever else RN Radioactive isotope pollutants in groundwater

on their deadly paths to Sasso, Tampere, etc etc? -



Fermilb, Globall polluter is busy; Japan Shakedown cont - stay TUNED! ... (from project slides)



When unity causes trinity and all these 'effects' oscillate in a pre-selected spot - which ruler would
dare to say nay - in whetever papal suggestions? "Look at Fukushima..."

ESS director boasting on a video: "finally we shall start to work together with Argentina". And if
you know its history, you will get a brotherly teamwork -click.



Developing Deeeper Projects; Sudbury, Frejus, Baksan, Homestake, Gran Sasso, Boulby, Kamioka,
Soudan,WIPP ... all in happy papal family - 'fathers' land without borders.



Japan to Korea death beam - oscillation dream come true?



UC Davis and Fermilab, UC Berkeley, the Argonne and Brookhaven national laboratories, UC
Irvine, the California Institute of Technology, Drexel University, Duke University, the University of
Maryland, the University of Minnesota, the University of Pennsylvania, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, the University of South Carolina, and the University of Wisconsin.

sanfordundergroundlaboratoryathomestake org

Below Homesteake system description. How wastewater is being pumped into lakes during
nighttime - is mysteryously missed in this depiction. Radio-active effluents keep deers shining.

This mfg plant is pure 'science', thus Death and Destruction, Waste - nonexistent in this religion.

Happy Disneyland ...

Except if you want to know ho this works:



'CE-corrected RN-version':

1. Radiation ... not 'RN'. RN-LESS means the WITH-RN has to be dumped, pumped...
2. Vacuum & De-gassing also means output. Dirty effluents hidden...
3. Radio-active effluents need huge ventilation systems, fans, towers - up there. Yall folks belong
into this science tri-umph. Inhale.
4. Cleaned waste water creates two products: waste and clean water. Here corrected ... in the
scientifical propaganda version the radioactive waste has vanished somehow...

Soo may we ask "Where does it go"?
DR CNN: "Well, u see its all in the natural background, eh, ..." CNNrad
fairies wing lappin in the night ... up there, downriver, drinking water to
the next RN-city....

Yall folks belong into this science tri-umph as guinea pigs. Gulp.



Homesteake pollution station installed in happy Finnish science settings. Remember, safety first.



The Globe Splintering Power needs cooling; Fermilab, basso-player in the immense papal
orchestra - see its cooling pool evaporation park-view (second pool-ring enhanced for visibility)

.

OPERA experiment (Oscillation Project with Emulsion-tracking Apparatus) … CNGS high-
intensity ja high-energy Muon neutrino beams from CERN Super Proton Synchrotron Geneve ->
into LNGS laboratory Gran Sasso, 730 km south to mid Italy. See Wikipedia: OPERA_experiment.

.

Other Similar Pope-ye Projects:
ANITA • ANTARES • BDUNT • BNO • Borexino • EXO • GNO • IceCube • KamLAND • KARMEN •
LNGS • LVD • MACRO • MARIACHI • MINERνA • MINOS • MiniBooNE • NA61/SHINE • NARC •
NEMO • NESTOR Project • NEVOD • NOνA • NuMI • OPERA • RICE • Super-Kamiokande •
SNEWS • T2K • WITCH

.



O'la la: DE SECURITE´ ... this is the most important thing when measuring Galactic neutron
beams: here italianos escape left, Frenchmen into the hotel at right. (Illustration is from from the
5/2008 -report, building plans)



Beams from space or Seeking for the 13th-Uranium nuclei,

intentionally erased from the periodic table in 1945?

What kind of Fukutests are going on around th globe? This 7 reactor plant is in already in
partial meltdown - what is under it? See below the story of forged Uranium periodic table -
currently consisting only 12 nuclei.



KEK particle accelrator and 'its products'

Note the shade in the hole. Hollywoodstering to mock yall unawares ppl...





SS – Lund 666
ESS European Spallation Source: 12.12.2011 Sweden will have a new Neutron beam
accelerator, ESS, 10x more powerful than any other today. It will be built in Lund – the critical
university found 1666. Already 100 ppl are employed – 500 will be the total, LOL, like DUGA3,
remember that one, Dimitri?

See youtube, DUGA 3

“ESS is used in material study“; the handouts declare – nobody reveals that this test
“materiel” is the globe you walk on... ESS:n scientific leader Dimitri Argyriou says that ESS will
waste 250GWh of power – like a small city. “It is the most capable of these systems” (Its beams
will be enormously polluting, widespread and destructive) Dimitri amuses. Will work in concert
with all others…

And the ESS -product? quakes, ground water pollution, crushed base rock (Spallation=Splinter,
Smash —> ESS European Spallation Source)

Jonas Abrahamsson, E.ON CEO Video: “Within Multinational E.ON we will be actually able to
roll out in other parts of the world for other research facility.” (btw, No typos here) “Spännande
– Exiting – project” he says

… see youtube .com/watch?v=HdiHa2uINRk

Pricetag? … dirt cheap, just €1,5billion. Dirt means you, the taxpayer.

.

ESS European Spallation Source; ready roll the globe 2019

"And he opened the bottomless pit; and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a great
furnace; and the sun and the air were darkened by reason of the smoke of the pit. And there came
out of the smoke locusts upon the earth: and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the
earth have power." Rev. 9.



ESS location is important - aligned with CERN and all relevant new NPP's. See the immense
cooling ponds -systems...

.



Oh the nearby Barsebäck NPP? just a coincidence ... like the Betaflares in the sky.

.



Betaflares? Nonsense, evil hearsay. Besides the ionization will be grounded by ... yes, the TORSO!
Fill it with immigrants, exciting scientific test.



Lost papal ball or Lovely view into Malmö? The immigrant-dream-come true: a city where
firemen are scared to death by the true believer -rioters. Will soon have new ionizators to take care,
here the current antennas in the horizon, TORSO at right.

.



Welcome To Illuminated Destruction

This is the tri-umphal Future promised after '2015' -X-mass destruction, desolation beyond
anything ever experienced!

Human achievements in space:
waste beyond measure!
- At left SCIENTIFIC debris
about to start a world war via
smashed satellites
- At right, the time before this
jesuit-led science 'progress'.



This pic tells some✜ of the 2005 secret preparations. Nice experi mental lab position 'pins' u have
there...



"All will work in concert"... states the ESS goal. Whata 666-symphony it will be!

'Science' without borders papal X-curia brotherhood.

In brackets ...'events' ... for a SN at distance 10kpc !!?



HAARP
.

EU-Parliament Official Records:

“HAARP is a weapons system”
.

Excerpts from the Europarliament report:

.

See HAARP – a weapons system which disrupts the climate – EU records on 5 February 1998,
Link:
www  europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+REPORT+A4-1999-
0005+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN

.

"On 5 February 1998 Parliament’s Subcommittee on Security and Disarmament held a
hearing the subject of which included HAARP. NATO and the US had been invited to send
representatives, but chose not to do so. The Committee regrets the failure of the USA to send a
representative to answer questions, or to use the opportunity to comment on the material
submitted.(21)

"HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Project) is run jointly by the US Air Force
and Navy, in conjunction with the Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska,
Fairbanks. Similar experiments are also being conducted in Norway, probably in the
Antarctic, as well as in the former Soviet Union.(22) HAARP is a research project using a
ground based apparatus, an array of antennae each powered by its own transmitter, to heat up
portions of ionosphere with powerful radio beams.(23) The energy generated heats up parts of the
ionosphere; this results in holes in the ionosphere and produces artificial ‘lenses’.

"HAARP can be used for many purposes. Enormous quantities of energy can be controlled by
manipulating the electrical characteristics of the atmosphere. If used as a military weapon this can
have a devastating impact on an enemy. HAARP can deliver millions of times more energy to a
given area than any other conventional transmitter. The energy can also be aimed at a moving target
which should constitute a potential anti-missile system.

"The project would also allow better communications with submarines and manipulation of
global weather patterns, but it is also possible to do the reverse, to disrupt communications. By
manipulating the ionosphere one could block global communications while transmitting one’s own.
Another application is earth-penetrating, tomography, x-raying the earth several kilometres deep, to



detect oil and gas fields, or underground military facilities. Over-the-horizon radar is another
application, looking round the curvature of the earth for in-coming objects.

"From the 1950s the USA conducted explosions of nuclear material in the Van Allen Belts(24)
to investigate the effect of the electro-magnetic pulse generated by nuclear weapon explosions at
these heights on radio communications and the operation of radar. This created new magnetic
radiation belts which covered nearly the whole earth. The electrons traveled along magnetic lines of
force and created an artificial Aurora Borealis above the North Pole. These military tests are liable
to disrupt the Van Allen belt for a long period. The earth’s magnetic field could be disrupted over
large areas, which would obstruct radio communications. According to US scientists it could take
hundreds of years for the Van Allen belt to return to normal. HAARP could result in changes in
weather patterns. It could also influence whole ecosystems, especially in the sensitive Antarctic
regions." End of quotation.

.



Lightning from the clear sky? Here done with a concert of radio beams using earths magnetic
fields, VLF radio transmitters. Want sm tornado? No problim...

.

HAARP photographed on Scandinavian sky just before the immense storm after 2011 Christmas.
Notice the similarities with previous theoretical pictures... some say that it was from the Norwegian
station - (later its 'brains', a LOFAR-scientist mysterioisly dies.)



This spiral is just an artist view. Whatajoke? Lots of joke-stations blanket our papal globe.

Quote continues:

"Another damaging consequence of HAARP is the occurrence of holes in the ionosphere caused
by the powerful radio beams. The ionosphere protects us from incoming cosmic radiation. The hope
is that the holes will fill again, but our experience of change in the ozone layer points in the other
direction. This means substantial holes in the ionosphere that protects us.

"With its far-reaching impact on the environment HAARP is a matter of global concern and we
have to ask whether its advantages really outweigh the risks. The environmental impact and the
ethical aspect must be closely examined before any further research and testing takes place.
HAARP is a project of which the public is almost completely unaware, and this needs to be
remedied.

"HAARP has links with 50 years of intensive space research for military purposes, including
the Star Wars project, to control the upper atmosphere and communications. This kind of research
has to be regarded as a serious threat to the environment, with an incalculable impact on human life.
Even now nobody knows what impact HAARP may have. We have to beat down the wall of
secrecy around military research, and set up the right to openness and democratic scrutiny of
military research projects, and parliamentary control.

"A series of international treaties and conventions (the Convention on the prohibition of military or
any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques, the Antarctic Treaty, the Treaty on
principles governing the activities of states in the exploration and use of outer space including the
moon and other celestial bodies, and the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea) casts considerable
doubt on HAARP on legal as well as humanitarian and political grounds. The Antarctic Treaty lays



down that the Antarctic may be used exclusively for peaceful purposes.(25) This would mean that
HAARP is a breach of international law. All the implications of the new weapons systems should
be examined by independent international bodies. Further international agreements should be
sought to protect the environment from unnecessary destruction in war…." End.

.

.

.

.

.

Techno Cloud formations – are these connected

to HAARP, DUGA3 – or J-PARC ?
.

see more www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/saatila-mani-pulaatiot

The weather radar sees something. What?  Possibly this is done by the recent 20.000kmh magnetic
field bending US plane. See this wole document, seek from this account, scribd -Contents.



.

Here the first ever public (?) pic of a closing cloud formation... see the 'stripes'.

.

The temp spike starts immediately 06.18 a.m. - with rocketry rising - when the cloud is breached,
sun starts to shine at the Finn Weather Institute measurement site, Northern Lapland, Utsjoki station.

.

.



See the collection below: All June-August 2011 ‘streaky’ satellite pics from finnish weather
CO2 liars institute. Compare it to the aforementioned CERN report world map and its ‘streaks’,
see below. The satellite pics displayed on this weather forecast -site are of poor quality –
intentionally – maybe to ? hide the dirtiest trics. Lots satellite pics are intermittently totally deleted
from public view – hidden – obviously you cant know what you cant know. Oftentimes there are six-
eight hour gaps in their taxpayer funded satellite pic series. I did not enhance the pics in the
collection any way, except added some arrows to indicate the streaks.

IF
If this phenomena is HAARP -or- CERN induced, its oscillating energy manipulates droplet
size in air clouds/water. Droplets hit/manipulated by such beam, join/disperse and become
instantly invisible – thus clouds become transparent to human eye. (=my unproven theory backed
up with some recent scientific studies/theories of cloud formation). When this happens, there surely
must be some kind of sound included. Observed by small group of ppl: Very short (smtg like 100mS)
burst of sound, seems like a cutoff sounbite, without start, without end. Like muzzled electronic hum
plus shot bearings inside a tin barrel… nothin to compare with. Immediately afterwards weird ‘ten
second’ on-off burst of hard rain, even on days with no rain.

.



View all the 2007-2012 sat pics here:
www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/saatila-mani-pulaatiot

Click - Enlarge - Zoom - Study: ALL publicly shown June-August 'streaks'; 2011 above
Scandinavia ...

All streaks are slicing through all cloud levels;  … Mainly east-west through northern
Scandinavia … except see D3; through Poland!. These publicly displayed examples exhibit streaks
mainly approximately around 06:00-07:00am & 16:00-17:00pm Finnish Time. Most have the
norhern side of the ‘streak’ kinda ‘ripped’, not all. At least one exception is due to ? heavy wind. In
two ‘proven’  instances it seems ground temp rises rapidly due to suddenly open skies, sun heating.

Note that the mysterious info gaps [ censored satellite pics ] on this socialist obummer loving,
gvmt CO2-hoax -site leads one to believe that surely more is hidden than shown.

.

.

Ultramontane Institutions Retaliate: Dirt Whitewash



This purely evil hearsay (non educated private observation) coincide with information whitewash.
Nice infoblackout 16.11.2011 ... now happens daily; this time I got a call of actual observation
during info blkout.

This hideous behavior spreads all over the technical world gov papal depop realm, and here
again this nuance speaks volumes how the je§uits spy and hide whatever they can from the public.
The whitewash has been a norm - already one month… at this finn institute site.

.

.

.



CERN project -map illustrations fits into previous streaks
when phase/lines are 'moved'

TR3B ?:

"Their has been a lot of interest in this Military aircraft, known as the TR3B.The
TR3B is a triangular shaped Nuclear powered aerospace craft. Many, like myself
wonder what the propulsion is, that makes it possible. Here how Mr. Fouche a physics
expert. A circular, plasma filled accelerator ring, called the Magnetic Field Disruptor
surrounds the rotable crew compartment, and is far ahead of any imaginable
technology. The plasma, mercury based, is pressurized at 250,000 atmospheres, at a
temperature of 150 degrees kelvin, and accelerated to 50,000 RPM to create a super
conducted plasma, resulting in gravity disruption.The MFD generates a magnetic
vortex field,w hich neutralizes the effects of gravity by up to 89%.

Interview with Edward Fouche
He goes on to say some of his sources said the performance is only limited only to the
stresses to the human pilots can endure. With 89% reduction in G's what would have
been 4.2g limit is now a 40G limit. The TR3B's main propulsion is by three multi-
mode thrusters mounted at each corner of the triangle. The craft is a sub mach 9 craft,
at 120,000 feet, and below. Its never been tested any higher, so who know its limits..."



Stationary rain rings
.

Why is it raining? All kinds of radio transmissions, weather radars etc. may cause stationary rainfall
for weeks...

.

.

.

.

————————————————————-

.



.

.

.

How Many Japanese Reactors really blew?
.

ONAGAWA

Onagawa city - how about reactors?



Onagawa city map ... and pwr station, all dived deep.

Doubledecker bomb on the beach



This is the way these bombs have been distributed, preloaded with mox - GLO-bally

.

Onagawa before the tsunami www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdVw3FOnYUQ





Onagawa City & Fukushima Daichii no4, Tepco pee 23.03.2011.

.

.

If you compare this – to what is now happening,
it is not dangerous”

…Tokyo Electric speakerMr. Shiomi 14.03.2011.

.

.

NYTimes Multimedia: March 14.3.2011, Fukushima Daiichi power station
www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/12/world/asia/the-explosion-at-the-japanese-
reactor.html?ref=asia

.



.

Note: only after three months in the disaster, these pictures became available.

‘tsunamitests

.Tokai

.

.

Following pics were constructed in March 2011 – when Glo-papal Media-censorship kept lid on
any indication of tsunami damage…

.



Fukushima Daichii before D-Day. Ten miles North of Fukushima Daini (=1.)



Fukushima Daichii dived 60-120 feet, tanks were floating...

Daichii 6 dived... 20+ reactors totaled. Half year later all 52 reactors are closed - no energy crisis.

Think: NO energy crisis. But why would that be...



TEPCO sht grade handouts - info to guide u off the cliff



Tsunami level?

.

East Coast reactors, list not complete [secret]

- Tomari 1,2,3, Hokkaido
- Ohma, J-Power, ready 2014, mox
- Higashidori 1+3 reactors
- Rokkasho, Uranium reprocessing plant
- Onagawa, 3 , 4800 tons of waste?
- Namie Odaka ?
- Fukushima Daichii, 6 reactors max. theoretical level 31440 tons of radioactive waste.
- Fukushima Daini, 4
- Tokai 3 reactors
- Tokai GCR: “Research reactors”; JRR-1No.1, “closed”.), JRR-2, closed., JRR-3, JRR-4, JPDR
(Japan Power Demonstration Reactor, closed.)
- Hamaoka 4

Max tsunami-stored 500.000 tons of higly radioactive waste ?

.



Map x

.



Map y

.



Surprise! TEPCO slideshow 2010 holds the secret to northern TEPCO nukesites. Note that Japco
dirty secrets still hidin... note that also Kashiwazaki Kariwa is boiling (May 2011) and possibly now
melting. Left map contains color coded Tsunami induced damage areas...

.

.

“Fukushima”: … Rokkasho – Onagawa – Soma – Daichii –
Daini 1. – Daini 2. …



Sat pics

.



Is this 'Soma'?

.

.

..

.



Plutonium Factories – Designed as

Doubledecker Beach Bombs:

General Electric Mark-1 ‘Reactor’
.

.

Plutonium Factory = Power Plant fairy tale for the masses…
BWR – Always creates more Plutonium than is loaded in:

GE Mark1 Light Water (‘Fukushima type’) “fast breeder reactor uses both U238 and Pu239 as
its fuel source, and actually creates more plutonium in the reactor core than it uses during the
fission process. “

New! ABWR – Plutonium From Uranium – and efficiently More Than BWR! ++ is the
Tritium Water massively more dumped into the sea!

“ABWR burner type (CANDU/heavy water) of nuclear reactor uses U235 as its main fuel source,
and necessarily produces a small amount of plutonium as a natural result of the U235 fission
process. Hitachi further emphasized to the U.S. Patent Office that its new design would create more
plutonium in the core than previous designs of BWRs.  Thus, it appears that another benefit of the
ABWR core design is the increased production of plutonium akin to a fast breeder reactor.”

Ref. “A recently issued patent (U.S. Patent No. 7,349,518), assigned to Hitachi, Ltd., indicates
that many of the efficiencies found in the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR)” …
nuclearstreet com/nuclear_power_industry_news/b/nuclear_power_news/archive/2009/09/30/under-
the-hood-with-duncan-williams-_2d00_-inside-the-advanced-boiling-water-reactor-9302.aspx

WHY?
WHY Japan industrial machine thrives now 2-years later? No problem with energysupply?
Global media is shut up on this issue.

Because ALL energy hogging Plutonium Factories - NPP's- are closed. Japan has now 10x more
energy to splash around wit extra to spare on whatever...

GE Mark 1 (BWR)





These reactor drawings are top secret. Why have they to hide? ... This is one of the few leaks, 'a
drawing accident'. Maybe its not good to let folks know of their true hidden product: Plutonium...
The Pic: One side in-scale layout of some Fukushima Reactor boilers; DWG NO. G - I 9 2 4 I 7

NYTimes had news for few days in 2011 ... sad.

.

.

Nuke-Reactors are so safe, right?

Look and believe. If not… then youre a tinhat greenie.
.



Just a boiler and Turbine? Nope, just a Plutonium Factory in need of desperate cooling.

Clean IAEA CNN class AlGo Real -model. "Ach so, Sehr gut" sagt Himmler

.

.

.

G.E.  poolREALITY  xplodes into full Fuku-view:
.

.



See the 2000 tons 'waste', top left, high above shaky reactor bldg: 20+ tsunami reactors?

.

.

.



See the nicey NYTimes animation - if still available...

.



Simulation? No... realism.

.

Fukushima Clean Energy. eh.



Fukushima Daichii:  In addition to these individual pools, there is a larger common spent fuel pool
that is used to store spent fuel from all 6 reactors once a rod assy has been out of the reactor for 19
months and has cooled down. It has a volume of 3,828 cubic meters (29m x 12m x11m deep) and
currently has 6,375 spent fuel assemblies in it (means about 1200 tons – seems too low). It is
located 50 meters west of Unit 4. Reports also say that this pool continues to have water supplies
but its cooling system is not functional. Japanese authorities have also reported that water has been
sprayed over the Common Spent Fuel Pool; this started on 21 March at 1:37 UTC.

.

.

.

.

.



Fuel Rods are – ‘safe’ …(until…shh)
.

Uranium Pellets inside Zirconium -tubes - marketed safe. After activation, these ppl would fall dead
if touching the rods.

.

www obal-genocide blogspot.com/

Thirty five years ago, Dale G. Bridenbaugh and two of his colleagues at General Electric,
which designed the Fukushima reactors, resigned from their jobs after becoming convinced that the
nuclear reactor design for the Mark 1 was flawed and could lead to a devastating accident.

Questions persisted for decades about the ability of the Mark 1 to handle the immense pressures
that would result if the reactor lost cooling power, and today that design is being put to the ultimate
test in Japan. Five of the six reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, which has been wracked since
Friday’s earthquake with explosions and radiation leaks, are Mark 1′s.



Bridenbaugh said that “the problems we identified in 1975 were…

www activistpost com/2011/04/fukushima-radiation-soft-kill-operation.html

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nuke tests – DU Depleted (!?) Uranium
.

project Argus www idealist.ws/hane.php).

DU Depleted Uranium is also safe: Israel Iron Dome

Depleted Uranium: www  bibliotecapleyades net/ciencia/ciencia_uranium19.htm and Kornet-
video www  youtube com/watch?v=6r8jgPGdzO0 .



1. Explosive ammo, then 2. DU projectile comes and melts through... fill atmosphere with
radiating isotope-cocktail.

www nirs org/factsheets/nosafedose.pdf

One of the 'million ongoing' pa pal DU-projects...

.

.

.

GOLD TEETH -collection:
Papal Motto: collect ALL GOLD Teeth into the Vat-i-can Grotto!



Whichever way the carefully cultured wars go, always taxpayers pay the holy  see, Theo OSIRIS
RAYs…

.

Systems Integration: Take 500 EUros from euro-bean taxpayer for a kassam ..... Then take
100.000$ from Israeli taxpayer - give it as mass-murder offering to Ray Theo n..... Then Spray all
folks with Uranium. "Oh how we breivik-mas0ns love em' ... red buds like our roses"

.



Papal pop control: one million cancers with each pop: - 1. Kassam intercepted, xplodes, - 2. color
spectrum, - 3. THE cloud, - 4. Uranium Exposed - into your lungs...

Note: only pre selected sites are 'shielded': system calculates areas to be shielded, responds only
to threats on these dedicated 'knightly' spots...

.

.

2011 Libya – Glob all DU – Delivery

DU-TRIpoli: all ah willing, we continue killing. Thks P0p-€U!

.



Oh boy, Eilat: "Here's one of our Kornet holes. With kalashnikovs WE the brave mujahedin made
sure the unarmed kindergarten teacher infidels wont ever walk...

.

"We started our holey IO = Infidel Op, by first xploding this Bus rear (right), then shot all moving
targets - like the car above..." 18.08.2011 Egypt Border, Sinai, Eilat .

.

.

Oh, btw. This is the reason why. Israel is a fortress with hundreds of miles of “security fence”,
height over 70 feet in some places.



The zillion dollar Fence System (red): crossing from city to city is like running across a
shooting/stoning range; some never make it... At night, papal warriors make their best to climb over,
deliver pure papal islamic terror into Judean hearts.

.

Note: to see the animation, and full size pictures, view document at Wordpress. See Link on Top.



See the photo-story how UN-piece demands utilize the papal jihadist high-court to circumvent any
legal procedures. The send jewish military and police to destroy jewsih houses built on jewish lands
with the jewish state loans: www.scribd.com/doc/115629175/ne-Tulivat-YOLLA

This wall hinders kids from their hideous  bomb belt blood-cult ''offerings'... like below:



Over 12.000 Nuclear Blasts aka 'tests':
The World has gone through myriad Nuclear Wars: 1945-1963 there were over 2700 nukes
exploded intentionally in the atmosphere. This gave birth to the "natural background radiation" also
called as overpop culling... The plan details are declared in the statement of Club of Rome.

One man who stood against the atmospheric madness, was Kennedy in 1963. We sadly know
how it ended... The tests went underground. The radiation from there is still horrendous,
earthquakes, spoiled groundwater - unameit.

'Mysteriously' this 'game' of papal pop-culling knows no Political, Geological, State etc borders.
This 'mystery' is being revealed here. Keep on reading...

.

CTBTO

CTBTO page, here the lies are corrected
www ctbto.org/map/#testing …



Atmospheric Nuke Tests by the hillaryous band of Brothers:

USSR…………375 /1818*
USA…………..218 /1015*
France………355 /2015*
China………..1558/2047*
Queen of E…184
Pakistan…………../2050*
N Korea……………/2055*
India  some

Total Atmospheric Tests over 2690

Total Underground Tests over 8985
Notes:
- *Underground tests
- Space tests? –>See Fukushima specs.
- www.ctbto.org/map/#testing … note that the ctbto.org texts speak of “2000 tests”. Above numbers
counted by hand from the illustration (forgive me if there is errors, its my test-radiated shaky hand).

Can you believe the ctbto-numbers above?

.

.

Heres a CBTO -diagram of all waste radiation being still spread on your feet, into your lungs:

(well, added ‘some color’ enhancements)

The "natural" background rad is all a 100% full complete lie.



.

The Hanford list:
Radionuclides Released to the Air from Hanford US-site (1944-1972)
Radionuclide Physical Half-Life in seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), days (d) or years (y) HEDR
Release Estimate (in curies) (where provided by HEDR)
iodine-131 8.0 d 739,000
ruthenium-103 39.3 d 1,200
ruthenium-106 368.2 d 390
cobalt-60 5.3 y 1
zirconium-95 64.0 d 1,200
iodine-132 2.3 h 3,820
cerium-144 284.3 d 3,770
cesium-137 30.0 y 42
strontium-90 29.1 y 64
yttrium-91 58.5 d -
strontium-89 50.5 d 700
barium-140 12.7 d -
niobium-95 35.2 d -
tellurium-129m 33.6 d -
cerium-141 32.5 d -
plutonium-239 24,065 y 2
xenon-133 5.3 d 418,000
praseodymium-143 13.6 d -
lanthanum-140 40.3 h -
cesium-134 2.1 y -
neodymium-147 11 d -
plutonium-240 6,540 y -
iodine-129 15,700,000 y 46
plutonium-241 14.4 y -
antimony-125 2.8 y -
tellurium-132 78.2 h -
cesium-136 13.1 d -
promethium-148m 41.3 d -
plutonium-238 87.7 y -
promethium-147 2.6 y -
europium-154 8.8 y -
xenon-131 11.9 d -
silver-111 7.5 d -
tin-125 9.6 d -
cadmium-115m 44.6 d -
iron-59 44.5 d -
yttrium-90 64.0 h -
tellurium-125m 58 d -
europium-155 5 y -
niobium-95m 88.6 h -
neptunium-239 2.4 d -
promethium-148 5.4 d -
silver-110m 249.9 d -



krypton-85 10.7 y 18,500,000
uranium-238 4,470,000,000 y
americium-241 432.3 y -
molybdenum-99 66.0 h -
neptunium-237 2,140,000 y -
rubidium-86 18.7 d -
antimony-124 60.2 d -
cobalt-58 70.8 d -
curium-242 162.8 d -
manganese-54 312.5 d -
praseodymium-144 17.3 m -
xenon-133m 2.2 d -
tin-126 10,000 y -
iron-55 2.7 y -
tin-119m 293 d -
uranium-235 703,800,000 y -
technetium-99 213,000 y -
europium-152 13.3 y -
samarium-151 90 y -
rhodium-106 29.9 s -
uranium-236 23,400,00 y -
rhodium-103m 56.1 m -
silver 108m 127 y -
barium-137m 2.6 m -
tellurium-129 69.6 m -
promethium-149 53.1 h -
technetium-99m 6.0 h -
thorium-234 24.1 d -
plutonium-236 2.9 y -
iodine-133 20.8 h -
curium-244 18.1 y -
plutonium-242 376,000 -
cadmium-115 53.5 h -
americium-243 7,380 y -
zinc-65 243.9 d -
cesium-132 6.5 d -
uranium-234 244,500 y -
zirconium-93 1,530,000 y -
samarium-153 46.7 h -
cesium-135 2,300,000 y -
nickel-63 96 y -
chromium-51 27.7 d -
tin-117m 13.6 d -
gadolinium-153 242 d -
tritium (H-3) 12.4 y 200,0003
carbon-14 5,730 y 554
cerium-143 33 h -
curium-243 28.5 y -
tin-121m 55 y -
cadmium-109 464 d -



antimony-122 2.7 d -
indium-115m 4.5 h -
xenon-129m 8.0 d -
niobium-94 20,300 y -
plutonium-237 45.3 d -
holmium-166m 1,230 y -
protactinium-231 32,760 y -
nickel-59 75,000 y -
xenon-127 36.4 d -
thorium-231 25.5 h -
niobium-93m 13.6 y -
gallium-72 14.1 h -
arsenic-77 38.8 h -
thorium-228 1.9 y -
bromine-82 35.3 h -
silver-110 24.6 s -
actinium-227 21.8 y -
curium-245 8,500 y -
samarium-147 106,000,000,000 y -
radon-224 3.7 d -
tin-121 27.1 h -
thulium-170 128.6 d -
thorium-230 77,000 y -
radon-220 55.6 s -
beryllium-10 1,600,000 y -
curium-246 4,730 y -
lead-212 10.6 d -
curium-241 32.8 d -
silver-108 2.4 m -
thorium-229 7,340 y -
zirconium-97 16.9 h -
copper-67 61.9 h -
krypton-81 210,000 y -
bismuth-212 60.6 m -
nickel-66 64.6 h -
arsenic-76 26.3 h -
niobium-97 72.1 m -
thorium-232 14,050,000,000 y -
radon-222 3.8 d -
thallium-208 3.1 m -
niobium-97m 60 s -
praseodymium-142 19.13 h -
radon-225 14.8 d -
indium-115 500,000,000,000,000 y -
barium-135 m 28.7 h -
thulium-171 1.9 y -
iodine-130 12.4 h -
lead-210 22.3 y -
radium-226 1,600 y -
gadolinium-152 108,000,000,000,000 y -



polonium-210 138.4 d -
radium-228 5.8 y -
krypton-79 35 h -
palladium-109 13.4 h -
uranium-240 14.1 h -
bismuth-210 5 d -
scandium-48 43.7 h -
curium-248 339,000 y -
actinium-228 6.1 h -
berkelium-249 320 d -
sodium-24 15 h -
lead-214 26.8 m -
bismuth-214 19.9 m -
xenon-135 9.1 h -
copper-64 12.7 h -
californium-249 350.6 y -
calcium-47 4.5 d -
strontium-91 9.5 h -
yttrium-91m 49.7 m -
magnesium-28 20.9 h -
aluminum-28 2.2 m -
europium-152m 9.3 h -
argon-41 1.83 h 9,000,0005

.

In any nuke plant ‘accident’, at least these substances should be studied, published. Why is it not
done? Because there are no accidents…:

Be7, Au198, Au199, Mn54, Co60, Fe59, Ag109, Nb95, Nb95m, Sr89, Sr90, Y90, Y91, Pb103,
U239, U240, Am241, Cm242, Zr95, Rh106-Ru106, Ce144-Pr144, I-130, I-132, I133, I135, Na24
and Tb161.’ Americium-243/241, Plutonium-244/240/239/238 , Uranium-235/234  (active 10 –
6500 yrs). Most common fallout contaminants are carbon-14, cesium-137, zirconium-94,
ruthenium-106, strontium-90, cerium-144, iodine-131.

But of course accidents happen yearly basis - you just happen to be a papal mushroom. Kept
growing in the dark, lid opened just to throw in designed daily dose of MSM.

.

.

.



Nuclear Energy is a Disaster Process by Design.
Disaster from its birth to killing radiation for millions of years…

It uses up to 10 times more energy as it produces. And with what an shining price? The very
beginning, mining, for uranium is polluting the earth beyond description. Next some vistas in one
small spot, Finland. Talvivaara open mine opened 2008…

Just closing one Nuclear plant will semi-freeze all its radiation, stop pumping the Beta-Flare
ionization into the atmosphere. Closing also will give FOUR-TEN times free energy: all that diesel
fuel wasted can be used in direct energy production. NOT wasted in digging up – and distributing
into the atmosphere – the killer particles. And mind you the nukelubed: this fossil fuel is burned
anyway – so there will be no increase in pollutants, no effect on your CO2-hoax tax revenue…

.

Talvivaara, here comes your delivery

Uranium Particles; the ones floated to you are not wasted: one part in the papal depopulation
program called 'progress'



.
The Finnish Mid-Summer Festival is known for the beauty in the Nature. This is how the
Talvivaara personnel greets you, xploding Uranium nuclei into upper atmosphere – adding their
share into the ach so nu-clean “NATUREL” background radiation. Picture taken 2 miles from the
open minde pit. Here is s website from a local citizen, still alive, daily washing his windows. But
wait, luckily this mine is just one of thousands pumping up your beloved backround radiation. Oh
forgot the word: NATUREL. Banana. Radiation.
See more at: http://talvivaaraymparisto.nettisivu.org/miksi-nama-sivut-tehtiin/gallery-kuvia/

.

No Feast - but escape inside - then cleanup of whole building, garden...

The xplosion cloud contrast has been enhanced: however, this feast has also been distribute to you,
direct air mail. Wherever you may live… And mind you, today the globe is full of this “Naturel
Background” adding shameful activity. Thanks to all your nukelubed knights…

Add this daily blast energy consumption then into the dumpers, excavating machinery,
railway operating costs to the refinery… oh boy. Not to speak of the ‘clean fuel’ burial costs and
million year upkeep.



Brothers are always so CO2-happy to invest your taxmoney into these clean energy nukehogs.

.



.

Typical open uranium mine: Orange pipes (illustrative only) pump acid on mile high excavated
crushed ore. This bleaches uranium and all metals. They go down into a pond for processing. Time
to time these ponds leak and spoil environment just 'only' over 100.000 yrs... The structure of these
ponds is in glopapal hand: they leak yearly, globally. Canada is one of the worst.

I suggest you translate into English the horrendous french youtube Areva-Cogema -video revealing
this madness of 210 uranium mines spilled over France. Just Do It. Just for your kids, relatives, all
English speaking nations. Yes, I know its hard job. Whaddaya thinkabout this text you're now
reading How did it come to be? All free - I though you might be interested to know...

Here this pic above is after a criminal investigation: a man (who knew too much) went for a
walk on this field, they gassed him there with these acids, Valves were opened... psst. Its a secret.

See more at

Stop the Hogs! Forum : h t t p : / / f o r u m . stopthehogs . com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=777

.



WHAT

Can

I

Do?
.

- Buy Air AND Water -filters – with active carbon filter: arrange all airflow into your home
through filter. Buy an extra carbon-hepa-filter inside circulating air-cleaner; 100-300$. No need for
Ionizer, it may even be harmful… They do decrease radiation: "26,710 Bq/Kg from the filter of air-
conditioner in Saitama " January 2013 news.

If your house has no filtering for incoming air, you can buy filter material and cover the small
windows with dust/carbon filter.

Example of circulation filter: hepa filter & carbon filter, similar to this one, its quiet to keep runnig
24/7, 200$:  www pixmania-pro .si/si/uk/03082052/art/electrolux/oxygen-z9122-air-purifier.html

- Buy smaller hepa/carbon filter-device into your car, use it with a DC/AC Wall-Outlet-Voltage-
converter from 12V cigarette lighter socket. Close incoming air = drive recirc vent closed when
possible. Note: You need to have Air Conditioner ON – to keep moisture level down…

- Start to internally use Zeolites – Clay. Really, its dirt cheap if u dig it uself! (clean out all blk
bacteria filled soil, even boil or bake the clay if u are suspicious). It even cleans your teeth, heals
inflammation of your gums.

Some diarrhea pills content is mostly attapulgite =clay. … rename = nice way to hide the info
from all small folks, eh?

Read www magneticclay com/eating-clay.php , and www hankszeolite com

Vogel advertises its clay: “all people in nuclear industry use our clay, 2 teaspoons a day” … and
still fall dead at middle age, genetically ruined.

NASA informs that it wont use osteoporosis medication (ultra dangerous) but instead clay … as
radiation & weightlessness in space harms human bone.

Mineral Salts, deterrent against Strontium Sr-90 (Chernobyl; Yablokov al. Table 14.2) –
Interesting isnt it: the sicko health system needs volume … to keep revenue running; humans are
kept sick with the baloney ‘salt danger’ -message.

Applying mineral fertilizers on agricultural lands, K and organ soluble lignin on forestlands, and
regular individual consumption of natural pectin enterosorbents. p.339 hernobyl; Yablokov al.



.

… As Chernobyl was detonated
- yes, definitely it was just a global depopulation-test – they had been preparing for it. Massive
zeolite production started well in advance, already in 1985 by the Gorbaj€§uit org in massive CCCP
industrial scale… It specialized in food products, even candy for the elite kids. See the ad below:
KNT-Group? LOL. Everything was integrated papal-commie jessuit-KGB -group back then…

The Lapland reindeer flesh became clean and sellable (TOP secret) after their food chain was
introduced zeolite.

.

This pap al video boasts on zeolite benefits ... NONONO .. not for your health, but for oil mfg.
However, food products ... started well ahead of the global NWO rad test, Cherno blowup. The
globbal nukepliis will now ensure that also this vid will now vanish, sorry about that. 2.6.2011.

See Chernobyl DUGA3, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqX6bXYnNFA

.

- In a human body, the body itself will naturally try to push the radiation and toxic products
into the exhaust – intestines – and if there is an able carrier accepting these substances, all toxins
will be ejected naturally out. But if u eat as programmed, fill your intestines with salt less junkfood
and sugars, there is no carriers in your intestine stools but just junk. Your body has no place to
dump these toxins. They stay inside your body as you dont give them the natural way to exit… This



is how the sicko system wants it: more revenue from sick programmed citizens. Of course ‘your
doctor’ loves it when you arrive… “Welcome, sit down$$…” New Cancer centers need desperately
new paying customers.

- Treating Radiation Sickness with Rock Dust , Written by Joanna Campe Qua, 06 de Abril de
2011
- www remineralize org/site/pt/blog/magazine/from-chernobyl-to-japan-treating-radiation-
sickness-with-rock-dust

- This is how it works with birds eating poisonous berries, seeds:
North Peru Manu-river Macaw prrots eat the fine clay:
www. youtube .com/watch?v=ZZRtPNSro9g
www. youtube .com/watch?v=QXlIuTS8Je8  etc.

Dr Gilardi tests showed that … www.
highlightskids .com/Science/Stories/SS1201_parrotseatDirt.asp …

This is how industrial zeolite sieves ‘work’: they let some molecules go through, capture some.

Here a synthetic zeolite: only water molecule will get through...

.

.

Sludge



Thinkabout the terribleses Sludge found radiating in the gutters: Why is it ‘more’
contaminated? There is a reason… In myriad examples – again and again – it is seen that sludge
removal helped the most (it already was most contaminated). So Why Sludge?

People have used this phenomena for decades as their advantage: some sources tell that the
intentionally irradiated Americans (Ah, the je$$$.$$ital nuke ‘tests’) learned to get clean mutton –
by letting lambs drink ‘sludge’ water… This sludge – call it clay or zeolite – is a ‘weapon’ against
radiation: When ingested, it attracts myriad harmful radicals (like radio-active particles) and
scientists call its structure as a ‘net with huge capacity to catch the nuclei’. When it is inside a gut –
animal or human – it works as a ‘magnet-carrier’ for myriad harmful stuff one wants to get out from
the body…

Likewise, it works outside: nuke plant irradiated spruce is known (by a german researcher) to
be healthy in dusty (read: clay, sludge…) conditions. You bet this study is nowhere to be found…
So why not start use clay in the water spray, or cover areas with clay dust, sand or whatever similar
before your personal decontamination effort … then carry the ‘sludge’ away – like japanese do with
sludge-trucks into Tokyo Bay for the World Cup Thriathlon maniacs…

Japanese kids are today warned to play in sludge/mud pools. Because why?

.

.

.

.

.



Radiating Nukedfuture – by Design
.

The Shinin Future by NYTimes:

See the NYTimes linky: Design-earthquakes are so safe now as we can simulate: then build on a
happy Tsunami-beach.



Carbage In, Carbage Out... Beautiful multicolor representations: To Maximize Destruction, the
10.000 ton plutonium wastepool is to be located in the worst-weakest possible spot, high up 'in the
sky'.

nytimes.com/2011/03/27/world/asia/27nuke.html?pagewanted=3&hp

.

Graphic Finn-Nuke Fortum-STUK-poof : the 'impossible threat', meltdown once in 20.000 yrs has
now been diminished by 98% - here's the proof. (psst. 0lkilu0to-nuke-wastepool building roof just

collapsed, by luck u did not get your Plutonium-finn-dosage)



.

.

Main Nuclear Education Tool

Is This the Poster Food for a Radiation Menace?
NYTimes article By DENISE GRADY Published: April 11, 2011

www nytimes com/2011/04/12/health/12essay.html?_r=1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.



Assasins Love SMOKESTACK -size Secrets:

.

Every nuke plant has 300ft ‘smokestacks array’: WHY!? Basically the plants are just water
boiling bombs with steam-age Rudyard Kipling-style G.E. electric generators. Nothin is ‘burned’,
nothin is ever seen coming out from theses very high pipes… So why, what are they used for?
Some say it is to vent the ionized air out: When the venting stopped in Chernobyl, all plant
operators except one, died in two minutes. You tell me, True or false?

The Finn 0lkilu0t0 nuke Power plant had a near fukushima catastrophe some 10 yrs ago. This is still
secret: the used fuel pool roof collapsed. However, they managed to keep it contained… The
structures later added show how it is today, seen in the videos. (Yes I know, finn is frustrating to
listen, I will translate if I get paid…)

.

.

.

The guy explaining here, is a ‘global nukepolice-friend’ for secret police …meaning he is being
harassed 24/7/365. , seek youtube for

A r t o L a u r i

He used to be a whistle blower in the (AREVA) 0lkilu0t0 -Nuclear Pwr Plant. Revealed the
common practice on finn nuke plants to flow highly radiated water – daily – into the sea. He made a
criminal complaint to the police (how sweet) and folks were kicked out, he was among them
criminals… From his videos u can see that he is an expert in engineering. Originally an NPP
electrician but self schooled in nuclear nuclei tech - surpassing lots of 'authors' in the field. Biggest
real author (not in industry pocket) in the world on Nuke issues. Watch his videos on Youtube.

Nuke-Plant Reality Life Series: He claims that the Olkiluoto personnel (about 700)
kids  (about 30; possibly? 30%) are malformed and kept hiding, out of public view, in
institutions. All folks are genetically polluted for generations to come, million years. In their own
secret sessions these ppl are told not to have babies…

Whales killed for nukes: Nuclear power plants – like nuke bombs have seals. The seals used in
reactors crack if they are not protected. The only protecting substance is grease – from whales. Thus
whales must be massacred for this industry. First for the nuke bombs… next to the nuke plants
which are only running to burn the bomb nuke materiel; no other reason for Nuclear Power. This is
why Einstein claimed that “its a he11 of a way to boil water with uranium.”

.



Would you ? like to bind wreath of flowers from 0lkilu0to monster filled meadows; A r t o L a u r i
took some pics from nuke-plant radiated dandelions (mutated one in the middle), 3miles from the
nuke plant.

Well, pickin flowers is better than fishin as there's no fish in the Baltic sea … while of MSM
articles are kept on speculating how the evil farmers kill these sea fish! … in a sea of 135 Bq/m3
(Compare to Atlantic =4Bq/m3).

.

.

Methane Explosions
I bet the explanation by A rto Lauri on fukushima IV is plausible. He states that channel
radiation (one of the 50 types of radiation) that goes directly through any barriers, also 'drills' holes
into the bedrock. At some point they hit also the 1km deep methane oxide layer which is almost
blanketing the planet.

When this Methane reservoir warms +4F, it explodes immediately and fast, expands 1700x. As this
happens under a Plutonium factory, aka NPP, the now porous bedrock channels the force directly
upwards. Warming can be caused by the immense radiaton from the Plutonium factory.

Thus up goes the empty Fuku no.4.



Even the building style proves it: it would be lots safer to build these doomsday machines inside
deep caves, right? Now the steam-age shaky high building and equipment hang up 200ft high, fuel
radiating, some directly through structures, 360 degrees 'into all winds'. And still every small room
has to be wented with 12feet diameter 400feet high chimneys - just to keep personnel alive from the
ionized enviro, pink radiating air.

Now if this stupid system was 1000m deep inside a cave, it would fry itself - before it could be fully
loaded...

The Plutonium factory workers eventually become rad waste. Dead do not rot. Now its mandatory
for 0lkilu0to personnel dead to be cremated... and buried as waste into 3000feet deep 0nkalo waste
fuel caves. by AL.

New videos 06/2012

AL -interview at/above P0siva 0nkalo - Yucca mountain equivalent in Finland. Test ponts KR16,
KR40, KR27 have exploded, ten ppl seriously injured - 2002.

Arto Lauri, "On the Finnish Olkiluoto NPP island there has happened serious methane xplosions in
2002". AL has himself interviewed some of the injured drillers.  Note: the cause is the 0lkiluot0
NPP and its channel radiation which makes the base rock porous - under every plutonium factory
aka NPP... Likewise the cause for Fukushima Daichii IV reactor xplosion: methane xplosion via
irradiated = porous base rock. (Interview has 5 videos)

1. Tappava ydinvoima... Arto Lauri Olkiluodossa 28.06.2012
The massive (100feet across) explosion hole has been covered with gravel, on top there are
ventilation systems, instrument cabins connected into the grid. Satellite monitored. The island has
53 such spots...  see youtube com/watch?v=BKbNtNsDP9w

2. Tappava ydinvoima... Arto Lauri Olkiluodossa 28.06.2012
PVP14 Posivaporaus 14 - VENTILATION HOLE - BEFORE THE methane XPLOSION.
Note the vertical drill hole... until the 2002 -xplosion, this was the drilling method. Smaller xplosion
hole, KRR7 Koereikä27. Notice the test hole is now in 45 degree angle - to thwart off the up-
seeping xplosive methane gases. Otherwise the gases would blow the drillers with the earth - as
happened in the first PVP14 -spot. Two persons succumbed later in their wounds - no real info is
available like in all papal nukemafia global realm. AL explains how the explosion has splintered the
base... See youtube.com/watch?v=ovYS93kKD2U

3. Tappava ydinvoima... Arto Lauri Olkiluodossa 28.06.2012
KR9 test hole 9 electric ctrl/supply box. Cabin: water on the gravel, nearby nitrogen battery,
monthly re-supplied, 1100kg ea which is used to 'fill' &mix with the up seeping methane to thwart
new explosions. In direct (nonsatellite) active radio control. This is an early hole, has been working
20-30 years - meaning that the base rock porous making irradiation problem, taunting plutonium
plants (aka NPP) really isn't news to the unholy inner circle... See youtube
com/watch?v=BpjD22e7fsE

In case u didnt know that the world has a methane layer all over and around (immense fuel reservoir
for thousands of years), 1km deep, see a previous USGS illustration...



4. Tappava ydinvoima... Arto Lauri Olkiluodossa 28.06.2012
Test hole 40: testing process for methane seepage,: AL happens to meet plant personnel doing the
actual flow test measurement for the methane - across-stream measurement. The guy explains how
the pneumatics controlled valves work in these test holes, how measurement is done. In essence, the
whole island around the plant is under constant survey ... under constant threat like Fuku Daichii
IV !!

AL shows test hole 45a (1:34min). When asked, the young guy don't know about the cabins... The
hole is over 600meter deep (maybe 1000m?). Test had been ongoing for 2 weeks (Jun2012). At
3:03 AL speaks about the moved base rock - 2 feet shift... The measured flow in this test (45 angle
means AFTER 2002 Explosion) borehole is few liters per minute (One gallon ? /min).

Almost directly below here is the 0nkalo; new measurements now published are 10gal/40L/min
of methane flow in a 400m deep borehole. Pressure must be high - (not mentioned). This constantly
monitored specific hole has caused an alarm in June 2012 - this is why this special measurement is
ongoing... See youtube com/watch?v=lhgl6KVxyUE

5. Tappava ydinvoima... Arto Lauri Olkiluodossa 28.06.2012
Last video AL goes to the recent geological shift site nearby: there are 2000-2008 drill holes, a
spot to where a test slice has been taken out to calculate the recent 2feet shift age. "By chance" there
walks a geologist also to wonder this rock: after few questions the geologist suddenly finds new
activity and vanishes... See youtube com/watch?v=IWy3A_VGOH4

Text from the youtube video briefing:
"Over time running Olkiluoto 1 and 2 nuclear power plants, are also radiating downwards, towards
the depths, in where is a frozen methane layer (starting between 600 - 1000 meters, the layer is
approximately 1 km thick). The methane begins to melt due to the radiation, from which follows
larger and larger methane explosions directed vertically to the surface. Note, that in the first videos,
the first test drillings are vertically aligned, which was changed apparently due to a large explosion,
about year 2000, in which two scientists were possibly killed. Active surveillance has been going on
over 20 years already. Nowadays, the drillings are made in a 45-degree angle, due to security
reasons. In the videos (4) you will see that at the present are great things happening in relation to
methane eruptions, even the studies are increasing. Olkiluoto 1 and 2 are already running over time
in comparison to their structure and downward orientated radiation ... Not to mention the walls, and
the deadly radiation released from the power plants pipe. All this nuclear meddling, the tips of
Plutonium -239 nuclear missiles need to be replased between every 4 - 5 years. This is not because
of cheap electricity, nuclear power is energy negative and is a project of completely mad, and
greedy people to destroy the Tellus, and they are acting knowingly or unknowingly ..."

.

.



The Leaked Top Secret NukEnvironmental Study
Scientific Study: The Forest Status around 0lkiluoto Nuclear Station, Finland. University of
Turku, Satakunta Environmental Center, Pori 1993.

Declared as state secret,  leaked 08.08.2011… The study is from 12 year period after Nuke plant
startup, 1978-1991. One can only imagine the situation today. Our superman also photographed the
mutated plants around this nuke station, see above.  (NOTE: Finland has invested in its forestry last
200 years – having most stringent laws how the owners must keep their forests. If owner does not
comply, the state will come and grow the forest and will charge the owner: thus theses scientific
studies must fill mountains… no wonder this is state secret)

Excerpts concerning the Nuke plant Island 26 test areas:
Page 11: 1978-1991, 4km radius around the nuke plant, NATURAL background radiation increase,
tritium etc, only 9800%. Mind u, no meltdown – yet. (Howabout today!?)
Page 12. In central Europe, fir needle loss has been detected around many Nuclear Stations.
Measured by injured fir twig, damage has been detected as far as 20km radius (12mile). Reichelt &
Kollert (1985) defined these to be result of Nuclear Station discharge pollution… (non visible,
scentless neutron-radiated tritium etc air radiation via the nuke plume stacks … currently open to
the heavens through Fukushima Daichii meltdown depopulation scheme).
Page 19: Spruce has 21-40% needle loss, pine 11-20%
Page 22: Various kinds of damage is up approx 25%
Page 30: Lichen has visible or total loss in over 90% areas … the areas worsen visibly towards the
(radiation source) Reactors.
Page 37: the element substance content varied remarkably from the reference group in mid Finland:
needle weight loss up to 81%, zinc, calsium, magnesium loss 50-80% (Please note that there exists
also an official [TOP SECRET] english version of this study – demand it!) Special Thks to A L auri.

.



Pine from 0lkiluoto -island. Who can guess the year when the Reactor started its "Natural" radiation?
Pic: Special thks to A rto L auri

.



Can you See the Detonated Chernobyl Today?

Above, Hossa, Finland: in 1987, pine needles in some spots of Finland were 40.000 Bq/kg,

...Below,  Birch mutations.





.

Funeral Flowers for the Nukelubed: Mutated Lily, Dandelion

The Natural 3 foot 4″ Cesium-Lily is from Fukushima; [Yomiuri Shinbun/Saitama 1.9.2011].
Mutated Nuke Power Station dandelion at right, grows behind you irradiating ‘smoke’ stacks at
0lkiluoto Nuke Plant… ‘Poor’ originals in the cutout pic seen for comparison.

Woe. Did 0lkiluoto also explode!? Nooo, not yet. Just the advertised naturally AlGoReal CO2 -
phenomena … alas only downwind of all nuke plants.

.

.



Birch leaves Fukusummer 2011, xtra large size. Normal on top.

Mutation birch (?) leaves: Southern Finland, Fukushima rad spring results: after snow melt,
some of the birch-leaves xploded quite extraordinarily into 4xnormal – 140mm super size –
‘immediately’ after snowmelt (not all). Compare to normal size leaves 60mm, (top) from another
tree nearby. Never before has here been such leaves… Is this Cesium-cellular-mutation or some
other rad -related phenomena? (mind you, no nuke plants around this site. Pic taken 6-Sep-2011.)

.

.

.

.

.



Smoke-stacks: only for ventilation!
.

The radiation inside nuclear plants is so severe that without continuous ventilation, no human
being could stay in alive. Below the text is derived and cut to show only the relevant parts of the
ventilation and their integral part: 130m exhaust air stacks. New plants have some filtering, I
leaved it out from this txt as typically older ones have ? none. Read excerpts from N R C text:

“The gaseous waste system recombines the radiolytically produced hydrogen and oxygen,
removes moisture… The gaseous waste (offgas) is then combined with a large volume of
ventilation air before it is released through the exhaust stack to the atmosphere…

“The gaseous waste system consists of the offgas system, the steam-packing exhauster system,
ventilation systems from the turbine building, reactor building, radioactive waste building,
offgas building, waste storage building, and the exhaust stack.  For Unit 2 it includes the offgas
system, the standby gas treatment system, various building ventilation systems, and the main stack
and the combined radioactive waste/reactor building vent.
The stack for Unit 1 is 110 m (350 ft) high , for Unit 2 is 131 m (429 ft) above grade. The main
stack releases exhaust air from the following plant areas and systems: turbine building, containment
purge, turbine generator gland seal and exhaust steam system, offgas system, mechanical vacuum
pump discharge, standby gas treatment system, condensate storage tanks and sumps. The combined
radioactive waste/reactor building vent is located 60 m (187 ft)
above ground level and releases exhaust air from the radioactive waste building equipment and area
exhaust, the auxiliary boiler building area exhaust, and the reactor building ventilation exhaust.
[note that the new worlds biggest 0lkilu0t0 AREVA-experimental radiation source will have the vent
stack ONLY 40meters - surely the protest-ant finns need more pa-pal radiation.]

Year 2004, FILTERED radioactive airborne emissions of the two reactors were a total of:
- 4.78 x 104 MBq (1.29 Ci) 2.98 x 106 MBq (80.6 Ci) for noble gases,
- 47.1 MBq (1.27 x 10-3 Ci) 12.6 MBq (3.40 x 10-4 Ci) for iodine-131,
- 916 MBq (2.48 x 10-2 Ci) 116 MBq (3.15 x 10-3 Ci)beta-gamma emitters/airborne particulate
matter,
- 4.62 x 106 MBq (125 Ci) 1.56 x 106 MBq (42.1 Ci) for tritium.
See the original link for this: www. nrc .gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/nuregs/staff/sr1437/supplement24/sr1437s24-section.pdf

...note that most pwr stations are NOT filtered, thus emissions (?) 100x…

.

.

.



USA Nuclear Power Plant Plumes used to
sterilize the nation; by Jorn Rash:
http://www.nuclearpowerdanger.com/plume-maps/sitemap-nuclear-power-plant-plumes-25mi.php

.

.

.

.

Are You EF Fluent?
When things get bad, change the name: Your Intentional Nuclear Contamination is from now on
EFFLUENCE – by NCR.

“To allow easier comparison of the radioactive effluent information from all power reactors in the
United States, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) recently began summarizing the
radioactive effluent data from all reactor sites on an annual basis using graphs and tables. This is a
new effort initiated by the NRC, and it is intended to make the radioactive effluent data more
understandable, usable, and transparent. The following NRC radioactive effluent summary reports
for calendar years shown below are now available below: Radioactive Effluent Summary Report by
Calendar Year: 2008 | 2007 |
The licensee’s effluent data from 2009 was not available for entry into the NRC data base until
August 2009, and that data is currently being entered into the NRC data base. The NRC Summary
Report for 2009 will be posted once it is prepared. All of the radioactive effluent information for
calendar year 2010 will not be submitted to the NRC until mid-July 2011, so the NRC annual report
for calendar year 2010 should be available in December 2011. … Page Last Reviewed/Updated
Saturday, March 12, 2011

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/tritium/plant-info.html

P.S. I’ll help a little in translate this crucial info: To get you real easy information – on how you
are irradiated daily – best for you is that we at NRC ivory tower store the info 3 years until it
matures and eventually effluences into Vitamin A-dosage… and btw please, lets get the past behind
and forget the radio-word and just communicate u sing the data/eff…

.

.

.

Germany Closing its Reactors 8/2011.



Why? It has Geotherm power ready… [SECRET ]

GEOTHERM – THE ANSWER - see www youtube com/watch?v=2bZ5MAglorA

European Nuke$

.

Count em, each Plutonium Factrory .dot, $10billion

.

.



First Fallout Simulation
- Starts With a NYT-Hoax

How the Brainwash-Fake Started – by hiding the very startup. Nothin to worry folks, Only
USS Ronald Reagan sped away:

NYTimes simulation hides the huge fallout clouds - pasted text over the start: FUK08 ja JPP38

.

http://www nytimes com/interactive/2011/03/16/science/plume-graphic.html?ref=science

http://www nytimes com/2011/03/18/world/asia/18nuclear.html?hp

Meteo France, www irsn fr/FR/popup/Pages/irsn-meteo-france_19mars.aspx;



by Meteo France

by Meteo France.

.

.

.

Immense fallout Hits Europe 11/2011
News organizations report of ‘higher Tsekish iodine levels.’

Meteo Measurements /  30 days, Ending 2011-11-14, T-GAMMA-A5:
250 µSv/h Austria
185 µSv/h Finland
305 µSv/h France
294 µSv/h Germany
Note: 0.2 µSv/h is the norm.
Source: w w w eurdepweb .jrc.ec.europa.eu/PublicEurdepMap/NetworkDataTypesSummary.aspx

Multiple disasters this year in US, Europe, all related with the higher% Plutonium MOX,
which is known to be unstable. Just one of them, Swedish 0skarshamn fire 21.10.2011 (secret =
meltdown?).



14.11.2011 Average 30 day measurements are 1000x above normal – as typical is approx 0.200
µSv/h. Average also means peaks, possibly million times more… The four mentioned are way
above all other in the chart - which makes the whole chart suspicious … 99.99% lies like everything
in the hideous Nukelubed realm. The same eurdepweb-site has EU map which is NOT showing any
increase.
.

.

Global Fallout
.

.

How particles fly over our sky?
- South Florida Sandstorm – from SAHARA  www
npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4775192 July 28, 2005
- Satellitepic Guinea Bissau, over the North Atlantic Ocean Envisat’s Medium Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer acquired this image on 1 July 2010 at a resolution of 300 m. www
esa.int/esaEO/SEM3B9HONDG_index_1.html
-  “Sometimes during the summer, sunsets in Puerto Rico are beautiful because of all the dust in
the sky. Well, that dust comes all the way from Africa.” Contact: Amato Evan, University of
Wisconsin-Madison www eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2006-10/uow-sdm100906.php



Envisat -picture of a sandstorm - over Atlantic.



NASA pic from Mediterranean: Libyan, Egyptian Saharan sand is raised from thye ground, floated
globally by million tons...

“Lead author Amato Evan, a researcher at UW-Madison’s Cooperative Institute for
Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS), pored over 25 years of satellite data - dating from
1981 to 2006 – and noticed a correlation: During periods of intense hurricane activity, he found,
dust (Saharan SAND) was relatively scarce in the atmosphere. In years when stronger dust storms
rose up, on the other hand, fewer hurricanes swept through the Atlantic. …Evan decided to explore
the correlations between dust (SAND) and hurricane activity after CIMSS research scientist
Christopher Velden and others suggested that dust (SAND) storms moving over the tropical North
Atlantic might be able to suppress the development of hurricanes.” Pls read the whole article:
www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2006-10/uow-sdm100906.php Public release date: 10-Oct-
2006…

What is sand: SAND – insulator – NONreactive – suppressing element…



Next proceed to 20+ Japanese Tsunami diving Plutonium (mox) Reactors: take aggressively
reactive plutonium etc, negatively supercharged particles, Cesium-127, Strontium-90, Xenon-133
etcetc – and fill the atmosphere. What happens?

- Tornadoes devastate South, killing at least 297 (AP 29Apr2011)
- When the first wave of radiation hit Scandinavia 23.04.2011, meteorologists wondered about
the weird and unusual winter snowstorms with  heavy lightning's…

Folks, This is THE shining AlGoReal globb all warming!

How the radiation is delivered. There were over 2700 of these atmospheric blasts, 1945-1963.
This also depicts how well developed the radiation measurement was already then: depop science
needs exact knowledge who where and when were irradiated - just to apply right dosage.



First three reactor pools blew like this
17.03.2011  www.nytimes.com/2011/03/18/world/asia/18spent.html?_r=1&hp

.

.

Fukushima Daichiin ... how about Onagawa (3), Fukushima Daini (4), Tokai (3), Hamaoka (4) ...

.

.

Reactor three was detonated – tell me why – but listen to all 4 xplosions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_83clarF6AY

“original video” www youtube.com/watch?v=nw2Aw3komgc



Fukushima Daichii reactors 4-3-2-1

.

.

19.03.2011 The Sunday Telegraph – before it was changed into kateGraph showbiz: By
Andrew Gilligan, Robert Mendick and Nikki Kininmonth in Koriyama 12:01AM GMT 19 Mar
2011 www telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8393018/Japan-nuclear-crisis-Fukushima-
Fifty-cut-off-from-family.html.

NYTimes 21.03.2011 is a nice fake… 21.03.2011
www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/16/world/asia/reactors-status.html

By Nick Allen, Tokyo 6:38AM GMT 23 Mar 2011 www
telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8399928/Japan-nuclear-crisis-Tokyo-water-unsafe-for-
children.html

Daily Mail: dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1368716/Japan-nuclear-crisis-Britain-radiation-risk-
Fukushima-heats-AGAIN.html#ixzz1HPICElE2

23.03.2011 IAEA status-report Nuclear Accident Update (23 March 2011, 01:10 UTC)
www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/tsunamiupdate01.html



23.03.2011 18:00 First vawe of radiation fallout hits Scandinavia - and snowthunderstorms surprise
weathermen

.

.

24.03.2011 18:00 Tele-Kate-Graph: “Still two weeks from…
By Richard Alleyne, Science Correspondent 4:04PM GMT 24 Mar 2011 www
telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8404449/Japans-nuclear-plant-still-two-weeks-from-
being-made-safe.html



Clean Nuclear Energy; overseas shipment.

Related Stories:
www.nytimes.com/2011/03/27/world/asia/27japan.html?_r=1&hp March 26, 2011
www.nytimes.com/2011/03/26/business/global/26shipping.html?pagewanted=2&hp
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8412817/Japan-nuclear-plant-plutonium-found-
in-Fukushima-soil.html 29 Mar 2011
www latimes.com/news/nationworld/world/la-fg-japan-ghost-town-20110401,0,6683638.story
www latimes.com/news/science/la-sci-japan-reactor-damage-20110331,0,5950026.story

.



Four weeks to go before everythin is ok? Finn "news" tell champignons thst "they just connected
electricity ..."

.



AP Forgeries flourish again:

Man Standing on roof of Fukushima Daini = Collapsed pillar from a ? reactor... "From this crack
spilled thousands of tons radioactive water into the sea" (!?)

.

Check out the medialiars history from www honestreporting .com

Latest MSM Inventions, 25.08.2011:
Ref.: “China’s State Oceanic Administration announced on August 24 that strontium-90 was
detected in the firefly squid caught off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture in the amount that was 29
times as high as the marine organisms along the coast of China”. From Jiji Tsushin (8/24/2011):

New Measurement Standard Invented: … radiation of 29x China Coast... LOL. If dirty China
coastal waters are taken into account -along with- the ex. Japan minister Haraguchi Kazuhiro



statement “all rad. info given to public was actually 1000x more” 02.07.2011  Freshly Hillaryous
new Standard, Chinacoast Cco = 0,0001 Cbyl (Chernobyls).

.

.

www latimes .com/news/nationworld/world/la-fgw-japan-20110403,0,2167412.story
www nytimes .com/2011/04/03/science/03meltdown.html?pagewanted=2&ref=asia

RCA = Nuclear Emergency Response, Health Canada, March 31, 2011:
canada-suspends-mobile-radiation-measurements-around-vancouver-bc-further-notice

4.4.2011 starting from TOKAI! ; www youtube.com/watch?v=SKUW1_PAjIE

4.4.2011 www db .eurad.uni-koeln.de/prognose/data/alert/cs_hem_1h_movall_1.gif
4.4.2011  youtube .com/watch?v=2_z5yL1sJP4

5.4.2011 There is no safe radiation  www .nirs .org/factsheets/nosafedose.pdf ,www
doctorapsley .com/RadiationTherapy.aspx
youtube .com/v/-W7uGvW8xvY&rel=0&hl=en_US





Measurements - as long as theyre acceptable

.

.

- SOS from Mayor of Minami Soma City, next to the crippled Fukushima nuclear power plant,
Japan  youtube .com/watch?v=70ZHQ–cK40 7.04.2011
- www nytimes.com/2011/04/07/world/asia/07japan.html?ref=asia-est-news/health-and-
fitness/23337-more-stringent-coordinated-fukushima-fallout-monitoring-needed-to-determine-
radioactive-iodine-risk-to-us-milk-and-water.html
- The Mainichi Daily News: www
mdn .mainichi.jp/mdnnews/national/news/20110407p2g00m0dm008000c.html
- Fukushima Daichii: 1. .www
nytimes.com/2011/04/08/world/asia/08japan.html?_r=3&pagewanted=2&hp
- IAEA. www nytimes.com/2011/04/09/world/asia/09nuclear.html?scp=2&sq=reactor&st=cse

.

.

NYTimes “gives” rad readings….



Yellow = Missing data. Then some, huh. Well, u got now all data, move on ...

NILU – Heroic scientists battle against nuke establishment…
Norsk Institutt for Luftforskning (NILU):



NILU has also become politically correct = all lies...

Link: www.transport.nilu.no/browser/fpv_fuku?fpp=conccol_Xe-133_;region=NH

.

Tamed MetoFrance tries its best to hide all 12.4.2011

…

(I Scaled This to match Figure 15)

MeteoFrance tries...



..

.

- Jet stream forecast www squall .sfsu.edu/gif/jetstream_norhem_00.gif
- Uranium-234.S.: www epa .gov/radiation/docs/rert/radnet-cart-filter-final.pdf 10.04.2011
- Radiation spread all over Europe: Preparatory Commission for the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-
Ban Treaty Organization, Wien. 10.04.2011
- www latimes.com/sns-rt-japan-wrapup-1-pl3e7fa058-20110410,0,104435.story?page=3

Monaco Measurement was accidentally leaked (?) by IAEA - it was the lowest? On top, pink graph
using same scale is pasted Japan. At left the THE Spanish Algeciras meltdown accident -
accidentally released never before published info?



..

11.04.2011 CNN-class Video prog-ramming from Fukushima:
When nobody believes u any more, you cont by using fronts:

Full HD video; www youtube.com/watch?v=yp9iJ3pPuL8

.

.

Fukushima... tsunami effects

.

Forgery done by CNN-Hero Tetsuo Jimbo, Youtube video.

.



.

.

Independent French radiation commission warns Europe

that health risk from Fukushima fallout is “no longer
negligible”

11.04.2011. CRIIRAD memo. EurActive, April 11, 2011. Independent French radiation
commission warns Europe that health risk from Fukushima fallout is “no longer negligible” — Says
US west coast has 8-10 times more contamination April 11th, 2011 at 06:36 AM. www
euractiv.com/en/health/radiation-risks-fukushima-longer-negligible-news-503947

12.04.2011. Reactor 4. fish pool?

11.04.2011 Cesium and Iodine. April 11th, 2011 at 07:41 AM www
opendata.socrata.com/Government/Milk-RadNet-Laboratory-Analysis/pkfj-5jsd

.

.



Beach-Bombs. One of 'ten million pics' is handed out 4 weeks later...

Simulations fulfilled; however, here the Tsunami is just starting

12.04.2011 Cesium-137 clouds at 5000m.

www youtube.com/watch?v=DZnIr14v0zw
www db eurad.uni-koeln.de/prognose/data/alert/cs_hem_1h_movall_16.gif [CENSORED!]



Cesium clouds 14.4.2011

.

- Kyodo www english.kyodonews.jp/news/2011/04/84828.html 12.04.2011 TEPCO, TOKYO
- NYTimes . By DENISE GRADY Published: April 11, 2011 www
nytimes.com/2011/04/12/health/12essay.html?_r=1
- By John M. Glionna, Los Angeles Times April 13, 2011 www
latimes.com/news/nationworld/world/la-fg-japan-hot-zone-20110413,0,6689360.story
- NILU  Fukushima Forecast: Large radiation cloud over Northwest US on April 15 www
youtube.com/watch?v=aGonec787ME 14.04.2011
- youtube.com/watch?v=F6t2ty2wPZw 15.04.2011

.



14.04.2011 Japan ‘moves Tokio south’…
www novinite com/view_news.php?id=127294

14.04.2011 IAEA measurement spike flies off the chart, 200km from Fukushima:

But why would Tokyo move?

.

Global Radiation Network (balooney)



Are There Really Three gauges in Europe?

www globalsecuritynewswire org/gsn/nw_20110415_5020.php

.

.

.

NILU forecast 17-21.04.2011.
.

NILU was taken into full control after few of these 'errors'.

.



NILU (Norsk institutt for luftforskning) Cesium-137 simulation;
only lefthand version is for yall ppl.

www squid nilu.no/~burkhart/sharing/MOVIES/?C=M;O=D , www  squid
nilu.no/~burkhart/sharing/.  Youtube www youtube.com/watch?v=BnRMS71OpCY

.

.

20.04.2011 Webcam Fukushima Daichii;
www woweather
com/weather/news/fukushima?LANG=us&VAR=webcam&SAT=201104190800



Fukushima Daichii; webcam 16.03.2011 – enhanced

20.04.2011
- www. asahi.com/english/TKY201104190193.html ,
- www. yomiuri.co.jp/dy/national/T110419004267.htm
- www. blog. alexanderhiggins.com/2011/04/19/japan-officially-orders-censorship-of-truth-about-
fukushima-nuclear-radiation-disaster-18502/ s
- www. japanfocus.org/-Makiko-Segawa/3516
- Dr. Helen Caldicott GRTV Conference Montreal 18. huhtikuuta 2011 www.
youtube.com/watch?v=NpHrBawqQtQ
- Nuclear Ginza www youtube.com/watch?v=92fP58sMYus
- Mr. Kosako, an expert on radiation safety at the University of Tokyo resigns.
- www. nytimes .com/2011/05/01/world/asia/01japan.html?_r=2&hp
- TEPCO released one Tsunami-jubilee video after one month: www.
youtube.com/watch?v=rhoiidO9dvI

- Naoto Kan : NHK reporting; Budget Committee, Prime Minister Naoto Kan “suggested …an
alternative capital to take over Tokyo.” 02.05.2011
- Tea radiated in Kanagawa prefecture, south of Tokio – totally spoiled by Cesium-
137.  Minamiashigara tea was found to contain 570 becquerels of cesium per kilogram…

.



Fukushima Daichii 1,2,3,4: Cesium heaven; I added red lines exactly in same angle as the
ventilation stack to see if the claim of reactor four tilt is true. Smoke enhanced - for your view...

.

.

- Daichii: Reactors are now leaking www.
globalsecuritynewswire .org/gsn/nw_20110512_6070.php
- Nuclear Regulatory Commission – NRC checked 104 US nuke stations. They found 69 dead
generators, missuing equipment, no fule etcetc … thus Marty Virgilio, NRC deputy executive
director reported (AlGoRealism) that 1/3 of all pwr stations had anomalies… www.
nytimes.com/2011/05/13/business/energy-environment/13nuke.html?_r=1&hpw
- Fukushima Daichii Reactor 1  10.5.2011 12:45 measurement devices ‘dropped dead’ after 1000
mSv /h went off the scale; Mainichi, May 11, 2011: www
mainichi .jp/select/today/news/20110511k0000e040059000c.html
- Daichii Plutonium Reactor 3:  17.4.2011 : 28-57 millisievert/h. www.
yomiuri .co.jp/dy/national/T110513005828.htm

.

.

9-Sep-2011

Prime Minister laughs –

Fukushima children forced to drink radioactive milk at school
youtube com/watch?v=Aq4JG9ULVNE

.



.

Edano the top mas0n Knight.

.

.

.

.



What is the Meaning of This Map !?
.

.

The whole Northern hemisphere is now fully polluted by Cesium etc, more than measuring
devices can measure!

Norsk institutt för luftforskning (NILU) Simulation Map 11-May-2011

.

Jemen seems to be the only "European" site without full Xenon Xe-133 xposure - US gets this first
EU becomes after .

NOTE: If EU air is poisoned like that, US is even MORE. This is why EPA and EU institutions fell
silent – controlled by…

.

.



Why NILU fell silent !?

After seeing the previous pic, the Speaker of Knights was very very pleased. He called the NILU
board into a Flexpart-product meeting. They all agreed happily to conform to all papal media
directives...

.

.



The following day NILU web page read:

Rumors say that some Flexpart -Fukushima-product simulation protes-ant-experts pro-tested as did
not see any common good in this papal decision - and were promptly dismissed... Is it true? You tell
me. Thirty years of CFD program development - down the drain? Who would believe...

.

.

——————————-

.

.

Flattening Glo-papal Nuke Forces:
.
.



The je§uit-led pa pal stateforces took their homes; (see youtube Gush Katif). Like today, the pa pal
global media is about to rip your lungs, kids future:

“Fukushima left, you on the right.” Right?

See what kind of  folks are behind theses blk ants at left:

U . K . I . P  party leader  David N o a k e s -interview – see

youtube .com/watch?v=eQwDaXuTjmM

Israel News (Uutiset) - see more of these photos. Check Table of Contents

www.scribd.com/doc/118845376/Table-of-Contents

.

.

.



UN lends a helping nukehand
.

UN-NU CLEAR?

When all – xcept NUclear irradiation – has been banned by the papal UN CO2-hoax, isnt it
already time to ban the moon? I mean that is the life’s mission of Ban ki Moon. (Note:
multilingual name, the ki=closed abbreviation in finnish) … See also James Delingpole
telegraph.co.uk ; “Herod orders top UN scientists to investigate mysterious infant slaughter in
Judaea”

.

Club of R0me CO2-hoax: Herod orders top UN scientists to investigate mysterious infant slaughter
in Judaea

.

.

.

“FUKUSHIMA” – Short HISTORY:
- 12/2010 Can Cun, Mexico: World Leaders with 20.000 paid “experts” have J€§uital AlGoReal
CO2rgies.
- SURPRISE: “Japan Resigns this Kyoto protocol”, says Naoto Kan – “the CO2-Ceasar has no
clothes!”



- NON-surprise: 11.03.2011 14:46 Japan bows down to earth-quake. It will soon beg to get
NWO-help.
- 1-May-2011: Capital now Radiates fully. Whole north japan is being radiated into nuke-
desert … Japan Prime Minister to study setting up “alternative capital” away from Tokyo …
measures must be taken to secure the continuity of the capital’s central functions.” Kan says. NHK,
May 1st, 2011 at 06:07 PM
- Japanese eat now again from IMF hand – PM Says He Will Resign, Time.com by Krista Mahr,
June 2, 2011 at 2:29 am EDT
- Northern hemisphere de-population continues according Club of R0me accords. The
testimonies they shamelessly have distributed in media for tens of years: 90% of population has to
be culled – says Ted Turner, one of the main msg peddlin j€§uits…

May 2011 – across the globe, Finland: I really want to believe everything is ok, TEPCO is still the
jap crown jewel in excellence… However. I am crying for the small kids whose bare feet burned,
blisters all over, jumping on the trampoline 2weeks ago … here in Finland. Please tell the kids that
everything is ok.

.

.

TEPCO’s latest newsroom technical handout:
TEPCO’s latest newsroom technical handout shows bright pictures of a new ancient ‘art-work’
finding from the coastline near Reactor 4. (Construction workers were digging new IAEA required,
deeper pits for the backup generators – to be flooded in next tsunami). Excerpts: “The astounded
workers found a fishing net, TEPCO’s digger-operating experts readily saw that it is over 4000
years old. On the excavation spot there were plenty of well preserved holes laying ten meters deep
in the sand … workers reconstructed the long ago rotted, missing net-parts, and now this ancient
art-piece will be positioned into the TEPCO’s radiating HQ in Tokyo, main entrance. It will thus
proudly display the world how remarkably TEPCO is committed in green values and history and
environmental preservation…” JiuJitsu Shimbum 10/07/2011

What was true? Nothing… = all typical high quality ‘fact’ filled TEPCO news handout.

.

How Japanese (or any news anywhere any time) new are
released.
New Jap 3-day interior minister Matsumoto was kicked outta office when this discussion
leaked:

“Regarding the special fishery zone, which the government is pushing and many local fishermen
oppose, Get the consensus, you piece of sh-t.. Otherwise we won’t do anything. Just do it. … Do
better than this. [Speaking to the news reporters in the room] Oh my last remark is off the record,
understand? Everyone. Understand? If any of you dare write it, that will be end of your company.
3Jul2011 youtube.com/watch?v=VtUqWdbjnTk (only japanese)



Global Extinction Event
Uploaded by ExopoliticsTV on Jun 14, 2011; Global Extinction Event; By Don Nordin

This is one of the best of a series of interviews with Leuren Moret on Fukushima by Alfred Webre
which gives us a latest update and hits important high points: Of crucial importance to those of us
living in the Pacific Northwest and Southwest of B.C., particularly along the coastal areas, is that
we are inhaling up to 5 radioactive “hot particles” every day. A “hot particle” is generally a
highly radioactive particle with a very long term half life that most often lodges in the lining of the
lungs and causes constant local bombardment of one particular area of tissue which eventually will
cause cancer in that area and faster in those with low immune systems. This means lung cancer to
those victims. As well, cells passing near that particle through the bloodstream have their DNA
damaged and over time this causes another threat to our health.
On top of all that, there is now an admitted “melt through” in 3 of the Fukushima reactors. This
means the radioactive pool has melted right through to the soil under the reactor buildings and
radioactivity is now entering the groundwater. Does this mean that groundwater radiation will
eventually seep into the ocean? For sure it means that those relying on groundwater for various
uses are out of luck.
Also, there is a continuing massive release of radioactive water into the Pacific Ocean east of
Fukushima which will irradiate the entire Pacific Ocean and then move with the Great Conveyor
down toward Australia, New Zealand and Antarctica. Over time, the oceans of the world will be
polluted. For us along the coast of North America it means that fish will soon be not safe to eat. So
there goes the massive Alaska fishery and the B.C. coastal fishery. There goes another prime source
of protein which is a necessary dietary element to sustain a healthy, disease free body. Further, the
food crops of the entire North American continent will become irradiated, the higher radiation
levels being nearer to the west coast. So thee goes the vegetarian alternative too.
This just touches the “tip of the iceberg” of this extinction level event.
Be advised to listen to this video interview which is abouit an hour long.

Must see: www.youtube.com/watch?v=6L3BHnI1A_Y

.

.

—————————————
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.

.

.



Beta-Flares:
.

.

.

Lets see how it goes into sea in Finland:

Nuke Industry Radiates the Globe:
.

Neutron produced Beta-Flares ionization poisonings are fought with poison chemtrail flights
spreading boron etc. The flightpaths form a grounding matrix across the sky.

Below recent examples from Helsinki sky:



Photo 50x tele



Negative photo from the same boron -mattress youre inhaling now, poisoned like all of us...

Read More:       slideshare.net/syottovasikka/saatila-mani-pulaatiot



Eurajoki TV-station ... already Twice xploded in BetaFlares

.

‘Electron asthma’ has spread like a fire all across the population…

.

.

Global radiation is in good hands, measured weekly, kept
secret…

here global Nuke Station Radiation map in Scandinavia
…enhanced illustration from the N e u t r i n i c a-report:



Your NukeNaturel radiation - has been scientifically measured, and saved into your sick records...

At far right the new OL3, worlds biggest and most shaky unknown AREVA tech – sittin on a
fault line – will increase your Nukenaturel Rad by 10% – possibly in 2014…

.

.

See Related Youtube Videos:

Beta Flares – highly ionized air above all  nuclear reactors:  youtube .com/watch?v=P_a19RRo2gY
Beta-flames detected youtube .com/watch?v=7k4d26Lqang
0lkilu0t0 – will soon ? have a new, the finest and biggest non tested tech nuke-bomb-assembly in
the world
youtube .com/watch?v=B9la7fLBErw
youtube .com/watch?v=nWxVZ5wqlrY

.

.



Fukushima Meltowns …

Planned to be open to the skies …

…2 yrs later
…depopulation forever?





Fukushima Daichii Radiation has to be vented out; 10feet diameter piping with 400feet stacks...
Bottom Left corner: is there a filter for plutonium? ... At top right is seen the stuff you have been
breathing last 40 years, when fukureactions still were pinky-happy...

The greatest feature - from depopulation point of view – is that the stacks will not stop working:
these giant tubes work as a full powered blower – no power/fan needed -  the long vertical pipe
creating always huge vacuum at the base, ‘pumping’ air sky high – top speed…

Soon 10/2011 Reactor number one has a new sarchophagus – the stacks have already been
repaired and venting into all glob all lungs…

.



.

News (?) 02.08.2011 From Fukushima depopulation site, tips from TEPCO handouts. The
‘project’ has been a success, all the famous three through-melted reactors (alongside the non-
published ones) continue to belch massive amounts of radiation into the atmosphere. Every day,
24/7/365 … also using the massive 400 feet 12feet diameter stacks – sucking the irradiated air and
pumping into the jetstream – with radiatin love, from de-pope – just for you and your relatives.

.

“TEPCO announced on August 1 that the highest radiation of over 10 sieverts/hour (or 10,000
millisieverts/hour) was detected on the surface of the exhaust duct between Reactor 1 and Reactor 2
at Fukushima I Nuclear Power Plant.”

The article doesn’t mention that the meter went overscale and the accurate measurement is
not available… meaning that the actual radiation is somewhere between 10-1000 sieverts/h –
at the moment being intentionally, continually vented on you – like its has been for last 5
months!

Note that Chernobyl was buried in 2months, papal TEPCOdepopulation is planned to continue for
years. From Jiji Tsushin (11:59PM JST 8/1/2011)

.

See Daichii ventilation stack system in the middle of this blog … The greatest feature – is that the
stacks will not stop – working: these giant tubes work as a full powered blower – no power/fan
needed.

.

.

.

.

” I saw a flock of birds fly directly over one Olkiluoto Reactor
stack: THE BIRDS WERE INSTANTLY GRILLED - –
FELL SMOLDERING ONTO GROUND …

…The guards warned us not to touch the

grilled smoking radiating heaps, dangerous. “
Statement of A rto Lauri, fmr (=whistleblower), Olkilu0t0 Nuclear Engineer A THEORY OF
FUKUSHIMA (English subtitles coming soon)
youtube.com/watch?v=lzwBDlLgnm8



Stack size compared with a car on the street: Fukushima Daichii has total of 10 Stacks...

.



Tepco Charity Handouts 10/2011
.



Ok. They missed it again. So I added it into the pic. Sadly there's a shadow on the wall - what could
be the cause?

.

Here in the structure hiding the Reactor 1, There is no danger of Chernobyl Sarchophagus
leakage. It is an included feature… And luckily the piping to the incredible 3meter diameter 140m
high stack has been heroically repaired. Remember the 10 sievert rad on that spot?

Funny how getting the green ‘flowers’ and nice white walls is priority before any other. Oh, and
btw: Suddenly we start to get hi quality pictures instead of the grainy stamps… go seek TEPCO’s
handout archives.

Another error from TEPCO: Sunshine through ‘walls’ should not be seen by yall
programmed… see left inset, enhanced contrast.

.

.

New video clip from a TEPCOtheater 21.10.2011 video: Sun shines through, the massive pinky
rad releases into upper atmosphere continue unhindered…

.



Enhanced contrast brings the ruins inside into plain sight ... Pinky betaflare keeps globe irradiation
on schedule... (enhanced picture; fumes clipped from earlier frame in the same TEPCOwood
hide&seek -video)

Your irradiation continues unhindered: its so neat, clean, invisible, odorless unseen way to
wipe out the 90% of useless mouths – exclaimed in the Club 0f r0me -visions.

.

Here is my Youtube 1 minute video clip taken from that 2.5 second ‘TEPCOtour’ of Reactor
1.  Starting 6:10 -to- 6:13, enhanced with VFXEextra -filter.

see youtube .com/watch?v=SvHRM4bkSV0

.

.

TEPCO Recycling – or merry-go-around?

TEPCO handouts picture the 500.000 used suits.



TEPCO Recycling material; 500.000 spare-skins in one radiating pile, muscles six feet under

.

Radiating 500000 Tyvek suit pile sits under roof – nicely pre-irradiating the new 10$ suits for
the yakuza-battered poor muscles… Five hundred thousands suits in six months mean that 3000
poor debt prisoners go daily to be irradiated. Workers never to be seen in TEPCO accounting, btw.
No dosage meters, btw.  However, theses folks, like all irradiated, have a secret registry on par
Chernobyl Liquidators – keenly followed materiel for the ‘health’ system care. (Half of the
Liquidators are now dead; see Consequences of the Catastrophe for People and the Environment by
Alexey V. YABLOKOV, Vassily B. NESTERENKO, Alexey V. NESTERENKO, linky
here:  strahlentelex .de/Yablokov%20Chernobyl%20book.pdf )

Yes I know, these shinto folks wont be resting six feet under a cross. (just illustrative purpose; i
hope youre offended by the nukelubed papal process, not my illustration.)

.

.

.

The Baltic Sea – world’s most radioactively contaminated – has had its share of Tsunamis:
Sweden / Hudiksvall fault line earthquake 2000 years ago caused a 20 meter Tsunami. This active
faultline goes near all Nuclear reactors in the area, like the planned waste depositories. Just seven
years ago there was a 60 cm shift on olkiluoto island. See geologist Mörner seminar on this issue;
he states that the Onklao-repository will definitely collapse – creating another Fukushima.Also the
intended copper drums, containers for the killer waste, wont hold but years, states Arto Lauri:
Scientist that Peter Szakalos, Kungliga Teknsika Högskolan also claims; “there is an 1000-10.000
digit error in the STUK copper drum -calculations…”

This is what u get when a state has “Nuclear Safety Agency” – lubed band of self interes
Knights.

A  Finn geologist-scientist, professor Matti Saarnisto, Finn Science Academy, says this so called
recently exposed ‘study’ by finn off-i-cia-ls is a farce:  ‘Expected evolution of a spent Nuclear Fuel
Repository at Olkiluoto POSIVA 2005-06′ … one of main reasons is its weird claim of maximum
182 meter permafrost with crayon illustrations – far cry from what geologist can show from the
past, 600-700m depth. Bad geology at Olkiluoto nuclear deposition site
youtube.com/watch?v=O34JJxc2JF0

.

.

.

.



Nasty invent-ions – To hide the Betaflares :
See youtube Bateflare videos:youtube.com/watch?v=P_a19RRo2gY
Arto Lauri / Turku YLE TV-tower xplosion: http://kuvaton.com/k/TRa.jpg
http://kuvaton.com/k/TRY.jpg
Betaflare http://kuvaton.com/k/TRT.jpg http://kuvaton.com/k/TR8.jpg

A novel method to distribute death: Nuke plant neutron gun...



.

Here the same reactor seen sideways; how heavy ions are guided into the electrical grid:

Reactor structure, side view...

Translation from the site mentioned above:

Magnetic pipelines R,S,T:

“OL-1 -type reactors lose hundreds of pounds uranium, plutonium content when it diffuses
straight through the reactor containing walls as channel radiation – never measured.
Approximately 1% is calculated energy. 10% more than 23pcs fissio Hylleraas and Ferm report as
the neutron flow. CERN is famous how this neutron flow is guided by magnetic fields: the OL1, OL2
reactors are metal shielded, no reason given why. I could not understand – until I found that the
shield is missing from one spot: the turbine steam pipe lines! The ionized radiation is closed inside
the Reactor metal coating and can only get out via the steam piping flowing to the turbine.“

“The ionization channeling needs straight alignment to keep flow optimized. Also to accelerate
the +++ ionized particles, there is a need for massive acceleration channels. Also important is the
critical positioning of all “resonator parts”. This acceleration is multiphases in direct lines into the



400.000kV plasm gas channel transmission lines 200 miles away towards Helsinki. I estimate that a
1000MW reactor produces 300<kg<year uranium emissions directly all around the transmission
lines, into the wind… A 1000MW nuclear plant loses/releases approximately  20-90kg deadly
Neutrons , 300kg channel radiating uranium, plutonium ionization, Malenka model meson energy
resources – flowing through all materiel. Massive amount of Deuterium, Tritium etc carbon ions –
which are never even  measured.”

The result of all this is squaky-clean energy (yes we can) with minimal Beta-flares above the nuke
plant itself, evenly distributed deadly ionization (so called natural background radiation) on the
fields for depopulation (purposes that the club of r0me shamelessly tout with all of the mouths of
their Maltese k nightly leaders, Ted Turner, Gorbatchov – unameit. This Background radiation has
increased 20% EVERY YEAR – since 1990′s…) Seek youtube for A rto L auri, Beta flares.

.

“0lkilu0t0 NPP have been shielded in such a way that no direct radiation escapes into the
environment. Gamma radiation has not been totally blocked in roof structures, mainly waste pool
and turbine hall. Very small quantity of upwards directed radiation is reflected back onto earth
(aka sky shine effect - [ now better known as BETAFLARE] ). Its effect surrounds 0lkilu0t0 NPP
around about 200 meters as small background radiation increase. The dosage at the site is
about  0,25 µSv/h, which is double compared into normal bacground radiation.” by professor
Mikko 0janen; secret research report, Satakunnan ympäristöntutkimuskeskus, Sykesarja B 7,
University of Turku, 1992

.

'Distribution lines': the electrically charged radiation guided inside a 'cage of magnetic field' ....

.





Please note: just this month 05/2011 the state nukecriminals announced that Olkiluoto Nuke pwr
station will be boosted 20MW. Like all of them… More mox… pox to come x1000

The Finn Beach Bombs waiting for a dive; Olkiluoto 1,2 and the new world's largest no.3

.

Hair raising document of obamau GE bribery and neglect: NRC Meeting no.512, Rockville Md,
7May04 NRC-1465  Deleted from here: www. documents.latimes.com/background-on-nuclear-
uprating/ … Fukushima Daichii was “uprated” like this; www. spreadsheets.latimes.com/nuclear-
uprates/

See the original here: http://wp.me/pwIAV-1

- 5 1 2 th A C R S Meeting May 5-8, 2004; ‘The Big Picture’ …Mr. Nesbit: All Nuclear
Reactors use already Plutonium

.

.

See Arto Lauri Interview: A THEORY OF FUKUSHIMA
see youtube .com/watch?v=lzwBDlLgnm8

.



.

.

Revision – Nukelubed …

… call your irradiation a REVISION!
IPPNW in Germany has demanded exact numbers how much radiation is released when NPP is
closed down for refueling. The answer is – 1000 above normal!

Here is a recent table revealed the red diagram spike depicts the plutonium releases into the
atmosphere::

IPPNW / German Gundremmingen NPP revision -phase radiation data table

IPPNW (International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War) -.org got German
Gundremmingenin NPP revision data. They are 500x bigger than during operation: peak: 1470
kBq/m³, normal 3 kBq/m³.

See more at w w w. ippnw .de/index.php?id=597&expand=4600&cHash=0bedb3e4be

.



NUCLEAR  PLANT  in  REVISION
Refueling a Nuclear Plant = Typical nuke plant in a revision: the steam boiler (red cover) is
raised and opened, uranium fuel rods re-organized for maximum plutonium. "Ripe" bomb grade
harvested, new inserted... AND. As oll nuke warheads wear out (=decay, radiate directly into the
environment), they have to be refreshed every 3-5yrs, and will be taken out from missiles and
carried into theses papal plutonium ovens... Here GE Mark-1 opened, all dirt ventilated to yall ppl -
for the sake of population control. Cooling tritium wastewater criminally already pumped into sea...



GE-Mark 1 Nuclear reactor , NPP = Plutonium Factory; 104meter high hall with 140m
plutonium ventilation stacks...

See the pinky ionized oxygen & radio-active isotopes - that you breath at this very moment. At
this very moment 2-10 papal plutonium NPP's are ventilating 1000x dosages into our common
atmosphere... Total 450 plus unspecified number of military & lab reactors.

Note the canvass roofs (grn) to ventilate some types of the radiation: non measured channel
radiation pushes directly through all walls - killing nature around thes plutonium factories. Some of
the isotopes are guided (red) through steam piping into turbine hall and vented out into the grid. If
NPP's are not heavily ventilated, all personnel would die in 20minutes...

PLANT in REVISION -llustration Explained:

- Designation of an Nuclear Power Plant: The name itself is a hoax for yall ppl to accept your
irradiation. The purpose - THE ONLY PURPOSE - is to produce Plutonium for nuclear warheads,
DU Depleted uranium for small arms. Depleted means less cancerous - until activated - when is
used in ammo, it melts and becomes disastrous contaminant. Servicemen do die globally from
cancer by handling this 'depleted' U...

- Plutonium Factory is the proper name. The 'only' reason they contain a turbine/electric
generator, is to pump all process radiation via electric grid into your home. Pure depopulation -
which btw is no conspiracy but a stated goal of the club of Rome: Ted Turner, illuminati member
says that population of 500million would be ok. That means 90% will be killed - whata monstrous
job!

- A rto L auri has shown how the K-radiation pores through all reactor walls. Older reactors
become like sieves: 0lkilu0to reactors each lose yearly 2tons of fuel from direct radiation through
all walls. Direct flow through any walls, nothing hinders this K-radiation. Note: From fifty types of
radiation, only 4 are allowed to be meted... This K-type rad tunnels the base rock under a 'NPP' and
it will become thoroughly porous ---> fuku daichii reactor IV xplosion was mile deep methane
xplosion vie the porous base rock. This is a scientific fact readily available from scientific books -
but ONLY before 1945.

- The new fuel rods are placed into a Plutonium factory oven to be baked. After one year, the
yield may be 2-4% of Plutonium. CANDU type reactors yield happily more... Now the finn military
- with university help - has developed an envious process: by rotating the rods, they can keep em in
up to 5 years - in the plutonium factory oven. This results into best grade plutonium - where
everyone wants to get this fruit...

Imagine the Moscow 1954 - the famous, enormous CCCP pride, GUM commercial
center ... mostly empty. What happens when a batch of zinc buckets from the jesuit
gulag 'factories' arrives? Not even a army of nukepolice could keep the rushing
babuskas away from the loot!

No here is the same effect: the jsuital nukemen cant keep emselves at bay, when the
finn plant fruit delivery is ready. We can read about that when the secret closed and
only NPP-class port (=no customs, no police) ships its products. so called news: "ARc



ticsea ship hijacked! Special Swedish Sigyn ... plutonium cargo ship Mossad this, jews
that blabla..."

- Tritium is one of the worst Plutonium Factory contaminants that these crooks have found no
value. It is a byproduct of enriching nuke Plutonium warheads in the 'NPPs'. This is why the plants
recircling cooling water is typically thrown out as waste, into rivers, sea at the art of 'yearly
maintenance'. This phenomena was unveiled by A rto L auri, the finn whistleblower. As a
consequence, the Baltic sea was world most polluted (10x more than any other) in 1990's - 123Bq/L.
I guess now its over 200Bq/L. While contaminated area goal is hillaryously 20Bq/L. In reality,
healthy environment is ZERO. Whata hoax.

- The more and better Plutonium one bakes, the more the cooling water becomes full with
Tritium. Thus, our beloved (?) finns crooks have poisoned the whole Baltic sea. This cooling water
that is pumped around the hot fuel rods, around these highly menacing environment irradiating fuel
rods, becomes steam. This steam is then used to propel the turbines and attached generators. When
cooled, the condensed water is re-circulated into the plant, Plutonium boiler.

- Once a year the plant is stopped = REVISION, some ripened fruits eg. enormously
irradiating fuel rods are taken out for reprocessing. Some are repositioned to increase yield.
Some new are added. When this refueling - called also 'maintenance' - or revision - is done, the
cooling tritium infested water has to be pumped out to access these fuel rods. When this water is out,
boiler pressure vesel opened, all this Tritium steam etc radiation is released inside into the plant - air
becomes highly toxic. Note: all nuclear warheads become useless in 2-5 yrs: they have to be
refreshed in a Plutonium factory. Thus it becomes very clear why we must have em "nu-clear power
plants".

- 'Luckily' there's the ventilation system (see illustration, green tubing's): 140meter stacks, wide
enough to drive through trucks, ventilate all plants 24/7/365. During 'normal' operation plant
personnel would die off in 2 minutes without ventilation. During refuel - your MSM 'maintenance' -
the ventilated air is 1000-10.000x more toxic. A rto L auri says: I saw a flock of birds flying over
the stack. They became instantly grilled. They dropped onto the ground, smoldering, roasted alive.
Guards said: "dont touch or eat - if you don't want to become radiated-grilled from inside..."

- Today, there are globally 3-20 Plutonium factories in 'maintenance', boilers open, constantly
pumping tritium etc into atmosphere. Not to speak of the 'fukusix', open smoldering ruins. Why are
they kept open, stacks pumping? Depop -program is the only answer I can think of... Totally there
are some 500 'public' papal depop factories. Who knows how many military, university irradiators
there are on top of this. 1000 more?

See fukuventing today from Daichii reactor I www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvHRM4bkSV0

- At top right (illustration) u can see the waste pools. This 0lkiu0to waste pool roof collapsed
once. By miracle the plant didnt go into full meltdown.... It was kept secret - as all these
fukumiracles happening every year in all the thousand plants. They have canvas roofs - just to
ventilate some type of Alpha radiation directly through into the sky and onto the population. One
heavier type elements are guided into electric grid (see illustration red pipe from boiler) - into your
household.

This is a very nice finn way to show radiation measuring inspectors clean plant: most typical
radiation has vanished, readings really clean. Finns are envied of how clean their power plants are,



how they can keep em running for years... when even russians open their Plutonium boilers yearly -
not to poison everyone around. The longer you run, the more Plutonium - and tritium u get. Thus
we have a shining sea, fishes long gone - tens miles radius from this plant (AL).

- All the finn Plutonium factories (4 operating) have their own closed ports. There is No police,
no customs, none... Via these ports 'the fruits' are smuggled into the glopapal markets: AL says that
just one 0lkilu0t0 plant has secretly sold €200billion worth of nuclear bomb grade plutonium -
another EUscam into the pile of thousands secret jsut vat-i-can -operations,
Post Scriptum - for the REVISION -illustration: Uranium in nature 0.1-2% in high rich ore:
U234 (.0054%), U235 (.71%) ja U238 (99.28%). When one ton (2.200 pounds) ore is enriched,
result is 54grams (1.9oz) raw uranium - to be enriched into fuel grade uranium. Zillions gallons of
oil is used in this process before one fuel rod is ready to be inserted into the plutonium processing
plant. Thus the process of 'creating energy' requires 10x more fossil diesel fuel... Japanese lost all of
their 54 reactors - and have now 10x more fuel to burn in normal turbines: Today there is absolutely
no shortage of energy... and this is TOP SECET!

Here you cans see Loviisa NPP preparing for a Revision:

Loviisa. Nuclear Power Plant. Reactor. In the middle is the pressure boiler cover, red seen in
previous illustration. Blue rings are markers where cover plates are laid 'during service'. The waste
pool is covered with blue cover, 'under' the red round top.

.

.

OTANIEMI - Irradiating the Nations Brightest



Its the University city adjacent to Helsinki. Incide city of Espoo, containing most of Finnish
High tech etc university related, supercomputers etc etc.

There sits the -  Triga Mark II or VTT:n research FIR 1. The picture depicts a professor teaching
how the best Plutonium harvest is gained via rotating the various fuel bundles inside a reactor. This
top research knowledge is used in the finn irradiating Plutonium factories...

Russian FIR 1 (1962) reactor is in a open pool, 6m deep. It was renewed in 1990 for medivcal
purposes. Total 58 times used in that - unbelievable! Its rated at 250 kW - but can have bursts of
250 MW - which surely are used - as required -  to focus irradiating 'medical' beams on visiting
scholars & other folks the jesuits want to hideously liquidate.

There are 80 fuel rods, 15kg of uranium - 20% = 3kg of Plutonium. Reaction is controlled via
four control rods. The system works as intended, says special researcher Seppo Salmenhaara. (Read:
all 'selected' have died in cancer, fast).

FIR-1 reactor heart edu; arrangement of various types of fuel rods (top finnquality secret)
and one fule rod the researcher is pointin at...

.

NPP refueling = NEW revison Animation. How and why, see how it goes - 4min
video:

vimeo.com/146416424



Triga Mark II , VTT:n tutkimusreaktori FIR 1
Eight cornered nukeholy site

Same requirements - papal eight cornered muslim holocaust education - dome of rock mosque,
Jerusalem. Both drill the pupils head into a mess - or should I say mass - extinction.



Vatican's warrior Saint George protects the papal plutoniumbusiness with his insignia. This  St.
George's is one of his holiness's most important lodges: All the greatest war mongering jesuits have
been its members... Here St. George is seen standing on Vatican square colonnade of saints... Btw,
you have to be extremely successful mass murderer to be included into this honorary club.

Next we see few photos of this very important parade, Red CCCP Square, Moscow 5/2014.



Column of Nuclear Warheads with St. Georges ribbons 5/2014, Leader carrying Templar cross...



Is this off topic? How lovely is his holiness knightly masonic vista!



Holy See! and his honored knight St. Georges CCCP Nukes...

What shipment is escorted by ten patrol boats, multiple helicopters? At least warhead shipment
to Fukushima REVISION.



Yearly leaked / accumulated rad into environment, Finn 0lkiluoto NPP. 20 yrs ago the
enviro report was open. Now TOP SECRET. Light blue is the revision ='service'=seisokki -
fallout. This chart leak thks to AL.

.

.

Direct Channel radiation escapes into the environment
All NPP's lose 1000-2000kg of plutonium yearly into the environment - via direct radiation
therough the structures. This causes the silent holocaust, culling of unnecessary life from the planet
according the je suit transcript...

0lkiluoto where both NPP's lose now over 2200kg per year via direct radiation through the
boiler-vessel walls - contrast that with a single shot from Chernobyl's detonation of 800kg! This is
why the environment report from Turku University in 90's became TOP SECRET immediately after
it was published: the results of 10 yr. NPP operation are terriblese!





Finland - Idle NPP's. New Revelation by AL Oct2012!
One plutonium factory - NPP - capacity cannot be over 10% of a national grid stated by law. I
guess it also means that the NPP will blow like fuku - when national grid cant supply shutdown
power... Thus its a dirty secret that the dirtiest and biggest NPP in the world, 0lkiluoto 3 will never
start. As planned electricity consumption has come down - against plans. Even the 0L-II stays idle
at the moment - for the same reason!

Advanced Plutonium Factory:

This type of heavy water ABWR reactor has multiple 'revisions per week.

The developer Hitachi brags in its patent application (U.S. Patent No. 7,349,518) that this type
also produces more Plutonium than the BWR - thus revealing the secret intent of all this Uranium
lubed industry: plutonium factories hogging immensely fossil fuel just to keep it running.



Another bonus seems to be this pop irradiation; after removal from the reactor core, the fuel pellets
are in thin air before immersed into the water tank. And another bonus from more Plutonium is
exponential amount of tritium water which can be released into the nearest river – at (k)night.

see: nuclearstreet
com/nuclear_power_industry_news/b/nuclear_power_news/archive/2009/09/30/under-the-
hood-with-duncan-williams-_2d00_-inside-the-advanced-boiling-water-reactor-9302.aspx

How they will be radiating for eons:

Oskarshamn - radiation levels after one year shutdown. Nobody speaks about the fuel...



Below, Diablo Canyon, Calif



How Ilnessess today are related to Radiation
All current ilnesses have a relation to the papal depopulation program progress. See facts from:
Chernobyl, Consequences of the Catastrophe for People and the Environment. Alexey
V.YABLOKOV, Vassily B. NESTERENKO, Alexey V. NESTERENKO (2006):

w w w s t r a h l e n t e l ex .de/Yablokov%20Chernobyl%20book.pdf

Mushrooms cry, while
nukelubed masons lie...

Diabetes Mellitus curve
is 'identical' with 'NPP-

power' increase in
Japan.



Shaking on The Beach:
Loviisa. South Finland. This finn beach nuke bomb waiting for the 300cm (10ft) vawe – only 10 ft

and its w/o pwr = fukushima!

The most expensive beach SAUNA-SEA-resort in Finland - Loviisa-Finland-Fortum-Doubledecker
Nuke Bombs waiting for the next tsunami. Known to blow, last was just 2000yrs ago.

.

Loviisa: See how prepared these NPP's are: sitting on a peninsula, almost open to the baltic sea
(itämeri), suspect on these waves shown on this chart. Its is known to have 21meter waves out there.
Luckily not yet been in meltdown – although near emergency shutdown. Its generators sit in an 4m
deep ‘open’ ditch – like Fukushima, waiting for the papal depopxplosion.

Olkiluoto att Finnish West-Coast: like all NPP's, waiting for the next tsunami.



Sea wave height charts near Loviisa NPP, December 2011. Keep going nothin to see or hear here.
Last time 20m Tsunami hit the seaside here beaches was 2000 years ago...

Red line: emergency generators dive and die, meltdown starts in 30 minutes.

Yellow: Emergency shitdown.

Some 20 yrs ago ship named Estonia was sunk by speznat out there. In a storm having 14meter
waves...

.



Loviisa-Finland-Fortum-Doubledecker Nuke Bomb; typically waste pool on top of reactor

.

.

Geological Nuke-Disaster: The Pappal Censorship is globbal:
.

The Finnish Geological Institute is a brilliant office with world class maps and info from
Scandinavian geology. See www. GTK.fi . It has also public service … and publishes a lot of
interesting data and maps. The geolocical map of Finland was also available on-line. Until I
published the following nuke site related clips from it, then the popeye pop-ctrl emissaries struck it
down… if Cons have no Piracy, why this happens all the time?



.

GTK structural map of Finland. At left, a enhanced clip around 0lki lu0to -the worlds largest and
unreliable Nukeplant being built- on a crisscrossing fault lines area by AREVA! Mind you: this is
also your business to stop this madness!

Now this map has vanished... (the original map is of rough quality, and possibly some of these
highlighted lines do NOT depict fault lines but smtg else). At right inset the two arrows point to
Finn nuke sites.

.



The 2008-report page 65 depicts the worst place - even to the nuke-simpletons...

.

“0nkalo” -documentary – waste site built on one of the most
shaky spots on earth.
The Finnish “Yucca-mountain” documentary film starts with an error on its name: 0NKAL0
is NOT a safe place, but a hollow, unknown, undocumented (ground) cavity, possibly a death trap
where one cannot get out.  Or just a cavity, hole, hollow, cave, cavern, according the Finnish
dictionary. But how would the happy hopping swedes know the difference? Meet the finn j€suits,
duped off-i-cia-ls who enjoy of the ongoing gene-mutation-disaster, watch the video with all its
errors and lies how “we need” nuke energy – energy that needs more energy than it creates: www
globalresearch ca/index.php?context=va&aid=25038 … see what this Swedish whitewash
intentionally omits. Note how in this is the style all mas0nic documentaries are made:



0nkalo deaths continue: 3-Jan-2011 “driller died in 0lkiluo0 cave”; T.V.O. Posiva =0nkal0
owner. “On sunday night again a blaster died at 400m deep blasting project. Half ton stone fell on
the man drilling the cave. He died on the spot.” – reported by a small local 0lkiluoto paper (all
national Finn-newspapers, owned by one known mas0n, are silent on this issue – like every other
meaningful news like fukushima reality)

This cave has become world famous of finn j€§uit stupidity: possibly the most cracked – and
well studied and proven in this by gtk.fi and many others – spot of base rock in the world. The
tectonics where all clean energy waste (?) is to be buried, is shaky. Multiple mining companies have
been rolling in/out as the men refuse to drill this shaky brittled rock. This rock cannot even be used
in any building project as the rock disintegrates itself. They have been injecting concrete – nothing
seems to be enough. And in this place, they plan to store the 100.000 year active neutron beam
radiation bombs…

.

Oh how the idiots know perfectly well how shaky this is; all cracks even 3-D modeled. Btw, don't
try to find this pic, it will now be quickly censored from GTK.fi vaults...

.



ONKALO Danger -sign ... 'add on owners' visible  behind.

In the youtube film, these folks hillaryously babble on off topics like what kinda msg they will
leave to grave robbers 100.000years forward. Of course, the Horus triangle will be there ... but
surely they never tell ya all... better RUN!

OL Visitor Center 2015



Caveman 'Expertise' on our Steam Age:



At entrance you will receive a greenie vista of this white shrine of 'science'. If you care, the
looming windmill ist kaputt - but that doesnt matter as that like all feature represent this wholiness.
Luckily the cracked copper cylinder was welded. Inside cyliner there will be a rusty junk steel assy
wherein the used uranium-rod assemblise will be inserted. Rusty junk steel!? Yes, to en-sure the
sure corrosion and rapid outbursting from the copper enclosure.



Who owns this death factory? But of course, the holy paupers. Enter their most holy center, step in
and ask guidance: on top of the infodesk, see their pride, the Global masonic Lions Club emblems:

HOLY SEE: his global LIONS CLUB
...contributors to his holy Plutonium Arsenal!

The infamous OL 'rad detector'
The infamous OL 'rad detector' ... had to be taped -or- worker would be kicked out immediately.
Entering with the mandatory detector - without tape - was forbidden, impossible... The detector is
useless if tape is on, air is not allowed in. The mandatory tape kept the dosage meter virgin... as
seen in OL vsitor center 6/2015

Irradiated shinin workers and their Silent death shriek-ad - boldy visible for visitors who wont see
papal brotherhoodsters banal joke...



IAEA mandatory personal Dosimeter NPplant worker badge (approx 4x8cm) - here seen tape
on as always. Useless until tape is taken out. (Of course this showcase safety-badge has to sit taped
on stage: the display color eye would start to shine its death shine 'in a week'.)



G-d G-mason G-ift; legacy for all our successors: GGG
At first sight I thought how ugly is this papal Lions Club 'gift' to humankind. However,
inspecting its elements, it is truly representative of this satanic Plutonium annihilation factory.
Structure of steel with inferior welding, colossus with genetically deformed malignant feet -
crushed under enourmous cancer vessel - now emptied on the ground, sleazily irradiating the globe
for eons. Emptying process - planned - via crushing, twisting heads of yall MSM brainwashed ppl
and warping your necks until the cancer tumor is spilled out. Enslaved humankind on knees,
worshipping and being terminated under this 'science' false so called... "Well, thats just the
depopulation proceeding" says its isis-inventor.

This 'piece of art' is dedicated for humankind - our kids to be tortured with cancerous life.
Beside this awesome art is a poster explaining this monster. Check out... those who ordered keep
their office in centuries old papal robbery castles - of course. Check out all the masonic papal
heraldics at  'Vuojoen kartano', HQ for duped and thoroughly irradiated übermensch...



Environmental diadem, give Thanks to Papal Plutonium Mafia.



Below the olkiluoto exhibit continues happily (uh eh) mixing with the visitor center details.

The faults under 0lkilu0t0 Reactors have already caused two cracks; 2009 one tremor (?) popped
the turbine from its bearings - second time! - almost fukushimating Finland.

.

Local News – TOP SECRET:
Turun Sanomat (local mas0nic media) 20-May-2011: Turbine bearings at 0lkiluoto had to be
changed. 0L1 yearly (earlier it has been dangerously finn-sisustuk-dirty, every 5yrs) maintenance
inspection revealed surprises at the very beginning. (Note that 0L1 is already beyond its designed
age and must be really hazardously holed by channel-radiation). Oops: The bearings were
changed last year – but had to be changed again. “Now they all have been changed tells
production mgr Mikko Kosonen from TVO. “No-one knows why the bearings were shot” oops,
better to play dumb-sisuStuk… “Also one diesel emergency generator was destroyed (?!) and was
changed. Ugh. They are 4 kept meters below sea level – like fukushima in non sealed concrete
wells. Waiting for the next storm…

Make sure: nothing was done to the cause – just bearing swap. Like your local auto shop:
customers keep coming when nuts are left loose… Yes they will pop again, but sisu is the Finn
specialty. All warranted by finn special-pliis-stuk.



Interim Storage: the Plutonium Factory created waste has to be cooled off 40 years before it
can be 'safely bottled' and moved into the caveman palaces underground. Cooled: this stuff here and
in the 1000 other sites is continously leaking radiation in every direction throug all walls - on yall
unawares ppl. Never heard of Cancer? ehe.

Nice looking building? Yes, the steel structure - on par the papal x-mass decorations - hastily
added on 2002 - has a purpose: support the falling roof! The huge mass of uranium caused the
building foundations to crack on the shoddy ground, walls to separate. The roof fell almost down.
Happily this secret didnt come out as 'Chernobyl' -news...

The immense beutiful rock wall at left? Yes, also nice environmental decoration... keeping the
building & contents from slipping into the shiny sea! This pile works as a balance to hinder building
foundations movement. Btw. This deco-poo-pile is being vented to hinder the evaporating methane
explosion. The methane that Finland and justabout everyplace on earth contains deep below, oil
(shh. Oil will not be allowed to be found in Finland. period). Here the methane problem is more
than real as the immense radiation load created by thei plutonium factory, heats deep frozen
methane clarates.



And oh you will read, later taste,  from NYTimes if they pop before scheduled maint. (Mind u, the
delivered finn-dosage will be utterly ‘safe’.)

.

But brave (stupido jessuits) sisu-Finns must build the storage on this crack: here the cave system
entrance



Crack: even the million yr copper containers - are a hoax. Studies have shown that they'll start
leaking after five (5) years! Even the poster boy OL visitor center copper cylinder cracked on its
own weight... OL-Onkalo waste container system, see pic below.

AL tells about one particular occasion as group of VIP's were led through the center by OL
managers. This display copper storge unit had cracked on its own weight! Well, the meneger didin
hesitate, kept his cool while placing his foor on the crack - essentially hiding, the hoax he is riding.
Here AL shows how...



Our kids will (?) see this plume. 600m deep 0nkal0 storage area is marked blue, SEE the crack 2009

0nkal0 is not to be closed for a looong time. They just found out that the chimney from the
0nkal0 has to be 30x bigger – now it has been expanded to 20feet in diameter. The calculated
heat, created from all this clean nuclear waste – after cooling it only 40 years in water – is to be
11megawatts (MW). All this to be ventilated as betaflare ionization for generations to come. More
chemtrails please…

A rto L auri has also calculated and shown in examples that the copper bottles they intend to bury
this clean energy waste, will  possibly become channel radiated through in just two years! No
wonder the clean lubed nukemen are after him, harassing any way possible.

Later Swedish tests prove these corrode in five yrs.

COPPER price HOAX: the copper minin magnates (read: papal stooges) have become
immensely rich when nuke insudtry has bought all available copper (of course, from your pocket) ...
copper to be buried, cracked underground - to wait the inevitable world shaking selfde-tonations.

.



0nkal0 18ft ventilation - to get the 11MW heat & rad out

.

Well, L0viisa is better, is it? At least from depopulation point of view…

GTK-map contains these fault lines - At left top is the recent quake, (Helsinki At left bottom corner)
- At right the Loviisa seaside Nuke Plant, Finnish Bay. (The Dotted line is speculation, the actual

info ends on the shoreline.)

.



.

Olkiluoto Blockade 08/2010:
.

DEAD SEA, cracked turbine hall, Neutron Fumes, 100.000 years of cracking rad...

Yellow arrows show the continuous 'effluent' = irradiating fumes you'll inhale unawares.

.
Olkiluoto Blockade demonstration 28.8.2010 . People don't want to be poisoned – police want to
be playing on the Neutronic pa pal Adolph side: Police harassing local people, whistleblower A rto
Lauri etc. Short speech in the end by a swedish geologist: www.
youtube .com/watch?v=e0JjIHBxmjs

No wonder finns 100% want to save the dog – if situated in an speeding vehicle. Driving too fast
on a narrow road, one has to choose which one to save: policeman -or- his dog in a oncoming
accident emergency. The new generation papal blue lodge force has been molded by our lesbian
prez, DDR jessuit ass asin Tatjana Holonewski … global phenomena.

.



Waste repository - Onkalo, as seen at visitor center illustrations: waiting for the aready long
due every 2000yr zunami... The mafia idiots falsely claiming this rotten bedrock (rock it isnt!)
cavesystem could keep the radiating waste for million yrs. In the insanely costly copper pots
cracking under their own weight, corroding in five years (Swedidh stydy proven).

All accidents b/c of the shoddy bedrock dropping down - top secret. All the accidents as methane
seeps via cracked/shifted bedrock on this peninsula, explosions - top secret. Likewise this blog page
- you would not believe the harrassment and censorship how the mafia is trying to keep these facts
from yall ppl! It is a plain miracle if you get to view this - or the info Arto Lauri has dug into public
view.



Ok, here we acci-dentally hit our teeth into the "very specific research = hideous papal X-mass
assasin" beam from CERN, ESS, european splinterin source death beam.

Is this the whole purpose of Onkalo? (ref. Trinica report 2001-1)



0lkilu0t0 continues Tritium releases to the baltic Sea:

0lkiluot0 reactors 1 & 2: Typical Nuke Plant Tritium release into the Sea - increase - "only"
30.000% in 30 yrs. Notice how the mandatory max utilization 25 yr timetable has radiated into the
wind long ago. Why all fish has vanished?

.

.



This nuclear poster idiot-doll setting is on display at OL-visitor center. Regardless of his famous
steam-age words: "Only idiots boil water with uranium". Whatever, dont you regard him as a saint;
he was fully aware thet the "Power Stattion" aspect was and is a full hoax, just to hide the enormous
waste heat the NPP-system utilizes the waste-steam in generators.

Underlining this hoax is japan and 'its reliance on nuclear power' -fairy tale: All 54 japonese
NPstations crashed and stayed down in 2012 - still do in 2016. This 2012 is the year Japan did best
industrial record ever ... proving whata drag the 54 Plutonium Factories have been on its industry,
fleecing its energy.

When this heavy plutonium hoax load was lifted off from power hungry industry, free'ed
Japanese economy jumped on a new level!

—————————————————

.

.



USA Nebraska Fukushima; June-2011?

Floatin Nuke-Plant with fires: Low Grade Pictures - intentionally edited - work as a proof of the
shaky state...

.

.

Read linky: www. whatdoesitmean com/index1493.htm Continued ja www.
omaha .com/article/20110617/NEWS01/706179913/-1

WOWT-TV, Jun 19, 2011: As the Missouri River rises, the Nebraska Public Power District has
declared a “Notification of Unusual Event” for the Cooper Nuclear Station. The notification was
made at 4:02am Sunday… Dams above about to be Bursting. 8 reactors along the Missisippi
waiting for the inland Tsunami. Never before (psst. except 1993)

.



Nice small stack - distributes the deadly ionized fumes all around.

.

Link to US reactor facts, locations: www. ucsusa .org/nuclear_power/reactor-map/embedded-
flash-map.html

75 percent of nuke sites have leaked tritium By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Friday, June 17,
2011 BRACEVILLE, Ill. (AP) – Radioactive tritium has leaked from three-quarters of U.S.
commercial nuclear power sites, often into groundwater from corroded, buried piping, an
Associated Press investigation shows.  www. gazettenet .com/2011/06/17/75-percent-of-nuke-sites-
have-leaked-tritium

.

Cooling Towers as antennae:



Towers contain also the antennae to shoot charged radioactive particles - off-site - into your lungs.
This is causing betaflare mile high. Night view into Tsech NPP.

Same site, daylight. Effluent pasted on pic, seems so nice and clean?

.



This Tsech T e m e l i n had recently a blckout; huge problem for a PlutoniumFactory. Can you
discern the sky high shooting column?

.



Hidden inside...

.

L0viisa betaflares dance with the ever-present antennae:



Far away view scenery... enjoyable betaflare cloud sheets.

Antennae action - go and fill your lungs. Waitaminute: no need to go anywhere, these are in your
home, and traveling the globe from all of the 500 papal depop Plutonium Factory units.

.

Always the antennae
Here local  err news outlet picture from a reader afraid of ‘a nuke bomb’. See how these ‘funny’
clouds correlate with antennae, color.



Ionized negative cloud blanket 'draws' the charged particles up causing a funny formation. Reasons
revealed only with false color pic..

.

.

What is a false-color pic – used by astronomy.



When some colors are clipped off, new formations will be revealed.

Dancing Plasm balls:



You have to watch this original Spanish news-video to see this phenomena before grasping the
plasma-ball effect.

.



The charged particles drive towards oppositely charged cloud blnket through the hole. This darker
area doesn't attract them. When both cloud blankets fluctuate, the plasm balls 'dance in the air'.

.

Plasm balls – controlled, kicked, shot at you by the NAT0
This inferno went of for some 30 minutes above a medium sized finn city. I had time to go inside,
get out my cheap camera and start shooting. Few of the ’100 pics’ got a jackpot:



Original pics, top row, dont reveal a thing. False color is a different story.

.

When one can make plasm balls in a kitchen microwave oven, how much better it is done by
military resources?

See (delete xtra spaces) h t t p : / /
blogs .telegraph .co .uk/news/tomchiversscience/100124433/home-science-the-coolest-if-not-the-
safest-five-science-demonstrations-you-can-do-at-home/

.



Go at the website with g00 maps application and wonder...

.

.

.

Swedish Oskarshamn Reactor 2 in fire; 23.10.2011 09:05.
Wassup? New Fuku?
Shh. 100% secret meltdown. This time no media leaks.

.

.

.



Areva Pu- 239 fuel needs 3 times more cooling
“All” the bubbling reactors are now loaded with Areva Pu- 239 fuel that needs 3 times more
cooling.
Plutonium / Uranium , 3,5 % U-235 ja 6 % Pu-239 MOX
– Ontario has had two reactor incidents this month.
– Spain has lost, totally destructed, five reactors – from its total of eight.
– Earlier 6 reactors were destructed in Italy.
– One reactor was blown in Austria (- the story goes that it was postponed via voting.)
– Russian reactors are bubbling,
– China has many reactors in same situation as Fort Calhoun.“
…I got those facts through Samidzat news today = A rto L auri 23.06.2011; excerpts from european
nuke activist meeting

Nowadays (?) all ‘official’ info is 100% nukefriendly. The hihipedia cant be trusted. The banal
EU forgeries, treason how 27 countries constitutions were betrayed by 27 fraudster ministers,
signing the fraudulent EU constitution in Vat-i-can Capitolino (they had no legal power to write-
off their fatherland constitutions) … means that any voting like the “Austria nuke-voting” cannot
be taken seriously.  … The aforementioned word [BLOWN] has to have a meaning – which only
activists know but media silences them.

This is how I read the issue: Zwentendorf was really blown – all ruined in the very beginning.
Thus there was a general vote – to save face. (Similar situation is brewing around the building site
of  world’s biggest nuke-death can, 0lkilu0to 3… with A RE VA – forgeries surfacing every day).
This is why a huge no-nuke-group was arrested here just the other day…

.

.

.

.

Fukushima. What do you mean by ‘ Fukushima ‘ ?
.

Its officially all over. No disaster any more Sep 2011. Only tinhat experts keep arguing of the
Chernobyl sarcophagus, if its leakin or not … giv em sm pills. Lets build sm more GE-obummers.



Mom's got a relief; finally at home in Fukushima... (see this NHK video linky in pic 2.)



The temporary shelters were closed, huh whata relief. NHK news video soothingly tells how
the gvmt really (s)cares you. Everything has been carefully prepared for you and your baby, even
official measurement at lowest rad point near  your lovely Fukushima house: the cleanest point,
0.58microsieverts per hour.  At home, healthy 0.26 microsieverts per hour: nice start for a healthy
baby. Dont look at the dosimeters which shows more than enough per year, just buy another…

The radiating sunset message here and now is: the disaster is now over, go home and enjoy!
Dont think any leaking Chernobyl Sarchophaguses: THERE IS NONE. No leaks, ever… just dont
THINK.

14.04.2011 Japan prime minister plans to move Tokio south.
Radiation levels in Tokio surpass Chernobyl - so why not move? On the other hand, moving
36million ppl would be 'somewhat' problematic. Practical japanese decide instead to move prime
minister south ... and change radiation danger guidelines: string of zeroes added on radiation limits.
Added plus: hospitals will decline to take in radiation patients. Neat, isnt it, problem solved...

 www novinite.com/view_news.php?id=127294



The NHK video stops in frame 4. Number five isnt included...

The number five contains all the pixels that once were red. Now, after the plutonium halflife =
million years, all red is gone. FINISHED. NADA. ZERO ZERO ZERO -radiation: well, alas,
theres some in the bad bad fukuland. Just don't think, count only to four. Actually, it is now
forbidden to think to five.
Pro Nuclean Specialist: “Statistically Fukushima is FOUR times better than Chernobyl.
Thinkabout it: if there were four leaking sarchophaguses… now there are NONE. “ How lucky we
champignons are on this globe, we have TEPCO on our side. Plus all the fukugov…



TEPCO mutANTS;
.

“Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways, and be wise”; Me !? … Ok, so I went to see…

Amazonian Ant -species is bedeviled by a certain fungus. Its spores can enter into ant brains,
causing there an irresistible need to climb. After infection this worker will drop any job and start
this fungus dedicated mission, whatever happens, it just climbs regardless others. Eventually the ant
will die grasping the branch, so it wont fall. At its death, brains eaten out, a TEPCO-fungus pipe
will sprout from its eye socket, start to flourish. After maturing, the fungus from the pipe will send
its spores floating onto all the CO2-cheated population down below… The fallout is not visible,
even it was, ants would not even want to know… the do admire those hi-climbers style (having such
clout over all).

I now have a name for this particular TEPCO-fungus-’pollen’: Nukespore.

Furthermore, there is another mutAnt Maltese species having bags full of the spores, selling
death in the darkness of night – various G.E.ne-tic spore variants – onto all living species on this
planet… Open your MSM TV-news in any spot of the globe, watch theses knightly climbers, see
how their spores electrify anyone impressed by its radiating fallout. Lately these pop controlling
nukespores have lubed Finland, Jordan, and a clintonian process is going even in Mongolia …

Admire. Inhale. Start the 'David' -climb…

FYI: this is my most censored comment for all ages, factually based on Amazon Ants and Proverbs
6:6, Rev. 2:6.; See youtube for “Cordyceps: attack of the killer fungi – Planet Earth



Attenborough - A Papal Knight calling for global depopulation! "Humans are a plague on the
Earth that need to be controlled by limiting population growth" according to Sir David
Attenborough. Telegraph 1/2013... oh well: its being done, your highness. Still I'd like to see you as
an first example... Note: David has been knighted into 5 different papal masonic clans. w w w
telegraph co.uk/earth/earthnews/9815862/Humans-are-plague-on-Earth-Attenborough.html ...

    1974: Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE)
    1983: Fellow of the Royal Society (FRS)
    1985: Knighthood
    1991: Commander of the Royal Victorian Order (CVO)
    2005: Order of Merit (OM)
    2009: Prince of Asturias Award

Attenborough BBC wildlife” youtube com/watch?v=XuKjBIBBAL8 … note also how the infected
ant – mirroring its human counterpart – becomes interested in licking its ass…

Heres another educating nature video … mirroring how the itaine-viruses work behind scenes
– or should i say skin – in the human realm. (By the way, theses human itaine clan leaders call
emselves with the name:  VIRUS). Here the Caterpillar – I call her the queen of England –
fulfills its socio-economic duty for the foreign wasp populace. Injected into it unseen, earlier in the
history nobody can see what is happening inside. Guarding this new generation unto its own death –
starvation via EUpapal directives. These directives have been implanted into its tinybrainy program
so hideously that it will die defending em as her own… Body Invaders by NationalGeographic
youtube .com/watch?v=vMG-LWyNcAs

.

.

mutAnt John Swinton…: “We are the tools and vassals
.

John Swinton, a preeminent New York journalist…: “We are the tools and vassals of rich men
behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, our
possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes.“  The
main point – that Swinton cant utter – is the common denominator of these “rich men”. They are to
be kept hidden “behind the scenes” – their clubs so secret they common man can’t believe they
exist. The common man is commonly known to digest daily the program these evil AIDS-
prostitutes deliver, being infected by the very same virus and conforming into whatever is in the
plan given from above… He becomes so grown into his daily dosage that he cannot live without –
he is now the parrot to be daily updated by the program. Spore in its nest.

He says all they have this same clear goal: keep it that way or you’re out. …”and if you did, you
know beforehand that it would never appear in print.” Monitoring of all these underlings in the
brotherhood global machinery is strict. As reader well knows, most ‘free’ opinion forums would
immediately delete posts above, here for some reason it is not yet done. On the forums infected
magpies try to compensate any slipped though facts with caw & sht. Easily discerned by how their
inventions stink.



The depth of infection can be measured from the patient by listening his output parroting:
which of the Swinton diseases has she/he accepted? In the mutAnts –example, the healthy ants
carried all dead and obviously sick in their dump, far away from the nest. Thus one can see that
being in or near the nest is crucial for those prostitutes to thrive.

The infected always glorify equally infected groups. Most are used in killings and mass slavery,
murders of innocent’s in their own group – let alone groups programmed to them as enemies. Most
of the time all dimensions of the infection skulk hideously, by “men behind the scenes”. One of the
main message is that this group is clean, above all. Some assassins are even named by that: itaine
means above all. Like ‘jesu – itane’ means above Jesus. (Thus His hate declaration in Revelation
book 2:6.) Alas, there isn’t any group that cannot fall ill; one has to always be vigilant how to hear,
what to eat.

So what Swinton implies in his ramble is typical of his itaine-ilk: when “revealing
secrets”, they always set new traps for the programmed in their shining path – their future where
they rule the whole globe. Can you discern those seeds?

.

John Swinton, a preeminent New York journalist, was the guest of honour at a banquet given him
by the leaders of the press-titues in 1880. Someone who knew neither the press nor Swinton offered
a toast to the independent press. Swinton outraged his colleagues by replying:
“There is no such thing, at this date of the world’s history, in America, as an independent press.
You know it and I know it.
“There is not one of you who dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know
beforehand that it would never appear in print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinion out
of the paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar things, and any
of you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on the streets looking for
another job. If I allowed my honest opinions to appear in one issue of my paper, before twenty-four
hours my occupation would be gone.
“The business of the journalists is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at
the feet of mammon, and to sell his country and his race for his daily bread. You know it and I
know it, and what folly is this toasting an independent press?
“We are the tools and vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the
strings and we dance. Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men.
We are intellectual prostitutes.”

.

.

.



Radioative Landfill: Tokyo Metropolitan Government Has
Been Doing It Since May
Yokohama City residents had just enough time to get organized very quickly and were able to halt
(for now) the start of dumping of radioactive sludge ashes into the ocean in their final processing
facility at the end of Minami Honmoku Pier on Tokyo Bay. Tokyo residents either did not have a
chance to do so because they didn’t know, or they didn’t care. It turns out that Tokyo Metropolitan
government has been dumping sludge from its water purification plants and burned ashes from the
sewer sludge from the sludge plants in its landfill in Tokyo Bay at least since late May. The huge
landfill is right near the Haneda Airport.

On June 3, Tokyo Metropolitan government announced the result of air radiation survey done on
the landfill locations where the radioactive sludge and ashes were being dumped, and that’s how
some people (mostly bloggers as far as I’ve found) noticed it and wrote about it.

The perverse Doubleheaded Eagle has landed: Runway for the rad-wasted mouths (you) ... click to
enlarge

.

.

.

.

——————————————————————————–
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Interesting Links:
 Dr. Helen Caldicott; Press Conference 10min clip: The dangers of Nuclear War

Montreal March 18 2011

www. youtube com/watch?v=0Enl8MFEs6o

Another , longer Caldicott lecture; www  vimeo.com/22579986

 Geoscientist Lauren Moret; interview (audio) — www youtube
com/watch?v=ARLfnfvtDAs

 “There will be meltdowns”; Edwards nuclear lecture part4/5, (2010); “IAEA scientist
conference in 70′s stated that if “we succeed”, there will be 0ver 5000 reactors in year 2000
– and that will mean one meltdown every four years.“ (at least he got that right). youtube
com/watch?v=SruTxZJyMkA

 Professor Marco Kaltofen, Worchester polytechnic institute, President of Boston
Chemical Data Corp., Expert in radiation chemistry and monitoring: Fairewinds’ founder
Maggie Gundersen interviews environmental scientist and professional engineer Marco
Kaltofen about his ongoing analysis of radioactive fallout from Fukushima. Where is all that
Fukushima radiation going, and why does it matter? by Fairewinds Associates May 3.2011
www vimeo com/23186557 (Marco Kaltofen; Employment: Citizens, Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, Greenpeace Ltd; Board Memberships etc , Hanford Challenge,
Advisory Board Member, Natick Community Organic Farm ; Education: doctorate, WPI
EXPERT)

 Dr. Ernest J. Sternglass on Nuclear Contamination and Cancer Part 1 “A Tsunami of
Knowledge” … multiple interesting insights. However, one can reach such position he has,
only by being a hig level mas0n… take care. www youtube com/watch?v=TPO7Tft0YlQ

 French nuke industry is as sleazy as any; AREVA / fmr COGEMA exposee; sorry-
french documentary how over 200 uranium mine leftovers were spread on
road/stadium/park base… mas0nic mafiosi integration at best www. youtube
com/watch?v=oHvnmcaOnCU

 NEW 30.07.2011  Prof. Kodama Speech in the senate (Diet): Angry about Japanese
Gov.’s Gross Negligence (Part 1) – English subtitles (do select cc) www youtube
com/watch?v=Dlf4gOvzxYc

How used fuel pools behave, a 2002 Nuke-Report explains ‘all’
of fukushima 2011
www nirs org/radwaste/atreactorstorage/alvarezarticle2002.pdf
3/17/2004 12:33 PM The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 58, No. 1, pp. 45-47,
January/February 2002 What about the spent fuel? By Robert Alvarez

———————————————————————————.

.



The End? No, promised new Future!

This world's biggest stockholder group - idio-crazy - venting here the satanic signs ... can also be
found in the end of the New Testament = YOU have been warned. See Rev. 17.

He was the D E G E S H  A.G. gas-salesman for the ovens – in the cat holic chorusboy,
Adolph’s empire. Adolph was created by the je§uits…

One objective: poison all xtra mouths out – confirmed by UN/WHO: Dr Rima L a i b o w;
C0dex and Nutricide;  N A N P 2005 Conference
www youtube com/watch?v=SliRq4jQ2eE

NWO Depo pulation Plans Exposed, Agenda 21 Club of R0me Environ Mentalism
www youtube com/watch?v=PBf8dPLyYLs

Read Ed m0nd P aris’s book: The History of j€§uits:  http://wp.me/pwIAV-1

.



Your Chrenobyl Irradiation ver. 2.0
But of course, the satanic ultramontane witchdom demands – startup has to happen 11.11.11

.

Move on folks. Nothin to see 'ere... I guess no enviro green protests about ruining the historic view?

.

Ukrainan moss cow aka gvmt announced that Chernotourism will be banned. Harms the
‘nature’ etc. The nature being new irradiation schemes like the EU radiation over and over again.
Here the first of the new stacks being installed 11.11.11.

Check out the Chernobyl Report leak Document & Illustrations

http://www.scribd.com/doc/75585901/Chernobyl-Raporttivuoto

See if the report is still available; scientists Alexey V.YABLOKOV, Vassily B. NESTERENKO,
Alexey V. NESTERENKO (2006). Note; You have to edit the spaces off from the address:

www s t r a h l e n t e l ex de/Yablokov%20Chernobyl%20book.pdf



The Plutonium Uprate needs vastly better venting: used with the old stack, airflow capacity for
three remaining Reactors will be over 3x bigger when all three stacks are used...

The burping meltdown has ? new activity and needs better ventilation. See, click  more detailed pics
at the finn original Cherno blog page

.

.

2011-11-14 EUROPE under rad -attack!
…and of course IAEA is clueless how Chernobyl burps, 0skarshamn melts (after 21.10.11 fire).
Just Tshekish Iodine levels ‘above normal’…

http://eurdepweb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/PublicEurdepMap/NetworkDataTypesSummary.aspx
Meteo Measurements / 30 days Ending 2011-11-14 , T-GAMMA-A5:



250 µSv/h – Austria
185 µSv/h – Finland
305 µSv/h – France
294 µSv/h – Germany
000.2 µSv/h…normal
.

.

.

Father of ISM’s: Insight into Commun – ISM
Papal treachery has no borders, no lef or right, commun ism or capital ism. All are fairy tales to
herd ‘his’ human slaves.

Investigative Journal June 16 2011 Broadcast; By Greg Szymanski – Stalin is revealed.
Trained a Je§uit, he was one of their star pupils tutored to be the world’s top mass murderer. Josef
Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili (December 18, 1878 – March 5, 1953), better known by his adopted
name, Joseph Stalin (stalin meaning “made of steel”. Josef was born to influential Cath0lic
parents Vissarion “Beso” Dzhugashvili and Ekaterina “Keke” Geladze….Whatever the real truth,
Josef was accepted into the Catholic Cappuchin run school at Gori.

Josef graduated in 1892 first in his class and at the age of 14 he was accepted to enter the
“Orthodox” Seminary of Tiflis (Tbilisi, Georgia), a Je§uit institution to be trained as a Je§uit
priest. In spite of contrary history written about the Je§uit run seminary, the Je§uits remained in
Russian territory after the order was banned by Alexander I in 1820, maintaining control of several
institutions, including the Seminary of Tiflis. Stalin himself openly admitted the Je§uit control of
the institution in his famous interview with Jewish Journalist Emil Ludwig (Cohen):

Likewise, Adolph was born from cath0lic parents, was Je§uit educated. “The Spiritual
Exercises of Ignatius of L0y0la served as the foundation; the supreme law was absolute obedience,
the execution of any order whatsoever without question. Hi mmler himself, as Reichsfuhrer of the
SS, was the general of the 0rder. He built up the SS organization according to the principles of the
je§uits.”
- “I am now as before a Cat holic and will always remain so.” – Ad0lf Hit ler.… speaking of the
g€stapo chief said, “I can see (main holocaust executioner) Himmler as our Ignatius of L0y0la
- G0ebbels, B0rmann, Kalt€nbrunner, H0ess…studied for the priesthood… Karl M@rx maintained
close ties with the je§uits and Freemas0nry, The Communist International was first simply known
as the League of the Just, a branch of the papal Illuminati.
- All US lawbr… err lawmakers have a common Red Mass for a mass mrderer… je§uit
Thomas More. He is now a ‘saint via pap al blessing’, man whom all these revered je§uits pray for
in the RED MASS (see youtube etc). Man whom Pop e sent personally to oversee the Bible-In-
English translator Tyndale – burned alive. USA has at least 40 Universities run by Je§uits.



- Recent mass murderer in Norway, the heinous evil creature called B r e i v i k is touted as a
‘christian’ in all MSM news. Pure Papal propaganda: His own manifest clearly states that he
supports “such Christianity which corrals every christian into the arms of r0me”. Truly so: via
mass murders.

Ludwig: “What impelled you to become an oppositionist?
Stalin: “... it was a different matter at the Orthodox theological seminary which I was then
attending. In protest against the outrageous regime and the Je§uitical methods prevalent at the
seminary, I was ready to become, and actually did become, a revolutionary, a believer in Marxism
as a really revolutionary teaching.

Ludwig: But do you not admit that the Je§uits have good points?
Stalin: “Yes, Je§uits are systematic and persevering in working to achieve sordid ends but their
principal method is spying, prying, worming their way into people’s souls and outraging their
feelings. What good can there be in that? For instance, the spying in the hostel. At nine o’clock the
bell rings for morning tea, we go to the dining-room, and when we return to our rooms we find that
meantime a search has been made and all our chests have been ransacked … What good point can
there be in that?

At Tiflis, Stalin’s closest friend was fellow classmate Krikor Bedros Aghajanian, the future
Grégoire-Pierre Cardinal Agagianian, a powerful and ruthless Cath0lic cardinal who went on
to control the death camps in Siberia under Stalin’s rule. … 147 million dead.

The more credible and controversial conclusion is that Stalin did graduate from the Je§uit
Seminary as a proper Je§uit priest, with his first assignment being to infiltrate and manage the
Georgian underground against the Russian Tsarist Government. Again, the fact that Stalin was
awarded an academic position at the Tiflis Observatory gives credence to his Je§uit credentials and
completed study.

For more, see Investigative Journal.

Joseph Stalin, the Je§uit:

“Je§uits are systematic and persevering in working

to achieve sordid ends but their principal method

is spying, prying, worming their way

into people’s souls and

outraging their

feelings.”



Freemasonry - directly under Roman supervision. All lodges are oblidged to receive unknown
emissaries from Rome dictating next week agenda in every corner of the Globe. Above this
(100million?) pyramid of brothers is the knighthood system, controlle by the top - the jesuits.

The Pa-pal Tower, the five million US stupidos controlled by the jesuits hopping up the steps...

Below the texts from this Illustration:



More illustrations in this glo-papal masonic Hiram-rite, see linkys in the end of this document:

www.syottovasikka/vapaaksi-muurarien-kahleista

This info is free in here:

www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/nuclear-holocaust
www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/vatican-pill-grimace-of-petros
www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/albert0-enlish-008
www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/berijan-tarhat



www.itccs.org

A GLOBAL EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION

MADE UNDER THE LAW OF GOD AND MAN

(This Proclamation is issued and available in thirteen languages)

Invoking the Legal and Spiritual Disestablishment of the Church of Rome and its adjunct bodies,
the Vatican and the “Holy See”

AND

Issued as a Binding De Jure Annulment and Emancipation Order by The International Common
Law Court of Justice and The Covenant of Free Congregational Christians on Easter Sunday the

20th Day of April in the year 2014

TO BE PUBLICLY PROCLAIMED AND ENACTED

Let it Be Known and made effect by all men and women, persons and authorities that under the
Supreme Law of God as embodied in the Common Law of Nature and Natural Right, as of this day,
the institution and entity of the Church of Rome, its officers, clergy, adjunct and derivative bodies
and corporate entirety, is now and forever abolished and disestablished as a corporate and a spiritual
body. All people and powers formerly under its authority and influence and owing it allegiance are
now and forever emancipated and freed from such obligatory servitude.

Having violated and waged unrelenting war on God and humanity through its history of
crime, murder, apostasy, child sacrifice and idolatry, and thereby repudiated its covenanted
requirement of duty to uphold the honor of Heaven and Earth, and the life and dignity of mankind,
the Church of Rome has nullified its basis for existence and brought upon itself the status of a
renegade transnational criminal organization in the eyes of God and man, and under the laws of
both heaven and earth.

The ultimate authority of God as expressed in De Jure common law courts of judgment and in
congregations of just, truthful men and women does therefore nullify the existence of the Church of
Rome, the alleged “Apostolic Succession”, and its so-called “Canon Law”.

Therefore, as of this day, all such law, statutes, and all church offices and officials are declared to
be forever abolished and possessing no effect or binding authority in heaven or on earth.

All Church of Rome officials and agents, commencing with Jorge Bergoglio, so-called Pontiff of
the Church of Rome, every Cardinal of the Roman Curia, the heads of the Vatican Bank and Adolfo
Pachon, chief “Superior” of the Jesuit Order, are hereby ordered to immediately stand down from
and relinquish their offices.



The wealth, property and movable assets of the Church of Rome are hereby forfeited and
declared to be under the common ownership of the People of the world, and may be peacefully
seized and occupied by them.

Every member, employee and adherent of the Roman Catholic Church is hereby released from
all of their vows, allegiance and obligations to the Church of Rome, and are freed to gather and
worship in whatever congregational form that God and their conscience compels, separate from the
disestablished Roman church.

The sheriffs and peace officers of lawful common law courts, assisted by the free people of the
world, are henceforth authorized and encouraged to enact and enforce this Annulment and
Emancipation Proclamation wherever possible, under the supreme and sovereign authority of God
and the Law of Nations.

The people of God who have been lost and held in bondage within the spiritual captivity of the
false church of Rome are now free to assemble in covenanted congregations which stand solely
under the law of God and recognizing no other legitimate authority, for the establishment of God’s
kingdom on earth.

The long night of spiritual tyranny and Vatican crime is over. Let the free people of the Earth
and all true servants of God and Christ cleanse their lands of the Lie and the Murder formerly
enthroned in Rome.

Writers Note: --- this just a Wild dream. The mentioned 'peace-
officers' are tools of the Roman empirical piece-by-piece robbery. Police-lodge system
invented by Rome from nothingness in 1800's,  is true obedient crime family
controlled by Rome. And the mentioned Canadian atrocities are just a blink in the sea
of hundreds of million murdered by(Lenin, Stalin, Churchill, Roosevelt, Adolph, etc.,
jesuit control of Rome. However, read their proclamation and links!

Proclaimed and enacted as on this Resurrection Sunday by The International Common Law
Court of Justice with the collaboration of the the Covenant of Free Congregational Christians

(The Covenanters)

This Proclamation is accompanied by a third and final exorcism and spiritual reclamation ceremony
in Rome and throughout the world, on this Easter Sunday, April 20, 2014

In Coram Deo: Invoked in God’s presence – As God wills it, it is accomplished

A Lawful and Binding Act made under the Divine and Common Law. The power to bind and
free now resides in God alone and through God’s free, covenanted people.

www.iclcj.com , www.covenantedcommunity.org

itccscentral@gmail.com

www.itccs.org



Check out the mas0nic steps and jessuit ctrl: the first peek on bottom row allied affiliates results
into this: Mickey, drawn by Senior dem0lay Disney officer contains cat holic osiris emblem with
maltese cr0ss, mas0nic hand signs.

.

Papal -ism irradiated slaves, bow down, take your shoes off.
.



Your patdown will be soon mandatory entering Wal-Mart? All curved bodies catalogued in
Himmlers archives, how neat, isn't it mein Adolph?

.

Run - if u see this van: it can fry your genome...



This was the view five yrs ago into your car - now the pic must be lots brighter, your body lots
more radiating...

FoxNews; X-RAY VANS: Security Measure, or Invasion of Privacy? By Diane Macedo; Published
October 22, 2010 … Z Backscatter Vans

.

.

.

Papal Compedium states that all property belongs not to you …

… however, you may have a temporary right to use it … thus, this is all ‘legal’:

.

GOOGLE – Mass-robbery-treason:



How Idyllic: All wifi nets scanned, Your bank-account info sold, all 'Outboards' catalogued for
tomorrow night... Here a Googlebike scanner parked. See Watch youtube videolink below.

The Google Operation; one dot in the chain of frauds on earth:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWNI9wWLjD0

.

.



This is where the Old Testament ends, King James version



.

Pope And Jasser - kissing their own program - Devised for the Jasser knight clan in the roman
catholich monastery at Fatima, Portugal, 600A.D.

www scribd com/doc/20883322/islam-catholic-connection

www scribd com/doc/222227/How-the-Vatican-Created-Islam



Papal lands know not left or right, east or west: this programming is just for the mushrooms to be
robbed, raped...



Bye Bye for now - with this pa pal 'handshake'. Our next hidden hideous issues will be more
surprising....



.

.

Fiesta of Epiphanus



All these roman vassals carry the corpse on their cross - and wear its double headed pagan eagle.

Luke 17: And they answered and said unto him, Where, Lord? And he said unto them, Wheresoever
the body is, thither will the eagles be gathered together.



The  'science' from papal inq uisiti0n collections.
The rosebuds and maltese crosses:



The helmet of the master collector. And good pic forgery t-here...

For this Papal  'science' see w w w sciencedaily com/releases/2011/12/111220102248.htm



Oil, Natural oil Naturally from Nature
.

.

Here it flows Naturally, freely from pacific Ocean floor. Has being doing so for ages…

And btw, CO2 never was a poison – except in AlGoReal Warm Air taxing schemes invented by
Club of R0me. See BBC nature documentary clip by David Attenborough 1995 – before the globall
warmupp hysteria started blossoming:

www sciencedaily com/releases/2009/05/090513130944.htm



UC Santa Barbara, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI)

Gulf of Mexico before 2005; Natural oil slicks that vanish b/c the fish eat all…

.

www.ostseis.anl.gov/guide/oilshale/index.cfm

.

.

Natural reserves now above 5000 years for world usage.

What Corals do with this oil? See…



.
Here it seeps out… feeding the plankton. (But dont you ! use it, say nukemen.)

Bitumen, and the CO2 etc bubbles … have been bubblin ages – even without Al and his jets.



Methane reserves are even bigger:

US Geological Survey 2000

How its taken out – thats challenging.



Terribleses: its not the SUV’s but the sea floor.

No end in sight; new findings every week. (“Terriblese” say
the Nukemen)

By Geoffrey Lean Published: 7:57PM GMT 15 Jan 2010 Natural gas could provide a fossil-fuel
miracle New drilling and refining techniques for natural gas have opened up a vast new supply, says
Geoffrey Lean.

www telegraph co.uk/earth/earthcomment/geoffrey-lean/6998565/Natural-gas-could-provide-a-
fossil-fuel-miracle.html



24 Dec 2009 Significant Quantities of Oil Discovered in Center of Israel
by Tzvi Ben Gedalyahu http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/135178

(IsraelNN.com) An everlasting hope of finding significant amounts of oil in Israel may have been
realized with the announcement Thursday that “significant quantities” of oil were found in a well in
the area of Rosh HaAyin, a city located east of Tel Aviv on the western edge of Samaria.

08/11/09 Gas Field Near Haifa Exceeds Expectations — Again!
by Hana Levi Julian Shevat 1, 5770 / Published: 08/11/09, 3:43 PM / Last Update: 08/12/09, 3:08
PM http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/132849 (IsraelNN.com) The capacity of
natural gas fields at the Tamar I drilling site off the coast of Haifa have exceeded the most
optimistic expectations.- for a second time. The natural gas reserves found at the site are 16 percent
more than estimated, …

The site is located about 80 kilometers (50 miles) off the coast of Haifa. Tests by an outside
consultant have revealed 207 billion cubic meters of gas. The previous estimate of 178 billion,
made a month ago, was already 30 percent higher than original estimates. “There is already enough
Israeli made natural gas to provide for the county’s needs for years to come, said Avner CEO
Gideon Tadmor and Delek CEO Tzvi Greenfield in a joint statement.

.

.



Alas – the wild horses…
(Our Saviors arrive – sing Saudi & Nukemen together – we can kill the Green River Shale oil fields)

2011: www latimes com/news/nationworld/nation/la-na-wild-horses-20110105,0,16207.story

.

Feb 10. 2011; FoxNews “USA Bakken ja Eagle Ford -fields; foxnews.com/us/2011/02/10/new-
drilling-method-opens-vast-oil-fields/#ixzz1DXkDgyRE

Continental Resources,“North Dakota Bakken has 24 mrd barrels oil.” … Central Petroleum ,
Southern Georgina Arthur Creek is 5x…

France: Torreador Resources has invested in Lower Lias (30mrd Barrelia), Amaltheus ja Schistes
Carton $120milj… ( 100 mrd barrelia) Hess & Torreador Resources’China Australia contains
multiple Bakkenin fields… www uniroyalties.com/node/589

Natural Gas from New Israeli Fields Expected in 2012; Reported: 13:06 PM – Jan/22/10





Israeli fields  01/2010

See www mni gov.il/mni/en-US/NaturalResources/OilandgasExploration/OilMaps/

www mni gov.il/NR/rdonlyres/021AD5DB-C6B1-4C64-9BB4-
7699D3FDB9CF/0/WELL_INDEX_010309.xls
Another Huge Gas Field Confirmed Off Haifa Shore; The Leviathan gas field, almost twice as big
as the previous big find at Tamar, holds an estimated 450 billion cubic meters of gas. …  www
israelnationalnews com/News/News.aspx/141421

.

Oil and the Holocaust-Hamastate - pa pal project nearing the goal...

.



Uganda discovered oil deposits in its Lake Albert region in February 2006 and total reserves are
estimated at 2bn barrels.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/oilandgas/6937546/Ugandans-sue-
government-over-oil-deals.html

Poland, now biggest EU fields [top secret - be quiet or putin will get angry] 6.4.2010: Moscow
VŠE-university leader Sergei Aleksašenko…

Engineers have performed their magic once again. The world is not going to run short of energy as
soon as feared. By Ambrose Evans-Pritchard Published: 5:47PM BST 11 Oct 2009
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/comment/ambroseevans_pritchard/6299291/Energy-crisis-is-
postponed-as-new-gas-rescues-the-world.html

Falkland Islands oil reserves ‘to help British economy’ : 60 mrd Barrels
The Falkland Islands could help boost Britain’s economy thanks to plentiful oil reserves: 02 Dec
2009
Ghawar in Saudi Arabia: 80 mrd barrels. North Sea Forties, 5 mrd barrels….
Colorado Green River Shale oil, US 1000yr reserve = 1.8 trillion US barrels. Canadian Athabasca
tar sands 1.3-2.5mrd Barrelia www.hubbertpeak.com/tarsands
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/southamerica/falklandislands/6708902/Falkland-
Islands-oil-reserves-to-help-British-economy.html

- 95% of all US oil resources stand idle, thks grnpees… (baby why wont u drill?)
- US refinery capacity is kept on 1975 level, thks grnpees…
- laws regulating fuel grades are updated often to keep pump prices up, thks grnpees…
- Colorado Green River Shale Oil – reserves for 1000 years. Now mapped as wild horse sanctuary.
Are there any? Nope. But will be soon more than enough… wont be used., thks grnpees…
- US gas reserves just updated 35% bigger, now last for 100 yrs = gas prices will go up, thks
grnpees… (Geoffrey Lean Published: 7:57PM GMT 15 Jan 2010 http://www.telegraph.co.uk)
- All Known World reserves – last for 2000 years with current utilization. Just to mention few:
Israeli Leviathan Gas reserves wer just updated 3x, this above Tamar -field (30yrs). Recently found
immense Polish gas reserves will turn EU tables on energy (this is why Polish EU-hating patriotic
gvmt had to be massacred 10Apr … jessuit ? assasins again.).
- Why was the BP rig xploded?: Price pump & follow soros Petrobras investments, US rigs thrown
out.

…”So Let’s REALLY GET REAL!! United States would be EXPORTING OIL to every region
in the WORLD plus serve its citizenry dirt cheap … IF. Columnists a.k.a. Disinfo Officers.
Programed from vat-i-can, would shut up, all well oiled politicians would be kicked out to
Venezuela…………

– Now If You Don't Check These Facts Yourself – Youre Liable Of Spreading papal AlGoRealism
–

Remind u that this (ruining of economy, ticketing innocent) was/is a global agenda; went also like
fire through all papal lands of EU-rope. The greenpee movement behind this is the bastard child
from Vat-i-can father Innocent Incest  …GOPs or whatever rats are the obedient slaves.

The papal Compendium states: “Roman Catholic tradition has never recognized the right to
private property as absolute and untouchable...” . like air you breathe, water you drink, speed u



travel … (check for more at all papal EU 120.000 directives) Karl Marx was pa pal illuminati
je§uit…

www. illuminati-news.com/0/PicturesOfPapalInfiltration.htm
www. bishop-accountability.org
Vatican s Holo caust Pt. 1-6
www. youtube.com/watch?v=pWGyTPu6UDE
wwww. srpska-mreza.com
www. youtube.com/watch?v=7hXwFr92mXU
www. vaticanassassins.org

“in Himmler I see our [dear incest Father] jessuit L0yola”. Adoplh the cat holic chorus boy Hitler
- “The Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius of L0yola served as the foundation; the supreme law was
absolute obedience, the execution of any order whatsoever without question. Himmler himself, as
Reichsfuhrer of the SS, was the general of the order. He owned an extremely large and excellent
library on the Cath olic Jessuit Order and for years would sit up late studying the extensive
literature. Thus he built up the SS organization according to the principles of the Jessuits.”
- “I am now as before a Cat holic and will always remain so.” – Adolf Hitler.
Hitler, speaking of the Gestapo chief said, “I can see (main holocaust executioner) Himmler as our
Ignatius of L0yola [reverend incest Father].”
- …Goebbels, Bormann, Kaltenbrunner, Hoess…studied for the priesthood… Karl Marx
maintained close ties with the Jessuits and Free masonry, The Communist International was first
simply known as the League of the Just, a branch of the papal Illuminati.
- All US lawbr… err lawmakers have a common Red Mass for a mass mrderer… jessuit Thomas
M0re. He is now a ‘saint via pap al blessing’, man whom all these revered jessuits pray for in the
RED MASS (see link below). Man whom Pop e sent personally to oversee the Bible-In-English
translator Tyndale – burned alive.
www. youtube.com/watch?v=3edVd6-SJgs
www. angelfire.com/on/3angels/vaticannazis.html
www. truthcontrol.com/node/karl-marx
www. 1phil4everyill.wordpress.com/2009/11/27/appendix-c-the-relationship-between-the-roman-
church-and-national-socialism-1of2/ ……W hy the greatest Catholic Adolph, had a moss lem as his
religion minister…? namely J’lem G rand M ufti, H ajj A min Al Hu seini (Saddam’s uncle, Ara
fats relative…)
…why all this? I want you to understand this: the R ed M ass – Vat i can Control of the Supreme
Court
www. youtube.com/watch?v=3edVd6-SJgs….and the Bilderbergers: www.
bilderberg.org/bernhard.htm

.

.

Oil for next 2000 yrs:

- North Falkland Basin 60 mrd barrels



- Ghawar in Saudi Arabia – contain 80 mrd barrels.
- North Sea Forties, 5 mrd barrels….
- Colorado Green River Shale oil, US 1000v reserv = 1.8 trillion US barrels
- Athabasca ; Alberta 0.870-1.3-2.5 trilj barrelia
- Uganda Lake Albert region, 2mrd
New fields 2011:
- Spratley Islands; Kiinan, Australian “Bakken” 100+100+100 ?
- Poland
- Pariisin Lower Lias, Amaltheus ja Schistes Carton. yht 130 mrd barrelia, “France 1000 yr reserve”
- Alaska Kuparuk 30mrd Barrelia; Prudhoe Bay 12mrdB
- USA North Dakota: Bakken, Southern Georgina, Arthur Creek = Colorado Grn River.

.

www uniroyalties.com/node/624

.

————————————————————————————————————————

.

Daily telegraph – 1. of May 2011
www telegraph.co.uk/sponsored/earth/future-of-energy/8013547/World-energy-map-is-constantly-
changing.html

.

LNG -will change world energy map



LNG-tanker River Bayelsa’n 2003. REUTERS/George Esiri; Der Spiegel.

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) = export grows 74% 2000-2015, , Qatar, Indonesia, Malaysia and
Nigeria, exportLNG gas. Canada, Iran, Papua New Guinea, Peru and Venezuela, will at 2015.
Australia builds 8 LNG gas ports, will be worlds largest exporter 2015.

.

Here Austria OMV searchin in Bayer with new equipment.

.



BGR German federal Institute for geosciences and natural Resources
www.spiegel.de/fotostrecke/fotostrecke-65239-7.html

.

An oil rig in the Elk Hills Oil Field near Bakersfield. Occidental Petroleum says it has made the
state’s biggest oil and natural gas find in 35 years in Kern County but did not disclose the site.
(Gary Kazanjian / For The Times) latimes.com/business/la-fi-cal-oil24-2009sep24,0,3884900.story

.

Cracking (psst. it MUST BE dangerous – or nukemen lo$e)
New Drilling Technologies Shake Up Global Market; SPIEGEL ONLINE – 03.03.2011
http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/0,1518,748573,00.html

New method Cracking; by Der Spiegel
…drilling near the magma where all poisonous elements reside - will never affect topsoil
drinking water wells. Except locally, when /if intentionally pumped and dumped.

.

NYTimes reports of new huge Oil Fields – Worldwide 07/2011
Exploration of shale fields has already begun in Australia, Canada, Poland and France. Indian
and Chinese oil companies are investing in pilot projects Ukraine and Russia have sizable shale
fields of oil and gas, as do many North African and Middle Eastern countries,  potential for oil has
been found from Michigan, California to Ohio, Similar fields in North Dakota and Texas are
already beginning to gush oil.  Countries like Canada and Australia could potentially become
the new Saudi Arabia for energy.”



Argentina Hopes for a Big Payoff in Its Shale Oil Field Discovery By CLIFFORD KRAUSS
Published: July 4, 2011, ytimes.com/2011/07/05 An oil field called Vaca Muerta came to life: In
May, the Argentine oil company YPF announced that it had found 150 million barrels of oil in the
Patagonian field, …

Oil experts say the Vaca Muerta is probably just a start for Argentina, One of the big potential
winners is China, which has at least two shale pilot projects exploring for oil and gas. BP and Royal
Dutch Shell are already working with the Chinese, and several other international companies are
seeking shale opportunities in the country.

2009, 2010: Oil Industry Sets a Brisk Pace of New Discoveries; More than 200 oil discoveries
have been reported so far in 2009 in dozens of countries, like BP off the coast of Angola.
nytimes.com By JAD MOUAWAD, Published: September 23, 2009. Ken Childress/Transocean
The oil industry has been on a hot streak this year, thanks to a series of major discoveries that have
rekindled a sense of excitement across the petroleum sector. These discoveries, spanning five
continents, including Heritage Oil, at the Miran West One field in the Kurdistan region of northern
Iraq, Australia, Israel, Iran, Brazil, Norway, Ghana and Russia, the biggest oil discovery ever in the
Gulf of Mexico by BP, Anadarko announced a large find Sierra Leone, epsol, Spain’s biggest oil
company, said this month that it had discovered what could turn out to be Venezuela’s biggest
natural gas field, substantial natural gas reserves in the United States, from shale rocks … the
Kashagan field in the Caspian Sea, discovered in 2000 -over 20 billion barrels of oil, 2009
Occidental Petroleum Corp., Westwood company- found the equivalent of 150 million to 250
million barrels of oil and natural gas in Kern County, California…

.

—————————————————————————————

.

.

.

The windy flicker AlGoRealisma, Obamau
GE-future:
.

ABB; Power T&D Solutions PSTN Sept 14 2010: “The main sources of flicker are industrial
loads xhibiting rapid variations in the load current magnitude. This type of loads includes electric
arc furnaces in the steel industry, welding machines, large induction motors, and wind power
generators.” .

www elkraft.ntnu.no/eno/Papers2007/Marta-epe2007.pdf; Molinas, M.; Suul, J.A.; Undeland, T.:
Low Voltage Ride Through of Wind Farms with Cage Generators, recommended for publication in



the IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, May 2007; www members.kos.net/kenth/ ; www
uwig.org/OPA-Report-200610-1.pdf .

James Delingpole; Wind Farms: the death of Britain :
blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/jamesdelingpole/100003510/wind-farms-the-death-of-britain/ ...
Huhne’s bizarre Weltanschauung
blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/jamesdelingpole/100048905/we-need-to-talk-about-wind-farms/

GE Bird mincing machines

.



video: www liveleak.com/view?i=cdd_1203701257
. www windbyte.co.uk/safety.html

.

West Vi rg i n i a Mountaineer Windy project kills 4000 bats a year: www batcon .
org/pdfs/annualreports/AnnualReport04 . pdf

.

.

Windfarms in Holland – Energy Negative!



See linky; below a wind-diagram from Schiphol Airport and produced energy. Half the day totally
unusable, ‘producing’ only minced birds… Few times if flickers above 50% capacity: at 18:30
sudden jump to 90% and then silence… All compensating energy produced by non-efficient fast
starting gas turbines – with fossil imported  gas.

Dirty Secret: more energy needed than produced; see www clepair .net/windSchiphol.html

.

CEO of the Gas Union, the main natural gas supplier in the Netherlands: While he was
being interviewed on Dutch TV about the huge activity of constructing new gas pipe lines,
he said: “It is because all that wind takes so much gas.”

.

.

.

.

Geotherm:



Take Care: MSM media wants you to mix up this (Nuke – blut CLEAN power) with house
heating heatpump -devices.

Youtube video; geotherm intro, 1,5min.

.

Der Spiegel
- Endlhausen  3950m +132 steam
- Unterhaching, 3350m 3.4 megawats, 1000L 120C steam per minute
- Bohrung München Riem 2500m
- Haimhausen, 1460m , +85C water

Der Spiegel 06/02/2008 : “Germany has an estimated 150 geothermal plants in the works, 90 of
which are located in Bavaria. www.spiegel.de/international/business/0,1518,557125,00.html

————————————————————————————————————————

.

‘

.



The seas: temp, level, acidity fail-ry tale -
exposee...

www volcano oregonstate.edu/book/export/html/138

.
Terribleses! Smbdy has to stop this acidity NOW! Howabout the glorious piece-now .org?



CO2 – RV’s ?

One ocean floo CO2 producer

.



www vulcan.wr.usgs.gov/Glossary/PlateTectonics/Maps/map_south_america_plates.html
www oceanexplorer noaa.gov/explorations/02fire/background/volcanism/volcan.html
www ngdc noaa.gov/hazard/stratoguide/stratoguide.pdf

Undersea Volcano Eruptions Caught On Video www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmMlspNoZMs

.

.

.

.

What keeps Earth mantle hot?
What keeps electrics motors hot?

Answer: external magnetic etc forces when rotated in sun’s gravity fields…



.Nasa.

.

.
I think that When Solar Wind hits earth magnetic field (F), it does this very unevenly manner. This
causes the magnetic field to shake earth masses and mantle. When the mantle is stressed on
“morning” side = accelerating, and consequently decelerating on evening side – it is being



constantly ripped and facing enormous stresses. With rotating masses, all deformation is suspect to
earthquakes and waiting for tghe trigger -event.

Magnetic poles shift – of course – when all the fluidy masses are rotating in varyous speeds.

.



Sea temp map - with volcanic activity map paste on: Left half is a mirror copy - pasted' on'
Antarctica. Just my un-educated guess of the hidden Antarctic under-ice volcanic activity ... (Take
care, research this photoshop "map" locations before publishing it) ... see linky below

.

June-2011 Underwater Antarctic Volcanoes Discovered in the Southern Ocean: Scientists
from British Antarctic Survey (BAS) have discovered previously unknown volcanoes in the
ocean waters around the remote South Sandwich Islands. Using ship-borne sea-floor mapping
technology during research cruises onboard the RRS James Clark Ross, the scientists found 12
volcanoes beneath the sea surface — some up to 3km high. They found 5km diameter craters left by
collapsing volcanoes and 7 active volcanoes visible above the sea as a chain of islands. The
research is important also for understanding what happens when volcanoes erupt or collapse
underwater and their potential for creating serious hazards such as tsunamis. Also this sub-sea
landscape, with its waters warmed by volcanic activity creates a rich habitat for many species of
wildlife and adds valuable new insight about life on earth. [HELLO! Boiling Acidic sulfur creates
this rich habitat !? But it should be the death-tax of all life... No wonder this heretic news
disappeared immediately]

Speaking at the International Symposium on Antarctic Earth Sciences in Edinburgh Dr Phil
Leat from British Antarctic Survey said, “There is so much that we don’t understand about
volcanic activity beneath the sea – it’s likely that volcanoes are erupting or collapsing all the
time. The technologies that scientists can now use from ships not only give us an opportunity to
piece together the story of the evolution of our earth, but they also help shed new light on the
development of natural events that pose hazards for people living in more populated regions on the
planet.” antarctica.ac.uk/images/in_pictures/maps.php

.

.

After these kind of slips, wiser men have to do sm damage ctrl: The AlGoReal CO2 -tale, taxing,
windmills, Nuke-rads wont survive without computer simulation. After all, the whole CO2 -
phenomena was blessed and proven by -95 simulations. (Psst. poor, faulty, incredible naivë…). Ok.
No news, look how the holy see program goes on: The Great CO2-con veyor belt  … oops …
delivers fukushima hot particles. Thks to pasted Meteo-France Apr-2011 simulations folks can
see how the pancake is alive… Some still are not sure if its a ball, neither if it rotates – however,
CO2-tax is certain. But where has vanished the ball’s most radiating Baltic sea? Also, the US west
coast received its dosage already in June: How is it possible if depicted simu-conveyer exists in
beyond the tax-world? Why the global climate heating is only in the Pacific? … oh boy, do not
answer, keep on babbling. psst.bubbling…



Papal simulated depopulation dreams-flow debunked ... or hot particles feed tube into uk revealed?

sciencedaily .com/releases/2011/09/110918144941.htm; National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR)

.

.

.

AlGoReal Sea Levels:
Water is a fluid. Right? When earth surface rise ‘hihger’, water tends to escape lower places. Right?
This is why as Scandinavia rises 1m per 100 yrs, sea escapes, states pull hefty levies from newly
revealed landmass… from beach landowners (You see, ground under sea belongs to the
STATE)  … taxing from SEA level DROP

NEXT come the pa pal AlGoreal Green robbers with their CO2-tax, taxing from sea RISE. All
based on fraud.

.

.



Facts kill the papal CO2-Fraud: Finnish coastline has escaped 100 kilometers (60miles) since Papal
hoax-detector Martin Luthers year 1500. The curved lines depict the Earth mantle rise (lines from -2
to 9 thks to Finnish Geologic Institute GTK.fi) Kvarken SEA RISE is 3feet 4" per 100 yrs.



.

But of course you cant find this Al Gore bashing coastline fact – picture – anywhere but here – I
merged these two maps here  for yall to see, and to sink this CO2-hoax… using the earth-rise-map
from GTK.fi +plus+ ancient map from 1500AD. Even if u do find such a [official] map, the facts
remain hidden and sliced into papal CO2-bits… The immense wealth behind this hoax is about to
slip away from the vat-i-can vaults. If you act, that is. Please do copypaste this powerful antipapal-
map wherever u please.

DIY Empirical test: Put a tarpaulin on your lawn (oh, wait until the globe warms)… spray
some water. Rise from one point. What happens? The water escapes and some (new) parts are now
underwater, some rise. Surprise… So it is with the Globe. Not to mention what happens on surface
level in the whisky glass when ice melts…

———————————————————————————–

But………………… The Polar bears…………. huh, watsupp?
census  1950: 2.500
census 2000: 25.000
—-> Extinction by AlGore

Sea level rise by AlGore?
—–> Finnish coastal land owners get hefty bills from State gvmt – they have to buy the newly
risen land. Actually the land on west coast has gone out 60 miles during last 500yrs… (see Bay of
Finland & Gulf of Bothnia, Kvarken rises 1meter per 100yrs – nice how wikipedia forgets this
unconventional truth www en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kvarken)

So please be careful what u belive from hihipedia or likiweaks… Here for a moment the truth which
locals experience through their lifetime, can be still seen. I guess FCC will shut down this site also:
“The region also has an unusual rate of land rising; Post-glacial rebound. Post-glacial rebound is
the rise of land masses that were depressed by the huge weight of ice sheets during the last glacial
period, through a process known as isostasy, rises  at about 1 cm a year.” www.
absoluteastronomy.com/topics/Kvarken

.

The Forbidden Illustrations
.



Endangered Papal CO2-Pancake: SEA is FALLING. ONE METER per 100 years...

.



The Future Lake - R0me planned for northern Protest Ants; be boiled in a nuke waste pond.
Artist's peek into our offspring's common shining future.

.

This simulation has never been done. Why? Because every University on this Earth is under
strict financial CO2-umbilical cord. Oh boy, did I say ‘financial’? But yes, vat-i-can is the biggest
shareholder on the globe… Thus, all research has to be aligned with the glo-ball CO2-Pancake level.



If somebody tries to simulate and prove how sea levels are falling somewhere, like in
Scandinavia, that researcher will find himsel on the ‘mile-mfg plant’. This is definitely proven by
the Norwegian Nuclear Fallout mapping NILU CFD-application: it was destroyed when it was
revealing how the ‘program’ was meeting its goals.

.

But here’s the one minute Sea-Level -animation: www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqcR6ieRhpk

.

.

.

————————————————————————————————————————
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Scandinavian  err tax liquid:
.

.

.



EUrooooooooooooppa Lisä %

.

.

.
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Fukushima Roots – feverishly deleted comment:
Alas, you cant disconnect Fukushima from its roots… this is just one part of Jessuits long
tedious work to – well, start to read yourself.

One common denominator whereby yall know em: Jsuits hate the Bible. Their Founder,
Ignatius (Ig-nazi-us) L0y0la, was the main force behind papal market bonfires – when Bible
translators were burned alive 300 years from 1500 forward. They hated so much King James –
whose Bible translation is world famous – that they wanted to blow him and his court, over 1000
aristocrats, whole court of England in 16O5. Check for gunpowder pl0t… Explosion? Any
connections? Yes, check out who has that as daily devotional…
Btw. The name nazi was recently explained here, see the article:
telegraph .co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/8843158/Why-Hitler-hated-being-called-a-Nazi-
and-whats-really-in-humble-pie-origins-of-words-and-phrases-revealed.html … ” It was a
derogatory term for a backwards peasant – being a shortened version of Ignatius, a common name
in Bavaria, the area from which the Nazis emerged. “
Lots of books have been written about this dirty Cat h0lic sect eating the brains out of all gvmt’s,
globally.

Old English dictionaries listed words like this:
Jsuit
Jsuital
Jsuit assasin

.

.

.

We live in a Vat-i-can
Prices must rise, new pap al gold teeth vaults are empty. Thus Wheat has to be processed into
alcohol – and ruin all engines while crating famine:

C0dex Alimentarius BANNING OF HEALTH
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fi1ltYxp7Qg

C0dex Alimentarius , FAO, R0me

.

.



Seiner Eminentz der gro§mufti - all pa pal mslims are happy with Himmler

Adolph: “I see in Himmler our great je§uit father Fran cis L0y0la” … here dealing with balkan
butcher and father of all mslim terror – the Jerusalem Mu fti. No wonder why the Vat ican j§uit

general even today is the leader of bldy mslim Brhood Knights…

At left is Adolph's Third Reich Religion minister was muslim Hajj amin Al Husein, Former
Jerusalem Mufti. Uncle to Saddam Hussein. Butcher of 800.000 in Balkan folks, 100.000 Handzar
muuslim SS-divison commander.

See more at www. s r p s k a – m r e z a .com

How Vatican Created Islam:
in the Portuguese Fatima catholy monastery 600-century:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/20883322/islam-catholic-connection
http://www.scribd.com/doc/222227/How-the-Vatican-Created-Islam

.



Salesman's worry: Dont Get Left on the Shelf
The left<--->right -fairy tale is just for the masses.

The same goes with west<--->east military hoax: as all nuke warhead, nuke subs can be detected
across th globe, there's really no surprise potential in keeping up the 'cold' nuke war. But surely the
military power is a necessity: glo-papal grip, arab spring etc balkan butchery needs it! Vatican =
jesuits controlled Roosevelt, Churchill, adolph, stalin, Mao - you name it. US highest court- 100%
jesuit controlled. ...

Papa l lands have to be controlled with plutonium...

It was 1917.

Suddenly an info-leak: mushrooms grew angry.

The reason this time was the genealogy of the Brit Royals: The Queen's Saxo-Coburg line is direct
descendant from the EU papal kingdoms. So smtg had to be done with the leak issue. Solution was
as usual: reprogram the mushrooms. Swap the Saxo-name into Windsor!

Well, all mutiny disappeared with this trick and reprogrammed mushrooms grew happily ever
after... Kept in the dark, just daily portion of sht of A Pee, CNN etc.

.

Except. Sometimes the facts shine through the CO2 hoaxes:



The Maltese court with all inherited "democrazies" in their papal gowns - The house of Lords...

Pyramid Queen holding her masters crown - Cr0ss of Malta on top.

.

.



Queens kids - suckin' pencils in the service of satan

...π phi-club - sits on top: allah willing, harry goes today afgans killing...



One Happy Royal Family Meeting
...of maltese medals - try to smile... (Q. how many each one have ?)

Luckily (for the SM0M) its not just the head of the snake: its the whole Global system from top
to bottom. All in jessuit-mas0nic hands.

.



.

.

The SM0M sits on top of all.
The Queen, Lords, P0-lice, Media, Education ... unameit. And this is not just England - its the
GLOBE, UN and every government.

.

Next we can zoom to Sussex pliis dpt: In its insignia, SM0M sits above the law. Then the double
squares: this symbol is used by the papal muslim societies, all (eight corner) mosques are built in
this shape. Then the Vat i can priest gowns have this marking. Like the UK border patrol.
Like ... ... endless story: Global Incest Harem.

Did I say incest? Check out and vomit what the brotherhood lodges do with the weakest of nations:
http://rotherhampolitics.wordpress.com/page/1/
http://order-order.com/2012/11/24/progressive-culture-war-caused-rotheram-ukip-child-catcher/

.

Please contact the SM0M 101, only in emergency. Like donating your inheritance... gold teeth etc.
Well, it was always so. Starting 150yrs ago when pope ordered the order (police l0dge) to be
started in uk.

.

.



.

Here her Majesty's inspector, the l0dge prior, high mas0n... arrives direct from rituals.

.

.



Oh. That Bobby-felt-hat!?
did u know... that they're actually tellin ya that the force is behind the practicing jihadists? Keeping
the Father terror terrorist safe. How else the hoax war on terror-ism could be played day in day out?
The shady war - used to rob every traveler...



Why Adolph's Third Reich Religion minister was Hajj amin Al Husein? Former Jerusalem
Mufti. Uncle to Saddam Hussein. Butcher of 800.000 in Balkan folks, 100.000 Handzar muuslim
SS-division commander.. Hmm. Maybe...

.

How the unholy connection with jsuit Stalin, jsuit adolph, Jsuit Churchill, Jsuit Roosevelt etcetc
unravels from old emblems:

Actually this pic above is a forgery - to press in the main issue: the maltese cross can't be
displayed to the masses in here - otherwise they might connect the dots... Originally the cross is
there, but lies hidden under the roman victory wreath. This is the memorial to finn Jaeger-
movement, Jääkäriliike, the proud warriors behind Finnish independency. With the SM0M!?
Yes, with the very same badge your police, queen, Lords - uneamit - are wearing at this very
moment. Their master demands it...

If you want to compare with the original picture above, see
www.erilainen.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/jaagareliige-s.jpg?w=700



At right you can see the Finn 'LOTTA' -movement Badge. Actually a 'lodge' for military
independency women movement - 'sisters' for the Jaegers. All were nice and clean, real patriots!
Now check out: the UK-police is also wearing the very same flower that this papal nazi rooted  org
used in 1930's! Me cannot understand, maybe jesuits are just short of flowers ...

All were nice and clean, real patriots!

.

.

.......YESTERDAY ꖅ S∆CRED
TODAY ▲ SC∆RED......

Shh. Today Jesuits are running hiding again, like their day of infamy, the 16o5 gunp0wder pl0t...

So today, Granma Windsor wants again hide her Maltesian-Saxo-Coburg -roots. Great 65
marriage jubilee - and no signs of her Papal MASTER.



Hideous Momma 'Windsor' in camo.

See all those no-see maltese crosses she is wearing (not)

Papal  X-mass jubilee now 3-D...

Oh how she would like to salute like Adolph, wear her Master's CROWN (all insignia cleaned)...



BUT.

In recent months SHE has gown so terrified about the

QUILLOTINE...
.

.

Even global popemedia has new instructions: do not photo-cross

Hide the (papal) Decline - see the scoffing CO2-hit song from youtube. His unblemished
hornyness has been shut up, repulsive truth hidden from the masses. Meaning the pagan DAGON
fish mitre has been closed for xmass-12. Oh but wait - surely as cont. inquisition, it will open again,
and swallow nations via the jesuital mass-murders



However, even after his queen has gone, we have to cont living amongst these crooks.

They have had their system running even before Jesus' times. And they murdered Him because
he called their hoax a hoax: "You Snakes" ... he said to the scribes who carried roman emblems -
like the Constantinus double headed eagle...The firs time history records show the Constantinus-
lodge twoheaded eagle, is in the Sumerian culture. Next we hear it in the Bible: the hittites. Next
tome inside the Roman heresy called 2nd temple in J'lem...

So lets cry out - but accept the system while living amongst this madness.

.

.

NO to papal EU!

.

No to papal puppets, Kenyan Marxist muuslims. USA, totally controlled by Roman Catholics...



No to Plutonium Factories, Gun running, Sex slavery,

No to Papal Mass - Murders - vatican sponsored witch cults falsely called science.



No to masonic k nights

No to Vatican led mas0nry - and its history of deceptions...



Their website calls ya to be united - be one of us... seek out, each country has its own papal club.

No to the Roman inquisition Order of Directives.



One Stamp - contains all information from satanic baphomet cults (3-times!) into papal EUislamic
connections, heroic Global Roman Navy. Here blessed by His Roman Catholic Adolph. As usual,

displaying his SM-knighthood -OM



Con’s Piracy - needs just 2 humans:
.

Cons-Piracy Theories? No, never…: Two hooded N SA-experts happily hop
on a Fukushima beach. They joke about the stupido conspiracy theory folks:

“...no, never has there been any conspiracy” they agree together,
semtex bulging their pockets. Ooops! What was there?

The less fortunate: “Look, I found a golden crown!” (!?)
and wont see the incoming blow…

The conspiracy pills were ready waiting – even before the
treasure was accidentally found. Conflicting theories about the non-existence

of the conspiracy theory vanished into the blowin-neutron-wind with one blow. Total
agreement was instantly there. Both had also been paid papal mass pill distributors

on opinion forums, and believed in it until… oh well. The end? That u can
find from the world’s most read opus, almost on any page -
or ask from the godless Rudyard Kiplings Mowgli, how he

followed the Kings Angus and its bodypiles…

Vat-i-can League of the Just, Illuminati branch … yes-we-can is Just its extension.

“The Communist International was the first step in Vat-i-can activism programs. At first it was
simply known as the League of the Just, a branch of the Illuminati. …  Not only did Karl Marx
maintain close ties with the papal j€§uits and Freemas0nry throughout his career; he was also
directly related to the British aristocracy through his marriage to Jenny Von Westphalen, a
descendant of the Countess of Balcarras and Argyll, two of the oldest titles in England. — Eustace
Mullins; The Curse of Canaan www. truthcontrol .com/node/karl-marx

.

.

The Roman Cancer has been growing almost unhindered over 2000 years:

"1. And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a directive from Roman Caesar-Pope
Augustus, that all the whole world should be taxed and all the wealth gathered in his vaults. 2. And
this directive was first made when Roman Prince Cyrenius was governor of Roman Occupied Syria.
3. According the Roman directive, all went to be taxed, every one into his own Roman Occupied
city. 4. And Joseph also was forced by this directive to go up from Roman Occupied Galilee, out of
the city of Nazareth, into Judaea, unto the Roman Occupied city of David,



But this is all ancient history … or is it? 18-
March-2011 Spain
.

R0man assasins - the secret mass (murder?) of the secret god ... or Kuuk Kx Klan? (May 2011). Can
you locate Bush?





Carmen holds the power - she is (?) now the city boss...

Elections are over: Luckily Our party Won, we got Our OwnMan steering the gvmt committee! …
right?

.

Vat-i-can Today, World’s Largest Stockholder has wealth to hold banquets – and show their
hooded origins



chicken je§uit hoodsters parade on vat-i-can streets displayin their fiefdom



Here the ancient cat holic symbols unite again TODAY with m0hamed - the willing Mass
(murderer) raider of his age; now the breastplate of all j€§uits...

The Rub el H izb is a Mslim symbol AND catholic symbol, represented as two overlapping squares,
which is found on a number of emblems and flags. The main purpose of this dividing system is to
facilitate recitation of the Qur’an. (wikipedia)

.



Symbolism in architecture: enhanced picture from g00glemaps... with the mosque. Both aligned
North/South.

Pagans meet: Babylonian-Philistean fish god – dagon – has its place in Roman Emperor’s table
today. Or should I say head…

Oh MyGad. Did I mention the Philistean pagans!? Here is their 8-cornered papal islamic temple...
Jerusalem, dome of rock

"But ye [g-worshipper masons] are they that forsake the LORD, that forget my holy
mountain, that prepare a table for GAD, and that furnish the drink offering unto Mniy." See
Isa.65:11, original.
- GAD-worshipping philistian = Gergesene (i.e. Girgashite) or one of the aborigines of philistea.
- Mniy  men-ee'; the Apportioner, i.e. Fate (as an idol):--number.
- This is why cabbala -Jews hide their paganism behind G-D. They cant show the letter A...



Pagans share their symbols through ages; sun circle. P0pe the rat-singer at right hanging his
'modern' rotting corpse on witch warped cross...

Few dagon fish god links, www. -
- tofm.org/papacy/pope_mitre.htm ,
- aloha.net/~mikesch/monstr.htm  ,
- cuttingedge.org/news/n2029.cfm

.

Seek & Follow this Double Headed Pagan symbol – from Sumerian through J’lem Christ
crucifying pharisees via r0me until you hit US / EU emblems. Here the eagle has the globe – and all
its “christians” (alas, only mary serving pagans and media duped wannabees). Here (top left) also
two crosses unite with the malformed beast, Malt ese shield for the papagan empire.



Seek out the history from any source, even Bible - hittites...

.

W0jtyla the Saint – a.k.a. P aul II -  used to be a salesman to Z ykl0n gas mfg D e g e s h A.G.
– selling j udenfrei gas to his own chorus boy Adolphs gas chambers… however, as a young
happy lad, he escaped into vat-i-can 1945. You tell me why.

.



The piecefull Book - the Gas selling saint wants to kiss

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.



Business as usual, goals met: charts for US/EU taxpayerpaid (=p0pestolen) missile hits

16-May-2011 The Jubileum of 11.000 pappal missiles: www. idfspokesperson .com/facts-
figures/rocket-attacks-toward-israel/ ... rest assured, total delivery has been twice as much.

Want to See the actual facts?  www.scribd.com/doc/117475389



This is why Gush Katif had to be destroyed by papal emissaries:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycN93PcvvTM

Thi is why Cat holic church supported Adolph. This is why balkan butcher of million serbs, jews
was a jessuit priest sent from R0me… This is why J’lem Mufti H ajj A min Al Husein, (Sad dams
Uncle) was the religions minister for Adolph. etcetc

.

POP-YEALL-media, brainwasmachine: “Maybe it’s all a vast left-wing conspiracy.
Conservative radio host (Fox) Laura Ingraham says she had $11,000 in jewelry stolen from her
checked baggage by a sticky-fingered thief at Newark Airport, including a baptismal cross that was
blessed by the…”  NYPost 6:56 AM 21/07/2011 [did you see what I saw? Conservative Radio
Blessed by the...
.

Irradiated Papal Pavlovs Dogs:
Open mind doesn't come via pre prog-rammed education.  The higher the education is, the
longer one has been sittin on pavlov's bench: Students are rewarded only on obedience, if
challenging facts, one blasphemes the teacher and/or science religion authority... e.g. you have to
become one mind with the program to be successful. (Still, education itself benefits anybody, just
dont let anybody do it to u.)

The Earth "was" flat b/c R0me wanted it to be so. That claim does NOT exist in the Bible.
Quite the opposite: Bible states in original hebrew that Earth is round, rotates once a day while
running its spiraling course ... EXACTLY what modern science can tell us now. But b/c of the
papal j€§uit geo-policies, it had to be flat. And thus all Bible translators were to be burned alive on
city markets - by the L0y0la followers eg. j€§uits. And here we arrive again in the dark side of the
education: if u challenge the current scientific facts, you'll be a tinhat pill eating pariah for ever - or
get the j€§uit dagger or their paid mudslinging blogger...

This happened to a Finn nuke plant tech: he studied by himself nuclear pwr stations and
found out the secrets the educators had intentionally left out: Normal working NP radiates at
least 50 different emissions - only four are being measured. Finding BetaFlare is one of his main
ideas and how neutron ionization is being currently pumped into Helsinki. What more, he found an
old periodic table from thirties explaining how the nuclear fission actually happens: here is a big lie,
huge amount more of radiation particles are produced than our scientists are taught today... They
sent even NRC after him LOL. Seek youtube etc for A r t o L a u r i.

.



"Luckily our inner circle is still shielded" elaborates the alarmed popeye.

Wojtyla the gas-Saint's 'hometown' - papal see sees via the Horus illuminated eye



.

Old pappal lands - again under the 0rder of EUHoruseye

.

.

Sherman “The Engineer Corps of Hell”,  pages 118, 1883; Library of Congress Catalog Card
# 66-43354
The Secret Instructions of the Jesuits – vanished?

Read ‘original’ online: www. archive.org/stream/engineercorpsofh00sher#page/n5/mode/2up

Here excerpts from one  babble version; who knows which one is true and how much edited? www.
reformation.org/secret.html

…

Chief Controller's Controller

CHAPTER XVII
METHODS TO EXALT THE COMPANY

3. We must inculcate this doctrine with kings and princes, THAT THE CATHOLIC FAITH
CANNOT SUBSIST IN THE PRESENT STATE, WITHOUT POLITICS; but that in this, it is
necessary to proceed with much certainty. Of this mode, we must share the affection of the great,
and BE ADMITTED TO THE MOST SECRET COUNSELS…..

8. But if we do not hope that we can obtain this, supposing that it is necessary that scandals shall
come in the world, WE MUST BE CAREFUL TO CHANGE OUR POLITICS, CONFORMING



TO THE TIMES, AND EXCITE THE PRINCES, FRIENDS OF OURS TO mutually make terrible
wars THAT EVERYWHERE THE MEDIATION OF THE SOCIETY WILL BE IMPLORED; that
we may be employed in the public reconciliation, for it will be the cause of the common good and
we shall be recompensed by the PRINCIPAL ECCLESIASTICAL DIGNITIES; and the BETTER
BENEFICIARIES.

9. In fine, that the Society afterwards can yet count upon the favor and authority of the princes,
procuring THAT THOSE WHO DO NOT LOVE US SHALL FEAR US.

.

Currently there are more than 4 million Freemas0ns in the US;

thousands of J€§uits quiding them as sheep.
Only few know/care who is their headmaster; Mass murderer L0y0las Universities are honored,

all play using 100% on mas0nic rules.

Britain Has Many Millions Freemas0ns – Public Service

is infested by the r0man control…
The Telegraph 20.08.2011: “Leading police officers have set up a new national “Sine Favore”
Masonic lodge … where they can meet in secret in defiance of fears about the influence of the
secret society on the criminal justice system. … The “Sine Favore” Lodge was opened despite the
conclusions of a Parliamentary inquiry which warned of public fears that “Freemasonry can have
an unhealthy influence on the criminal justice system“…. Lodge number 9856 was officially opened
by a senior Masonic official, Russell Race”.

Hello! Latest Lodge number is 9856 … as every lodge/chapter includes 10-1000 members, this
means there are up to 9856000 mas0nic – members just in uk. All under tight je§uit control. The
telegraph: “The lodge 9856 is based at 10 Duke Street in central London, which is also the
headquarters of the Supreme Council of the 33rd Degree, one of the most important
and  mysterious bodies in international Masonic circles, which has an elite membership of only 75
people.“

Crirics Argue – The telegraph: “Masonic rules require members to do all they can to support
each other, to look after each other and to keep each others’ lawful secrets. New members of the
so-called Brotherhood are blindfolded, a hangman’s noose placed around their necks and they
are warned their throat will be slit and their tongue torn out if they break their oath. Critics
argue this could put them at odds with discharging their duty to serve the public.” ‘Freemasons in
the police leading the attack on David Cameron’s riot response’; By Jason Lewis, Investigations
Editor 9:00PM BST 20 Aug 2011; read the rest at telegraph .co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-
order/8713343/Freemasons-in-the-police-leading-the-attack-on-David-Camerons-riot-response.html

.



.

.

There are secret societies for every je§suit need: here the pliis will learn to honor the LA...err the
brethren.

.



The papatdown process of passing kids (anonymously = no responsibility) is a treat all goo popeye
servicemen have to learn; here is a lesson going on. Look, learn first the skills of the stick.

.

.

Whom do you think a person, man or woman serves after this kind of oaths,

repeated max twice a year when climbing to higher degree? Every one of the thousands sects
has its

own applicable wording – demanding absolute obedience over the Law

With these kind of oaths, candidates are initiated into Freemas0nry

or are progressed into a higher degree or 0rder.:

.

.

Freemas0nic I.U.0.M.  White De gree; Master A ncient Sc0ttish Builders etcetc; oath:

“…(I promise) That my breast shall be the sacred repository of his secrets when delivered to me as
such, murder, treason, felony and all offenses contrary to the Law of God or the ordinances of the
Realm,… All these several points and others I promise to observe without evasion, equivocation or
mental reservation of any kind under no less a penalty, on the violation of them, than to have my
body severed in two, my bowels torn there from and burnt to ashes in the centre, and those ashes
scattered before the four cardinal points of Heaven, so that no trace or remembrance of me shall be
left amongst men, more particularly among M aster M echanics: … Jub ela: O, that my throat had
been cut serves from ear to ear, my tongue torn out and my body buried in the rough sands of the
sea at low water mark, where the tide ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four hours … I solemnly
promise on my word of honor that I will always obey the mandates of this Grand and Noble 0rder,
and that I will forever keep secret the mysteries that shall be shown me tonight. I further promise
that I will always treat the members of this order at my expense when reminded of this obligation,
and have my bowels opened at regular intervals. I also promise to pay all bills contracted by
members of this order. …”



Military 0rder 0f the Serpent, Ritual of the Degree of Kha tapunan:

…Never shall its mysteries pass my Ups
Outside the holy circle.
Never shall I refuse to receive thee or thy Virus
When thou comest into our midst;
And this vow, O Snake, swear I
By the Sword, the Cord and the Flame.
If ever in thought, word or deed
I am false to Kha tee Pun a,
May my death be lingering and wretched;
May my soul be of the pale company
Of horrid wraiths who haunt the mountain;
And may my bowels be ripped out
And cast into the flames of destruction. …

.

.

Jessuits Today, see: www. spirituallysmart .com/Nick_Rivera.html

.

.

Secret Inner Circle – inside FREEMAS0NRY
Let us hear Mas0nic author Manly P. Hall describe this two-dimensional organization of
FreeMas0nry. Mas0nry is comprised of two distinctly different organizations, one visible and one
invisible. Hall describes this two-level organization: [Hall was honored by The Scottish Rite Journal,
who called him 'The Illustrious Manly P. Hall' in Sept, 1990, and further called him 'Mas0nry's
Greatest Philosopher', saying "The world is a far better place because of Manly Palmer Hall, and
we are better persons for having known him and his work"]. This is what Manly P. Hall said:
“ FreeMas0nry is a fraternity within a fraternity — an outer organization concealing an inner
brotherhood of the elect … it is necessary to establish the existence of these two separate and yet
interdependent 0rders, the one visible and the other invisible. The visible society is a splendid
camaraderie of ‘free and accepted’ men enjoined to devote themselves to ethical, educational,
fraternal, patriotic, and humanitarian concerns. The invisible society is a secret and most August
[defined as 'of majestic dignity, grandeur'] fraternity whose members are dedicated to the service of
a mysterious arcannum arcandrum [defined as 'a secret, a mystery'].” [Hall, Lectures on Ancient
Philosophy, p. 433]

Albert Mackey, 33rd Degree Mas0n and author of the informative “Encyclopaedia of FreeMas0nry”,
1873, confirms Hall’s revelation.

“Visible Mas0nry: In a circular published March 18, 1775, by the Grand 0rient of France,
reference is made to two divisions of the 0rder, namely, Visible and Invisible Mas0nry … by
‘Invisible Mas0nry’ they denoted that body of intelligent and virtuous Mas0ns who, irrespective of



any connection with dogmatic authorities, constituted a ‘Mysterious and Invisible Society of the
True Sons of Light’, who, scattered over the two hemisphere, were engaged, with one heart
and soul in doing everything for the glory of the Great Architect and for the good of their
fellow-men.” (‘architect = devil) In other words, the members of the Invisible Mas0nry are the true
leaders who cooperate on a global scale for the Great Architect to achieve the Great Work, which is
the New World 0rder. What, then, is the purpose of the Visible L0dge?

“By ‘Visible Mas0nry’ they meant the congregation of Mas0ns into L0dges, which were often
affected by the contagious vices of the age in which they lived. The former is perfect; the latter
continually needs purification.” (Albert Mackey, 33rd Degree, “Encyclopaedia of FreeMas0nry”,
1873, page 829)

Manly P. Hall — “When the Mas0n learns that the key to the warrior on the block is the proper
application of the dynamo of living power, he has learned the mystery of his Craft. The seething
energies of lucifer are in his hands and before he may step onward and upward, he must prove his
ability to properly handle energy.” [Manly P. Hall, The L0st Keys of Freemas0nry, p. 124] see
more: www cuttingedge .org/free001a.htm

.

.

.

FRATERNAL 0RGANíZATíONS SECRET
S0CíETíES CHíVALRíC 0RDERS

FREEMAS0NRY
see w w w stíchtíngargus .nl/vríjmetselaríj/índex_en.htm (parsé this addr u sélf)

Theses folks – rulíng over, polítícíans, docs, medícíne, medía, políce, school – unameít – keep
the death rad spreadíng under the líd and ín 0rder:

Here ís a glímpse ínto the j€§u-papal realm of tens of thousands secret socíetíes … (somé léttérs ín
thé líst séém warpéd):

* Áhépa
* Álíanza Híspan0-Ámérícana
* Ámérícan Légí0n
* Áncíént €gyptían 0rdér Mystíc 0ríéntal S0ns
* Áncíént 0rdér 0f Gléanérs
* Áncíént 0rdér 0f Híbérníans
* Áncíént 0rdér 0f Kníghts 0f thé Mystíc Chaín
* Áncíént 0rdér 0f Unítéd W0rkmén
* Ántí-H0rsé Thíéf Áss0cíatí0n
* Ártísans’ 0rdér 0f Mutual Pr0téctí0n
* Ártus, 0rdér 0f



* Bén Hur Lífé Áss0cíatí0n
* Br0thérh00d 0f Ámérícan Yé0mén
* Br0thérh00d 0f L0c0m0tívé Fírémén and €ngínéérs
* C0uncíl 0f Malta
* C0urt 0f H0n0r
* Czéch0sl0vak S0cíéty 0f Áméríca
* Danísh Br0thérh00d ín Áméríca
* Déutsché 0rdén dér Harugarí
* € Clampus Vítus
* €lks
* €quítablé Áíd Uní0n
* Fénían Br0thérh00d
* F0réstérs
* Fratérnal 0rdér 0f €aglés
* Fratérnal 0rdér 0f P0lícé
* Fratrés Lucís
* Fréémas0nry
- 0rdér 0f Fréémas0ns undér thé Grand 0ríént 0f thé Néthérlands
- 0rdér 0f Fréémas0ns undér thé Grand Chaptér 0f Híghér Dégréés ín thé Néthérlands
- Départmént 0f thé Mastérs’ Dégréé Suprémé C0uncíl 0f thé 33rd and Last Dégréé 0f thé Áncíént
and Áccéptéd Sc0ttísh Ríté ín thé Néthérlands
- Y0rk Ríté
- Grand Chaptér 0f thé H0ly R0yal Árch ín thé Néthérlands
- Pr0víncíal Grand L0dgé 0f thé R0yal 0rdér 0f Sc0tland f0r thé Néthérlands
- Dístríct Grand L0dgé 0f thé Mark Mastérs ín thé Néthérlands Unítéd Rélígí0us, Mílítary, and
Mas0níc 0rdérs 0f thé Témplé, and 0f St.J0hn 0f Jérusalém, Paléstíné, Rh0dés, and Ma-lta



Pa pal kingdom: R0me controls both heads. Layered control: Sun of 0siris, Maltesian Cr0ss, on top
White Powerless Chicken eer... eagle.

-
- Kníght Témplar Príésts R0yal and Séléct Mastérs
- Kníghts 0f Y0rk Cr0ss 0f H0n0ur
-
- 0rdér 0f thé Réd Cr0ss 0f C0nstantíné
- S0cíétas R0sícrucíana ín Ánglía íntérnatí0nal 0rdér 0f C0-Mas0nry ‘Lé Dr0ít Humaín’
- Dutch Grand L0dgé 0f C0-Mas0nry
- Dutch Áss0cíatí0n 0f Fréémas0ns
- Áncíént and Prímítívé Ríté 0f Mémphís-Mísraïm
-
- 0rdér 0f thé Sécrét M0nít0r
- 0rdér 0f thé Állíéd Mas0níc Dégréés
- 0rdér 0f €rí
- Kníghts Bénéfícént 0f thé H0ly Cíty Mas0níc 0rdér 0f Áthélstan
- 0rdér 0f thé Kníght Mas0ns Áugust 0rdér 0f Líght
- R€bekka sistérs
- 0rdér 0f St. Th0mas 0f Ác0n Ád0ptívé Ríté
- Áncíént Árabíc N0blés 0f thé Mystíc Shríné (Shrínérs)
- Áncíént €gyptían 0rdér 0f Scí0ts
- Mystíc 0rdér 0f Véíléd Pr0phéts 0f thé €nchantéd Réalm (Gr0tt0)
- Áncíént T0ltéc Ríté
- Áncíént Árabíc 0rdér 0f Daughtérs 0f Sphínx
- Daughtérs 0f thé Nílé
- Ladíés 0ríéntal Shríné 0f N0rth Áméríca
- Daughtérs 0f ísís
- Daughtérs 0f M0kanna
- 0rdér 0f thé €astérn Star
- 0rdér 0f thé G0ldén Chaín
- 0rdér 0f Raínb0w f0r Gírls
- íntérnatí0nal 0rdér 0f J0b’s Daughtérs
- 0rdér 0f thé Ámaranth
- 0rdér Star 0f Béthléhém
- 0rdér 0f thé Whíté Shríné 0f Jérusalém
- Hér0ínés 0f Jérích0
- 0rdér 0f thé Trué Kíndréd
- Ladíés 0f Kníghts Témplar
- 0rdér 0f DéM0lay
- 0rdér 0f thé Buíldérs
- Swédénb0rgían Ríté
- R0yal 0rdér 0f Jéstérs
- 0rdér 0f Quétzalc0atl
- Tall Cédars 0f Léban0n
- Natí0nal S0j0urnérs / Hér0és 0f ’76
- S0cíal 0rdér 0f thé Béaucéant

* Grand and N0blé 0rdér 0f Butt0n Bustérs
* Grand Ármy 0f thé Républíc



* Grand Unítéd 0rdér 0f M0sés
* H0méstéadérs

Protest Ant Priesthood - 100% under Knightly 'guidance' from r0me. S erafim K nights - Slaves of
the Maltesian cr0ss ... Zoom right into the papal honor = IHSdevils face ... ev-angelical, right?

* H0n0rablé 0rdér 0f thé Blué G00sé
* ímpr0véd 0rdér 0f Héptas0phs
* ímpr0véd 0rdér 0f Lí0ns
* ímpr0véd 0rdér 0f Réd Mén



* índépéndént 0rdér 0f B’naí B’ríth
* índépéndént 0rdér 0f G00d Témplars
* índépéndént 0rdér 0f St.Luké
* índépéndént 0rdér 0f Víkíngs
* íntérnatí0nal 0rdér 0f H00-H00
* Kníghts and Ladíés 0f H0n0r
* Kníghts and Ladíés 0f Sécuríty
* Kníghts and Ladíés 0f thé G0ldén Rulé
* Kníghts 0f thé Áncíént €sséníc 0rdér
* Kníghts 0f C0lumbus
- íntérnatí0nal 0rdér 0f thé Álhambra
- Daughtérs 0f ísabélla

* Kníghts 0f thé G0ldén €aglé
* Kníghts 0f H0n0r
* Kníghts 0f Pythías
* Kníghts 0f thé R0yal Árch
* Kníghts 0f St.Críspín, 0rdér 0f thé
* Kníghts 0f Vénus
* Kníghts 0f Zí0n
* L0yal Guard
* L0yal Mystíc Légí0n 0f Áméríca
* L0yal 0rdér 0f J0nathan and Davíd
* Méchanícs, Unítéd 0rdér 0f (varí0us 0rdérs)
* Méchanícs, Juní0r 0rdér 0f Ámérícan
* M00sé
* 0dd Féll0ws
-
- índépéndént 0rdér 0f 0dd Féll0ws (í.0.0.F.)
-  Grand Unítéd 0rdér 0f 0dd Féll0ws (G.U.0.0.F.) 0rangé 0rdérs
* * 0rdér 0f Fréé Wéavérs Vínculum Vérum
* 0rdér 0f Héptas0phs
* 0rdér 0f thé ír0qu0ís
* 0rdér ítalían S0ns and Daughtérs 0f Áméríca
* 0rdér 0f Martínísts
* 0rdér 0f thé Maccabéés
* 0rdér 0f 0wls
* 0rdér 0f Patr0ns 0f Husbandry – Grangérs
* 0rdér 0f Réd €aglés
* 0rdér S0ns 0f N0rway
* 0rdér 0f Tyrían Kníghts
* 0rdér 0f Wéavérs Víta Fémínéa Téxtura
* 0rdér 0f Whíté Kníghts
* 0rd0 Témplí 0ríéntís (0.T.0.)
* Patrí0tíc 0rdér S0ns 0f Áméríca
* Thé Praét0ríans
* Raílway C0nduct0rs 0f Áméríca, 0rdér
* Réchabítés
* R0yal Ántédíluvían 0rdér 0f Buffal0és
* R0yal Árcanum



* R0yal Círclé 0f Fríénds 0f thé W0rld
* R0yal Híghlandérs
* R0yal Néíghb0rs 0f Áméríca
* R0yal Témplars 0f Témpérancé
* R0yal Tríbé 0f J0séph
* Scandínavían Br0thérh00d / Scandínavían Fratérníty
* Sc0ttísh Clans, 0rdér 0f
* S0ns 0f Bénjamín, índépéndént 0rdér 0f
* S0ns 0f Hérmann, 0rdér 0f
* S0ns 0f ítaly. 0rdér 0f
* S0ns 0f J0nadab, 0rdér 0f
* S0ns 0f St. Gé0rgé, 0rdér 0f
* S0ns 0f Témpérancé
* S0ns 0f Vulcan
* S0véréígns 0f índustry
* Spanísh War Vétérans
* Star 0f Béthléhém
* St0nécuttérs
* Twélvé, íntérnatí0nal 0rdér 0f, Kníghts and Daughtérs 0f Tab0r
* Twéntíéth Céntury 0ríént / 0rdér 0f thé Grand 0ríént
* Unítéd Áncíént 0rdér 0f Druíds
* Unítéd Br0thérs 0f Fríéndshíp – Sístérs 0f thé Mystérí0us Tén
* Unítéd C0mmércíal Travélérs 0f Áméríca
- Áncíént Mystíc 0rdér 0f Bagmén 0f Bagdad
* Unítéd 0rdér 0f Trué Réf0rmérs
* W00dmén

Want to understand more? See download €dmond P aris book, History of J€§uits
http://wp.me/pwIAV-1

.



"My dear Knight Karl, Passion is Good - but I think you je§uits are just too Just; hear, listen how
most goldteeth seem to chink overboard. See how social tuning maximizes the golden music in
my VAT..."

How funny, isnt it: This fella was known in the 1940′s as a Zykl0n-B gas salesman, directly
into je§uit Adolphs gold teeth ovens…

.

.

LOPPU - The End
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New site, get all - fast download:

...download latest, still uncensored: http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9

Tämä sivusto on jatkuvan monimuotoisen häirinnän kohteena joten dokumentit löytyvät myös:
scribd.com/syottovasikka tai wordpress.com 'virallisen totuuden kaatopaikka'.

'Sattuneesta syystä' linkit yllä on kirjoitettava itse selaimesi osoitekenttään.
Alla dokumenteista otsikot, yhteenveto. Slideshare ei tue linkkejä; Osoitteen joudut kirjoittamaan
selaimeesi tai hakemaan ne sivulta erilainen.wordpress.com. Dokumentin lataus omalle koneelle onnistuu
luomalla tili ja kirjautumalla. ...mediafire.com -sivusto ei vaadi kirjautumista. :

Below documet descriptions, addresses to the slideshare.com documents not yet censored.
Read, Copy and Distribute!

Vaikenemalla alistut pimeyden ruhtinaan avustajaksi,
osallistut salaliittoon kansalaisiasi vastaan...
Ismiensä luoja, Isä Terrori, jalostaa ismejänsä
jatkuvasti vangitakseen sinut PELKOonsa. Terror -
ismi. Tuhoisin keinonsa.

Staying silent you allow rule of darkness, you
become one with the Conspiracy of Silence.
Convenient way to lie to yourself 'this way you can
escape terror'. FEAR = Father Terrors best -ism,
best hoax to enslave everyone ...



tai

- scribd.com/syottovasikka
www.scribd.com/user/115931241/Syottovasikka

- erilainen.wordpress.com
- mediafire.com http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9 (free download)
- 4shared.com
- https://jumpshare.com/b/0lWtLzUebdpQRvP94cUx



Neljäs Peto
Elämme pedon vankileireissä odottaen ennustettua ja
pakollista 666-tunnistussirua.

Hollerith reikäkorttijärjestelmä oli avain kansakuntain
seulomiseen ja ryöstämiseen halki koko 1900-luvun. Nyt tämä
paisunut pahvihampainen peto on verkkonsa kutonut kaikkialle,
seuloo kansakuntia yhä kiihtyvämmällä vauhdilla. Lue ja
tunnista se, löydä sielullesi pelastus!

"seseon sensuroitava!" huudahti paljastunut Kill Bates...
CENSORED: www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/neljs-peto

tai www.scribd.com/doc/250744143/Neljas-Peto tai
www.erilainen.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/neljas-peto.pdf tai

www.mediafire.com/file/38zzfdvv2ok8eo1/Neljas_Peto.pdf

Helsinki-Viipuri-Moskova

History revealed via Finnish
 Army Photos.

Tätä et olekaan ennen nähnyt.
SA-kuvadokumentti:
  Sivuosassa Mannerheimin SS-Mercedes!

Evakkotie

Finnish Evacuee-escape from bloody
CCCP talons.

SA-kuvadokumentti suomen sorretuista joiden
kotikontuja CCCP yhäti miehittää.



PyrΔmid PlΔgue
Pyongjang, Pohjois-Korea. Ennen näkemättömiä kuvia
jesuiittain orjalasta. Vasemmalla maailman suurin ja pisimpään
rakenteilla oleva keskeneräinen hotelli - Ryonguong.

Sellaista oli elämä Jeesuksen aikaan
Rooman juonet ovat aina pyörittäneet laumojaan maapallon
ympäri: miten kirjoitukset väärennettiin ohjaamaan jopa
suomilaisten kultahampaat Paavikeisarin laariin - vuosisadasta
toiseen.



TAAS ...Sensuroitu Fibromyalgia

Pharmakeia <kreik> = Noituus: Tätä ei kansanmurhaaja lääketiede halua sinun tietävän, olethan
kidutettuna sille rahasampo. Tuhat artikkelileikettä lähdetioitoineen lääketehtaiden alati paisuvista
huijauksista: KAVAHDA NOITIEN myrkkyjä ja OPI PYSYMÄÄN HENGISSÄ.

www.scribd.com/doc/215218247/Sensuroitu-Fibromyalgia

tai

www. erilainen.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/sensuroitu-fibromyalgia1.pdf

tai

http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9



Tähtitarhain Tuolla Puolla
Kuinka Hän kaikkeuden loi, pelastuksen ihmisille soi:
Pedon pelon ja terrorin vastakohta on Toivo. ...ketään Hän
pakota ei, pelastuskin lahjoitetaan vain vain jos tahtoo
vastaanottaa rakkauden Totuuteen.

Surmattuna Summa Mutikassa

Minkä pyhiinvaelluskultin patsas löytyy keskeltä
Karjalaa? Miksi siniverinen Siemens - ja prinssi
kustaa ja muut EU pikkurapparit kävivät Summan
soilla pyhiinvaelluksella alkaen 1941?

Joulun Evankeliumi:
- pahan sanoma

- Pelastuksen viesti

Kuinka maailma joutui alati kasvavan
ahneuden verottamaksi - - Pelastustamme
viedä se ei voi

Phyrgia - miten sen heraldiikka paljastaa
eukkuRooman juonet kaikkialla maailmassa
alkaen jesuiitta Leninistä Moskovan torilla?



Berijan Tarhat

Unto Parvilahti : ... niin harvinainen kirja ettei ols  ISBN numeroa!
However, English translation did exist in 1980's ... see more

Poliisi potkaisi oven sisään ja niin Unto Parvilahti kaapattiin
yöllä CCCP vankiloihin. Karjala.
Lisättynä ennennäkemättömin SA-kuvin. Kuvien laatu
parannettu...

Haagin Kenguruoikeus - Milosevic

Kaikki petoksessa mukana kaksin käsin: tässä parhaimmalta
näyttävä Time-lehden huijaus nälkiintyneistä 'vangeista'.

Kun joka ikinen ritarien huijauskulissi romahtaa naurunremakkaan
kenguruoikeuden pelleilyssä, Milosevic piti myrkyttää... käykö
Aarniometsissä samalla tavoin?



Nuclear 'uprating'
Process
NRC meeting 512 excerpts reveal how
clueless NPP management is. Loose
parts floating in the reactor, who cares?
How ol shaky, long past last date reactors
are being trimmed to double power with
excess volatile plutonium.
NRC 512th Meeting – Public discussion
archive revealed with illustrations. -
taustat Fukushimalle - suomennettuna.
Text from: NRC Nuclear Regulatory

Commission http://www.nrc.gov/

NRC Kokouspöytäkirja  512

–  Plutoniumtehtaiden viritellyt reaktorit
Suomeksi: www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/nrc-512-kokouspytkirja-02

Uutisia terror -ismin peilisaleista 9/11

Kuinka jesuiittain julistama sota ismiä vastaan kuristi kansat
kavallusotteeseensa, murskasi orjainsa vähäisimmätkin oikeudet:
YLEN aivopiestyille ei mahdollisuutta anneta vieläkään...



Radioaktiivisuus

K.Fajans 1927

Kadonneen kirjan uudistettu painos.
Tyypilliseen tapaan kirjastoista
salatuhotun opuksen alkuperäinen
uudistettu painos; ydintekniikan
perustiedot on haluttu tälläkin tavoin
salata.Tämä kirja on äärimmäisen
harvinainen eikä sitä ole mistään
saatavissa. Mahdollisesti vain kaksi
suomenkielistä kappaletta on säilynyt
ydinrovioista... Nyt edessäsi on uunituore
historian romukopasta nostettu ja
kiillotettu kopio. (Engl kielinen versio

löytynee jostain kirjastosta jopa on-line)

Fysiikan ohjelmoidut bessewerwisserit hymähtävät ydinfyysikko Tri K Fajansin wanhalle kirjalle -
elleivät halua nähdä kuinka alkuainetaulukko väärennettiin Plutonium keittoloiden alttareille
(Kanavasäteily - sitähän ei ole ... varsinainen ydinmafian pilkkakuoro!).
Uuteen kuosiin tämän yhä ajankohtaisemman Arton kirjan kokosi ja toimitti sinullekin Ydintieto-
Yhdistys 12/2011. Sisältö ja formaatti pyrkii seuraamaan alkuperäistä. YY:n tarkoitus on lisätä
nykyisen höyrykauden ydintekniikan tietoutta kaikille ydinmaailman nenästä vedetyille, erityisesti
Suomen Miehille ja kaikille kansoille - jotka ydinpimiön tahalliset ja mielettömät säteilyaltistukset
saavat.

Tutustu 'Fukushiman Taustat' ja 'Chernobyl Raporttivuoto' -dokumenttiin.

Kirpputorien ja kirjastojen kirjastot ovat aktiivisen tuho-operaation kynsissä: alkuperäinen
tieto hävitetään keisarimme ohjaamien vähä älyjen toimesta - maapallo kuumenee satujensa tieltä.
Codex alimentarius saa salaisesti edistää väestönvähennystä koska kaikki uskovat Keisarin
vaatteisiin - oikeata tieto ei enää saa mistään. CO2 verotusvälineenä tuntuu niin jesuiittain
sosiaalisen oikeuden ihanuudelta: Lapsemme eivät enää tiedä että hiilidioksidi on elinehto - koska
et löydä enää perustietoja mistään!



Ydinvoima - säteilyttäjäsi

Vasemmalla kuvassa eräs vuoden 1955 ydinräjäytyksistä, tällä kertaa
Kiina: Nk. 'kokeiden' eli säteilytysräjäytyksien yhteismäärä on jo 12.000
– ja jatkuu. (2700 atmospheric nuclear blasts)

Suomi - Orwellin Valtakunta
Suomi - ritarisyöpäläisten maa, vrt kuva. Rooman insestiklaanin sisältäpäin kavaltamana...

...paavin poliisiborreolooshin anarkian alle alistettuna.

http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9 tai scribd.com/syottovasikka tai
erilainen.wordpress.com

Download: www.mediafire.com/file/9131ktazygjocdw/SUOMI_Orwellin_valtakunta.pdf



Sky Sky Sky – Cry Cry Cry

Tuulipussitieteen petokset avattuna:
maapallo kuumenee -kavallusten sarja
näkyvissä. Chemtrail ilmastomyrkytys -
arkipäiväisen salaista.

Mitä nämä ovat? ...vasemmalla kuvia
Helsingin yllä 2014. ... chemtrail tankkerin
suuttimet jumittavat. Hengitä syvään...

Jotkut lähteet sanovat että 90% säätilasta,
säästä ja myrskyistä on tehtailtu.

SENSUROITU
www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/saatila-
mani-pulaatiot

- ERROR 404= deleted by
MSoft/slideshare.com

---> see https://erilainen.files.wordpress.com
erilainen.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/sky-sky-sky-cry-cry-cry3.pdf

-or goto-

www.scribd.com/doc/87669151/Sky-Sky-Sky-Cry-Cry-Cry

DOWNLOAD - Lataa kaikki dokumentit http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9



Rakettisateiden Maat
Paavimedian peiton alta paljastuva näkymä polttaa hesarin
valheet, kaataa YLEn oksennukset ministeriöitten
akkunoista sisään: rahvas laulaa vaan ei tiedä kenelle...

Israelin rahvas, kymmenien tuhansien EUn maksamain rakettien
savuava kohde. Kaikki rooman pappisritaritkin rikastuvat kun
rahvas kärsii jesuiitta molotovin rauhankoktaileja siemaillen.

Jesuiitta Albert0 R i v e r a n
elämänkerta
Lue kuinka Lutterkirkko kumartaa Rooman Osirista, on
salaa myynyt sielusi Vatikaaniin: juridisesti sinä olet nyt
Rooman omistuksessa!
(Kuvassa Soininkin Roomalaiskatolisten noitakoe: Myllynkivi
pikkupojan kaulaan ja jokeen: jos kelluu, on noita, jos hukkuu, ei
ollut noita...)

Obama, kuka olet?
Ensimmäinen 'mies' joka ansaitsi Nobel-
palkinnon ikenillään.
Mitä kaikkea tämän mustan Kenialaimuslimi
narkkarin taustalta löytyykään...

NOBEL: sahtivaari ym mustat huumeritarit



Ne Tulivat Yöllä
...kuin pimeyden ruhtinaat.

ISRAEL: Mikään ei ole muuttunut. Rooma ryöstää
ja tuhoaa rahvasta jatkuvasti peräpohjolaa myöden
hesarien valheilla, kansa ei tajua. Lue Israelin
nykypäivästä ...

Kempiläinen
Katolisen Jesuiitta Tuomas Hamerkenin
salakavala oppikirja 1400-luvulta jolla
pohjolan pedofiilitkin kasvatetaan; katsaus
kaameaan antiin.
Tätä antia ammentaa myös vastakeksitty
'parempi' kirkkokunta Daagonin
kalanpäähattupiispoineen. VARO!

Tämäkö Oli Elämäsi

Kullekin ihmiselle on rajallinen aikansa. Kuinka sen käytät,
mitä odotat että eräänä päivänä tapahtuu kun sielusi vaaditaan
sinulta pois?

Sateenkaarihuijarit paljastuvat!

Chick.com sarjakuvasuomennos.



PAHAN PIETARIN BASILLI
Vatikaanin salat julki: Pietarin 'kirkko'

Kultahammaslastissa oleva oksettava porttokirkko. IHS =
Isis Horus Seth paljastus. ISIs ?! Sanoinko ISIS...

L' Asino kirjoitti v.1903: "EURooman keisaripaavi
takavarikoi, märehtii, nielee ... sitten se on nälkäisempi kuin
koskaan aiemmin..."

Äitikirkko ja punainen hameväki: "...näin vaimon istuvan
verenkarvaisen pedon päällä, täynnänsä pilkkanimiä, jolla
oli seitsemän päätä ja kymmenen sarvea. ... täynnä
kauhistuksia ja hänen huoruutensa riettautta: Babylon,
huoruuden ja maan kauhistuksen äiti. ...Sillä hänen
haureutensa vihan viiniä ovat kaikki kansat juoneet, ja maan
kuninkaat ovat haureutta harjoittaneet hänen kanssansa, ja
maan kauppiaat ovat rikastuneet hänen hekumansa
runsaudesta." Ilm.17.

.

Paavin Salaseurat, Ritarit ja
Vapaamuurarit

GADinpalvojain G-kirous:

"Jos näet köyhää sorrettavan sekä oikeutta ja
vanhurskautta poljettavan maakunnassa, niin

älä sitä asiaa ihmettele; sillä ylhäistä
vartioitsee vielä ylhäisempi, ja sitäkin

ylhäisemmät heitä molempia."

..."te, jotka hylkäätte Herran ja unhotatte
minun pyhän vuoreni, jotka valmistatte

Gadille pöydän..." Jes.65



Vapaamuurari, Ei-toivottu Vieras

Vapaamuurarit värväävät erityisesti seurakuntien
keskeltä. Liekö suomess yhtään yhteisöä joka heitä hyljeksisi?
Tuskin. Sensijaan veljeys, ykseyskoulutus ja rooman ylistys lienee
täällä edellytys puhujanpönttöön päästäksesi.
Lue miten Larry kutsuttiin kerhoon.

Kansa joka ei ole kansa
Palestina -sadun kehitti Rooman keisaripaavi
ennen ajanlaskumme alkua alistaakseen
juutalaiset...

"Jos olet varma Palestiinan valtiosta, kansasta, sen
historiasta, kulttuurista, kielestä yms., kykenet
varmaan vastaamaan muutamaan kysymykseen: 1. –
Kuka sen perusti, milloin? 2. – Mitkä olivat sen rajat?
3. – mikä oli sen..."

Jenin Jenin: Globaali aivopesukone
hävisi mediasodan

Paljastaa äitikirkon vasemmisto-oikeistosatu koneiston,
sille alistettuna olevan Ev Lut Kirkon osallisuuden mediansa
propagandaan ja messamurha lavastuksiin. ... Miinoitettu
Jenin 2002: Noobelsankari terroristiritari Arafatin ryöstämä
‘leiri’: …kadut langoitettu pommeilla, täynnä ihmisiä, miinoja,
mummoja, invalideja pyörätuoleineen, lapsia
pommikasseineen. Islamin kunniamurhaajajoukko valitsi sen
taistelupaikakseen…



Lue kaikki

Israel Uutiset
2011 / 1-2012 / 2-2012 / 2013 (yht
4kpl)

KIELLETYT UUTISET: YLEn aivopesun
kääntävät mullistavat uutisklipsit avaavat täysin
uudet näkymät Israeliin

Israel uutiset:

1. israel-uutiset-2011
2. israel-uutiset-1/2012
3. israel-uutiset-2/2012
4. israel-uutiset-2013

Israelin Arkeologia
Katsaus Paavin huijaushuvipuistoista todellisiin
Arkeologian helmiin.

islamin moskeijan minareetti muuttuu tarvittaessa
Daavidin torniksi, linnat junarata action parkiksi...
Elikkäs Sana "älä usko tätä katolista tehtailua,
koettele kaikki, pidä vain se mikä on hyvä ja karta
pahaa" on tässäkin paikallaan...



Öljy, Luonnontuote

Elämän Edellytys, ÖLJY. Tiesitkö että Maan
Öljyvarannot riittävät tuhansiksi vuosiksi eteenpäin?Maapallo ei
lämpenekään, meret eivät peitä palloamme ...
Pelastaudu hesarin höyryistä ja tutustu faktoihin.............

Chernobyl Raporttivuoto

Kuinka mahdoton tapahtui ja suomi
salasäteilytettiin 100.000 vuodeksi ... kuinka SINÄ
olet palapelin palanen jättimäisessä ihmiskunnan
råttakokeessa. Tietojasi varastoidaan, seulotaan,
kytätään -  kuinka syöpäsi tulee, kehittyy - mutta
sinulle ei kerrota.

Fukushiman Taustat.

Miten Olkiluodon
Plutoniumtehtaasta vuotaa seinien
läpi suorana säteilynä 3x
'Chernobyliä' vuodessa...

Miksi NILU, Norjan super simulointikeskus suljettiin kun se alkoi
näyttää rahvaalle kokomaapallosen saastumisen? Vasemmalla
NILUn tuottama rahvaan kaunis versio - oikealla todellinen
ilmakehän 100% cesium saastutus 2011



Alla ylläoleva  litania käännettynä Englanniksi.

titles IN ENGLISH:
IN ENGLISH: most documents partly contain English translations; see the doc list repeated
in English below ...

Most over 40 documents contain English excerpts, some wholly translated.

Slideshare started to censor; however all are available at:
- scribd.com/syottovasikka
- erilainen.wordpress.com
- http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9 (mediafire.com; free download, no login)
- https://jumpshare.com/b/0lWtLzUebdpQRvP94cUx

Below short peek into contents; most documents have English translations inside.

No linkys; you have to type all linkys into your browser... or goto get em at erilainen.wordpress.com:



Peter's Pill Grimace
Vatican dirty secrets revealed. IHS = Isis Horus Seth ... Roots of
ISIS and Catholic terror ism.

"For by the wine of the wrath of her fornication all the nations are
fallen; and the kings of the earth committed fornication with her, and
the merchants of the earth waxed rich by the power of her
wantonness"

Jesuit Alberto R i v e r a's life
How Lutheran Church bows under Roman Osiris, has
secretly sold its slaves under Vatican Jesuit terror -ism.

Catholic witch hunt test seen at left: Ten million ppl were
tortured under its (still continuing) inquisitions each century...
Catholic incest ministry: Boy with attached millstone, thrown
into water. If he float, he is a witch. If he drowns, he was not a
witch (or maybe just ? witness)

Manmade Nuclear Holocaust
Plutonium Factories a.k.a. Nuclear Powerplants are
irradiating every living creature on earth.

Based on AlgoRealism of melting ice & rising seas:
Coastline of west Finland has risen 100km during last
500 years, people are being taxed from as they gain
more land on the coast... plus other astonishing
treasonous MSM hoaxes



Nuclear 'uprating'
Process
NRC meeting 512 excerpts reveal how
clueless NPP management is. Loose
parts floating in the reactor, who cares?
How ol shaky, long past last date reactors
are being trimmed to double power with
excess volatile plutonium.
NRC 512th Meeting – Public discussion
archive revealed with illustrations. Text
from: NRC Nuclear Regulatory
Commission http://www.nrc.gov/

News of the papal terror -ism 9/11

How the jesuital WAR AGAINST ISM took nations on a holy
ride; robberies to be continued beyond tomorrow.

(in Finnish; english resource linkys)



Fourth Beast
Neljäs Peto: we live the promised time of being
microchipped with beastly 666. Nobody will be able to buy
or sell without this cursed number: those who take it,
scriptures promise hell...

Hollerith Punch Card system has been around 150 years, the
Beast heart key to global robbery, mass murders...

(Mostly in Finnish, hello there, this extraodinary document
waits resources to translation)

www.mediafire.com/file/38zzfdvv2ok8eo1/Neljas_Peto.pdf

http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9

Helsinki-Viipuri-Moskova

History revealed via Finnish
Army Photos.

Never before seen Cars, and then some... Finnish field marshal jesuit
Mannerheim's SS-mercedes etc.



Evakkotie (=Evacuee route 1939/1944)

Finnish Evacuee-escape from bloody
CCCP talons.

Karelia - part of Finland - still occupied today by CCCP.
Two times the size of Israel...

A photo documentary of the oppressed. See SA-army
edited photos, finn txt.

PyrΔmid PlΔgue
Unbelievable never before seen revelations from Pyongjang,
North Korea. At left, world's largest hotel, Ryonguong. Has
been built 25 years and never finished... N.Korea founder was
fmr CCCP-general, jesuit like Mannerheim. Must Read!



Life in time of Jeshua HaMaschia
How osiris has played his tricks throughout centuries:
Scriptures will reveal the Roman Beast, thus it has to keep on
fighting as promised.

"The dragon waxed wroth and went to make war with the  seed
that keep the commandments of God, and hold the testimony of
Jesus" Rev.12

Censored Fibromyalgy

Pharmakeia = Witchcraft in Greek: The papal
pharma industry is geared for the beastly depulation
program.

Big Pharma massmurders -Documentary through
ages - 15 years with source linkys.

CENSORED Again , now by MS-slideshare.net:
CENSORED www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/sensuroitu-fibromyalgia

GO TO

try www.mediafire.com/file/1a6qi847a69qbeh/Sensuroitu_Fibromyalgia.pdf

http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9



Beyond Time
How we came to be here....

(in Finnish ---> hello there, waiting for resources)

Summary Killing Fields; still
CCCP occupied Karelia

Pyramid pilgrimage - aka finnish Winter &
Continuation war 1939-1944 in never before seen army
documentary photos of this papal robbery continuation.

Gospel of x-Mass:
- Murder, robbery through ages

- Miracle being saved

Phyrgia - how IHS-phyrgian heraldic
will reveal EU Rome Beast from its jesuit
Lenins Mosscow Red square to noBama...



Beria's Gardens

Berian Tarhat; Unto Parvilahti : ... so rare book that no  ISBN number!
However, English translation did exist in 1980's ... see more

Red glopapal po-lice lodge kicked his door in - it was 1946 in
Finland. How Unto Parvilahti was hijacked into CCCP gulag.
Karelia.
Never before seen Finn army SA-photos.

Hague Kangaroo Court - Milosevic

Time-magazine, one of the papal beastly MSM machines here caught in
its typical, continuing std forgeries.

Nuclear - rest assured, youre irradieted
Finnish version of the 'Manmade Nuclear Holocaust'



Suomi Finland - Orwellian Nation

Finland - like any country in papal realm, is thoroughly eaten by the papal worm masonry
knightly clans.

CENSORED by slideshare.net:
www.slideshare.net/syottovasikka/suomi-orwellin-valtakunta

The secrets of finn
masonry (see fig.)
knights must be
kept off from the
finn-slaves... so the
papal masons
asked 'help' from
slide. owner,
brother Kill Bates.

As honored knight,
Bill was ready to
smash these facts...

MS-CENSORED: You dont know what you dont know.

Download: www.mediafire.com/file/9131ktazygjocdw/SUOMI_Orwellin_valtakunta.pdf

Sky Sky Sky – Cry Cry Cry
Weather Satellite pics; collection of anomalies over
Scandinavia. …Satellite Weather Radar Anomalies over Scandinavia;
collection of clips. Chemtrails etc

Fig.: Chemtrail tanker nozzles malfuntion on routine flight, Helsinki.

- ERROR 404= deleted by MSoft/slideshare.com
---> see https://erilainen.files.wordpress.com -or goto-

www.scribd.com/doc/87669151/Sky-Sky-Sky-Cry-Cry-Cry



30.000 EU rockets to israel (before 2010)

Facts Hidden uder MSM

Jesuit Alberto R i v e r a 's life
Finnish Version

Obummer, Who are u?

First 'man' to earn nobel prize for oversize
gums. See through the papal pallywood
theatrics behind this hoax.



They Came Through the Night
...like black knights.

ISRAEL: How Rome machinations continue behind
the old fairy tale of 'palestine' ...

Kempiläinen
Catholy jesuit monk Tuomas Hamerken books is

used by the Lutheran incest crowd.

This Was u Life?

Rainbow Crowd expose' !

Chick.com cartoons



PAHAN PIETARIN BASILLI
Peters Pill Grimace In Finnish. CHECK OUT!

 IHS = Isis Horus Seth revelation. ISIs ?! did I say ISIS...

"...with whom the kings of the earth committed fornication,
and they that dwell in the earth were made drunken with the
wine of her fornication. And he carried me away in the Spirit
into a [satanic spiritual]wilderness: and I saw a woman
sitting upon a scarlet-colored beast, full of names of
blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.  And the
woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and decked with
gold and precious stone and pearls, having in her hand a
golden cup full of abominations, even the unclean things of
her fornication,
and upon her forehead a name written, MYSTERY,
BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF THE
HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE
EARTH. "

.

Papal Knights, Masonry
Kabbala G-worshippers Curse:

..."But ye are they that forsake the LORD, that
forget my holy mountain, that prepare a table

for GAD, and that furnish the drink offering
unto that FATIMA. " Isa.65

Fatima: Catholy Monastery in Portugal, place
where islam was inveted by Rome...



Mason, Unwanted Guest

chick.com cartoons.

Nation that isnt. Never Was.
Will NOT become...
Palestina -saga, the name invented by Roman
Osiris Ceasar-Pope.

Jenin Jenin News 2002:

How GlobalMSM lost its propaganda war



Israel News [shh]

Forbidden News which MSM keeps hiding.

(Finnish; english with resource linkys)

Israel uutiset:

1. israel-news-2011
2. israel-news-1/2012
3. israel-news-2/2012
4. israel-news-2013

---->

Israel Archeology
Check what kind minarets this machinery sells as
Davisds citadel...

New Archeological gems.



OIL. Natural resource from Nature

All life would vanish without oil. Reserves last
thousands of years...

Chernobyl Report Leak

What happened - how youre irradiated today.
How an individual is tracked and compiled into
'interesting scientific database' - never told how big a
dosage you were deliberately delivered...

Fukushima Facts.

Collection of original news
immediately after it happened.



Following documents fully translated:

- Vatican-pill-grimace-of-petros
- ex. Jesuit Alberto Rivera's Life
- US Nuclear regulator - NRC-meeting-512
- Manmade Nuclear Holocaust

(Psst: Resources needed in translation)

Easy Fast download from
https://jumpshare.com/b/ubgAAfp6YDJkoUkioqqC

When necessary, Download all newest copies from www.mediafire.com :
http://tinyurl.com/gnpfal9

Some versions available (updates blocked) - after you create a free account :
www.scribd.com/user/115931241/Syottovasikka

--->www.scribdownload.com/doc/215218247/Sensuroitu-Fibromyalgia ...
(sivu ohjeistaa: 'valitse .PDF')

Wordpress.com:
www.erilainen.wordpress.com

(hae "Virallisen Totuuden Kaato Paikka")

shh...
One of the fmr, now deleted sites:

www.docslide.net/documents/neljas-peto.html - alas,

This webpage is not available
www.docslide.net/documents/helsinki-viipuri-moskova.html ... all DELETED

PS. Docslide is a je suits GOOG le spy agency



mediafire.com direct doc addresses in alphabetic order ... pitkä dokumenttiluettelo/suoraosoite
aakkosjärjestyksessä kaikkiin em. dokumentteihin:

www.mediafire.com/folder/u9xa5k9d0z9rxst
www.mediafire.com/folder/5nxo1esn2khyg3x
www.mediafire.com/folder/ekb3mj51vdxkb02
www.mediafire.com/folder/yanjsyeplqsylsy
www.mediafire.com/folder/1mxb83qkh26r84a
www.mediafire.com/folder/bp6x5j1aeehpn7w
www.mediafire.com/folder/vfay8cb86afe0ca
www.mediafire.com/folder/1d14gby121666ss
www.mediafire.com/folder/11a6f95l2hcvg55
www.mediafire.com/folder/rb92de8o3l0a1v9
www.mediafire.com/folder/9hcv9ndp3gt2nun
www.mediafire.com/folder/b8cxpc934ndx04h
www.mediafire.com/folder/jtsqij1llbvobm3
www.mediafire.com/folder/52cwcb7x7lbc51f
www.mediafire.com/folder/zvqi68b9ln9dakj
www.mediafire.com/folder/ocn3fesfc5pzmfw
www.mediafire.com/folder/4ozfw4uum5zfpfw
www.mediafire.com/folder/8nbmwffoz2bcpl5
www.mediafire.com/folder/us2as1sjdr42edi
www.mediafire.com/folder/l1kidb9uje8127n
www.mediafire.com/folder/na4ohlh05o04e4l
www.mediafire.com/folder/esgtveghzeu6my4
www.mediafire.com/folder/bgx14fa331kjplg
www.mediafire.com/folder/ktjloymb5kj2b1d
www.mediafire.com/folder/t7meqz2t23447rm
www.mediafire.com/folder/7bh9zsqbo5n7hd8
www.mediafire.com/folder/38zzfdvv2ok8eo1
www.mediafire.com/folder/w6gn8zh9jknocx3
www.mediafire.com/folder/b5bzl55nagfojb2
www.mediafire.com/folder/f08m6kedkf051cf
www.mediafire.com/folder/6pb3z5fzqjgzif9
www.mediafire.com/folder/h4ipr4sv1h3ot2f
www.mediafire.com/folder/72sz47da7zu48t0
www.mediafire.com/folder/u449ibhns3un8di
www.mediafire.com/folder/99xsx8go6odra11
www.mediafire.com/folder/1a6qi847a69qbeh
www.mediafire.com/folder/on73y8broakh76z
www.mediafire.com/folder/9131ktazygjocdw
www.mediafire.com/folder/mutgzrm82m33zmf
www.mediafire.com/folder/d9d42d6mbaff5t2
www.mediafire.com/folder/8a05e1uvs1fpf7j
www.mediafire.com/folder/l8w3ocj99a2048d
www.mediafire.com/folder/4we3n8bup9rworf
www.mediafire.com/folder/cft45h6elwlmcny
www.mediafire.com/folder/eztcvzrtrun4j3z/shared


